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Jami Jones MANAGING EDITOR

Rectinal imaging? The last straw!
In the past, the state and federal
governments have come up with
some wild ideas to keep a firm grip
on the truck driver. Sen. Danforth
is now doing his best to see that
we all “drop our drawers” for any
official who has the slightest reason
for wanting us to take a drug test.
But the most outrageous idea I have
heard of so far is the rectinal scan!!
Imagine having a picture of your
rear end on an identification card
and having an officer compare it to
the real thing to prove you are who
you say you are?
Just think of the possible uses:
check cashing, passports, IDs. One
further observation, you won’t have
to worry about your smile anymore,
just proudly display your vertical
one!
Pearl P. Baker
Freeview, Wis.
Editor’s note: Hold on, Pearl.
That’s retinal imaging, not rectal.
They’re both invasive to a part of
your body, but different parts.
Todd Spencer

To answer your immediate
question: Yes, that is a real letter
that ran in Land Line Magazine in
1989. Then-Editor Todd Spencer
went on to explain that OOIDA was
opposed to a proposal on retinal
scanning, which did not come to
pass.
Why jump into the wayback
machine and pull out a letter for
any other reason than it’s just a
funny letter? Because we have long
memories here at OOIDA HQ,
and we went digging back for an
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important story that bears repeating.
That sent us back to 30 years ago,
actually back to a year earlier than
the famous Pearl P. Baker letter,
when Indiana went too far targeting
truckers and prompted a massive
and successful boycott of the state’s
businesses.
History is important, and if you
don’t learn from it you’re doomed
to repeat it.

Indiana, we’re talking to
you now. We’re going
to give you a history
lesson from 1988.
Indiana, we’re talking to you
now. We’re going to give you a
history lesson from 1988. OOIDA
historian Sandi Soendker delivers
the lesson starting on Page 54. Take
notes, Indiana. You’re repeating
history, and things are not going to
turn out well.
The impetus for the current angst
in the state of Indiana is recent
decisions regarding the Indiana Toll
Road. And, it’s not the only state.
Tolls are taxes. Make no mistake
about it. The current disturbing
trend of truck-only tolls and toll
increases is not only patently unfair,
it is likely illegal. We have plenty
of toll talk in this issue starting with
OOIDA President Todd Spencer on
Page 12.
As the calendar winds down on
2018 and we’re looking ahead to
2019, things are really different in
trucking.
Last year, the collective anxiety
of truck drivers was pegged at 11.
The looming electronic logging

mandate’s hard enforcement
deadline was taking its toll. Things
aren’t so grim this year. Sure, the
nanny time clocks are here and not
showing signs of going away, but
they brought about hope for reform
of the hours-of-service regulations.
Associate Editor Mark
Schremmer said we needed to take
a hard look at the most pressing
issues heading in to 2019. Good
idea. We bring to you the top five
things truckers are focused on
heading into the new year. Check it
out on Page 20.
As we sent this magazine off to
the printer, the OOIDA Board of
Directors was hard at work at the
Association’s annual fall meeting.
We’ll bring you complete coverage
of the meeting in the February
issue. But, we were able to sneak
in coverage of the board’s meeting
with FMCSA’s Ray Martinez and
Joe DeLorenzo. It’s on Page 48.
Speaking of the board meeting, I
want to take pause to acknowledge
another loss to the OOIDA family.
OOIDA Board Member Steve
Davenport died in his sleep in early
November. It was a blow for which
none of us were prepared. Steve
will be remembered for a lot of
things, and most know him for his
passion for honoring the veterans
of the Vietnam War. But the thing
I’ll always remember fondly about
Steve is his smile. He loved life and
having fun. No matter your mood
or attitude, he had a smile that you
couldn’t help but return. He will be
sorely missed. We say our goodbye
on Page 68. LL
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Myth: One truck does more damage
than 9,600 automobiles
In order to justify tolling heavy-duty trucks,
proponents often cite an obscure statistic
Todd Spencer
OOIDA pREsIDENT from a GAO study that a single “tractortrailer has the same impact on an interstate
highway as at least 9,600 automobiles.”
It is important to understand the origins of this myth,
as the data behind the phrase originates from the highly
regarded American Association of State Highway
Officials (AASHO) Road Test, what is now the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO). The Road Test was “to study the performance
of pavement structures of known thickness under moving
loads of known magnitude and frequency.”

If engineers design the roadway properly
… the pavement will be more durable
as one additional inch of concrete slab
would allow for twice the demand without
lowering the life of the highway.
Construction for the Road Test began in Ottawa, Ill.,
in August 1956. The project consisted of 7 miles of twolane pavement. The 836 test sections used a wide range
of surface, base and subbase thicknesses, and included 16
short-span bridges.
Test traffic began on Oct. 15, 1958, with the Department
of Defense providing heavy vehicles and drivers. The
AASHO Road Test ended Nov. 30, 1960. The majority of
test sections were deliberately underdesigned in order to
achieve pavement failure, while the other sections, built
according to the modern standards of the day, held up
under thousands of axle loads.
The test data demonstrated a geometric relationship
between axle loads and pavement effects, so that even
small increases in axle loads could have a large effect on
pavement wear. However, the data also determined that a
small increase in pavement strength and thickness would
accommodate a large increase in axle loading, which
researchers rarely mention.
The intent of the study was to help engineers determine
load-related pavement requirements with the test data
establishing the relationships for pavement structural
designs based on expected demand over the life of a
pavement. The data from the Road Test helped to create a
standard value for axle weights, called “equivalent single
12 LAND LINE

axle loads,” or ESAL. An ESAL represents an 18,000pound single-axle load, which is assigned a value of 1.00.
To get down to the nitty gritty of how they arrived at the
9,600 number, you need to do the math.
First the truck. A standard five-axle tractor-trailer
weighing 80,000 pounds has an ESAL value of 3.83. This
is determined by examining the various axles, i.e., the
steer axle (12,000 pounds) and the tandem axles (34,000
pounds), and adding their ESAL values together (0.19 for
the steer axle plus 1.82 for one tandem plus 1.82 for the
second tandem adds up to a total 3.83 ESAL).
In comparison, a two-axle passenger car weighing 4,000
pounds has an ESAL value of 0.0002 for both the front
axle and rear axles, equating to a total ESAL value of
0.0004. Thus, a single tractor-trailer has the same impact
as 9,600 passenger cars. They get that by dividing the
truck’s total ESAL (3.83) by the car’s total ESAL (0.0004).
However, it is not that simple as there are several other
factors to consider other than ESAL equivalency. First,
we must consider the two types of pavement, flexible
or rigid. Modern designs use flexible pavement, which
lowers the ratio to approximately 800 to 1,000 cars per
single truck. Moreover, if engineers design the roadway
properly, considering both the depth and type of concrete,
the pavement will be more durable as one additional inch
of concrete slab would allow for twice the demand without
lowering the life of the highway.
The Transportation Research Board stated, “When a
highway is properly designed … it will not be damaged by
the traffic it is designed to support.” Thus, the pavement
damage is not because of heavy-trucks but because the
state or federal builders did not design the highways
correctly. The reason for the excessive damage is more
likely because construction companies use less concrete
and less flexible concrete slabs than the infrastructure
needs.
Other factors to consider for pavement wear seldom
mentioned are:
• Underlying soil.
• Roadbed design.
• Pavement type.
• Pavement thickness.
• Weather effects.
• Deferred maintenance.
While it may cost more upfront, if you build it right it’s
less expensive in the long run. LL
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E Pluribus Unum: ‘Out of many, one’
Congress adopted in 1784 this 13-letter Latin
phrase as part of the official seal of the United
States of America. Although never codified,
E Pluribus Unum was the unofficial national
Wendy Parker
sTAFF WRITER
motto until 1956, when “In God We Trust” was
signed into law by Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Sometimes translated as, “From many, one,” each of
the 13 letters represents one of the original New England
colonies.
Beginning in 1607, outposts and established camps on
the East Coast of North America began being sustainable
English crown-ruled colonies. By 1738, these colonies
stretched from New Hampshire to Georgia. In each colony,
the king appointed a governor. Landholding voters elected
a legislature. Not surprisingly, colonial representatives
clashed with crown-appointed governors.
Individual colonies
focused on establishing
Reluctance to
colonial power in
London. The information
give up unique
distributed within them
individuality in
ignored other colonies.
each colony wasted
Things bopped along
years screaming and until 1763. Colonists
hollering alone and
had sustainable
ineffectively.
establishments and
profitable working
commerce. The crown
took note in the form of excessive taxation. This further
antagonized the colonists to the point of organizing.
In 1773, these tiny colonies found enough common
ground and benefit to unify as individuals in their
statehood. They set about declaring themselves united as
a nation. In 1776, 13 individual colonies came together
under the Declaration of Independence and became the
United States of America.
Out of many, one.
Any of this ringing any bells? Any slight recognition of
what’s going on in the trucking industry right now?

OpEd

Let’s revisit this part: “Individual colonies focused on
establishing colonial power in London. The information
distributed within them ignored other colonies.”
Let’s plug in some timely trucking vernacular: “Social
media-driven, newly established trucking groups focus on
establishing power in Washington, D.C. The information
distributed within them ignores other trucking groups.”
Reluctance to give up unique individuality in each
colony wasted years screaming and hollering alone and
ineffectively.
We don’t have years to waste with a bunch of
caterwauling about who is more famous or has more
sway over government policy. Quite frankly, the ELD is
old news. Several fleets were switching over ages ago.
Consequently, there’s already more than a decade of ELD
data within fleets that implemented years ago.
I wrote my first article speaking out against an ELD
mandate six years ago. OOIDA fought the “black box”
for 40 years. No one really believed it would happen. A
scant handful commented when asked. Boom. As a result,
the ELD mandate happened. Suddenly, now that it’s a for
real law very few actual drivers helped craft, it’s someone
else’s fault.
That’s not how this works, fam.
The trucking industry is one of many. Many among us
need to drop the ’tudes so we can collectively write our
own Declaration of Independence.
Can you imagine Ray Martinez’s face if every single
grass-roots trucking group showed up in the same room
and presented the agency with a signed document that said:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, all trucking
operations are not the same but should be given equal
control over their differing schedules.
Love, Trucking.”
Don’t say it’s not possible. It’s totally possible. We don’t
have to like each other or be personally appreciative of
political affiliation. What we do have to do is stop wasting
time being colonies and realize our power – united.
E pluribus unum. Remember it. LL

THIS MOnTH InTRUcKInG HISTORY
DEc. 30, 2004
Following a three-day trial earlier that year, a federal judge
ruled in favor of OOIDA and more than 600 drivers in a class
action lawsuit against Ledar Transport. The court concluded
that the company violated truth-in-leasing regulations.

JAn. 30, 2015
OOIDA launched an online resource to help truck drivers
prepare for their DOT physicals and share reviews of
certified medical examiners. The service is still online at
OOIDA.com/ReviewDoc.

JAn. 3, 2005
In response to a petition from OOIDA, FMCSA announced
that it would issue an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking as a step toward raising broker bonds from
$10,000.

DEc. 7, 2016
OOIDA filed 41 pages of comments to the FMCSA in
opposition of a proposal that would have mandated speed
limiters on heavy vehicles. The Association cited studies and
statistics that indicate speed limiters would make America’s
highways more dangerous.
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Truckers SPEAKOUT
Land Line offers polls on its website at LandLineMag.com to gauge truckers’
opinions on issues of interest. Here are some recent polls and their results.

Have you attended a truck show in the past year?
Yes, one or two ............................................................................ 25%
Quite a few, actually. I am addicted .................................................. 2%
No, I generally do not take time to go ........................................... 73%

Where do you take your truck for
preventive maintenance service?
One of the Big Three service centers ............................................ 25%
A mom-and-pop shop .................................................................. 28%
Wherever is cheapest ...................................................................... 4%
I do most of my own maintenance ................................................ 43%

Have robocalls been a problem for you?
Not so many to worry about ............................................................ 7%
Yes, but I do not answer unfamiliar numbers................................. 56%
Yes, and I have to pick up in case it is a call about a load ............. 37%

Which of these northeastern states
has the worst truck parking shortage?
Connecticut..................................................................................... 9%
Massachusetts ............................................................................. 11%
New Jersey ..................................................................................... 6%
New York......................................................................................... 5%
Pennsylvania ................................................................................... 2%
I don’t have any trouble in any of them ............................................ 3%
They are all terrible....................................................................... 64%

Do you have photos of your truck and yourself saved
somewhere just in case your truck is stolen or worse?
Yes, I sure do ............................................................................... 67%
Might be a good idea, but no ....................................................... 21%
Life is too short to worry about that............................................... 12%

What do you think of the diverging diamond
interchanges, installed in the U.S. since 2009?
They confuse drivers, decreasing safety ........................................ 21%
They limit crossing traffic, increasing safety .................................. 34%
Haven’t had to mess with them much ........................................... 45%

check out our polls on LandLineMag.com. To vote, click in one of the circles to indicate
the answer that best fits your opinion. When you click on “Vote,” the site will show you upto-date results, with your opinion included.
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TOP 5 TRUcKInG ISSUES fOR 2019

here are five issues
drivers should keep
their eyes on as we
enter 2019.

The road
ahead

1

Hours of service

From the outside looking in,
reforming hours-of-service
regulations feels like a game of hurry
up and wait. But, again, that’s from
the outside.
Inside the headquarters of the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration, it looks
very different.

By Jami Jones, Tyson Fisher
and Mark Schremmer, staff

the trucking industry.
April marked the start of full
enforcement for the electronic logging
mandate, and OOIDA led the charge
toward reforming the hours-of-service
regulations.
Rather than focusing on the past,
however, Land LineÕs eyes are locked
on the road ahead. As 2018 comes to
a close, we look at the five issues that
could affect truck drivers the most in
the year ahead.

20 LAND LINE

“For now, the process is as tedious as it
seems,” said Joe DeLorenzo, director of
enforcement and compliance for FMCSA.
“We’re going through all the comments that
we have received. We’re looking at the data
we got.”
The comment period on the advance notice
of proposed rulemaking generated more than
5,200 comments. That is one of the largest
comment periods in recent history for the
agency. The contentious electronic logging
mandate only received 2,200-plus comments,
for perspective.
“We’re going to keep working as quickly as
we can,” DeLorenzo said.
At this stage of the game, the agency is
sifting through all of the information provided
during the comment period to decide if there
is justification to proceed to the next step in
the regulatory process.
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019
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The past year was an eventful one in
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“The first step in this process is to
decide if we have enough information
and data to go forward with a rule. And
if so, then what would that rule look
like,” DeLorenzo said.
That information analysis period will
set the stage, if there is one for the next
steps.
“Once we get further along and
decisions are made as to how to
go forward, then that timeline will
become more apparent and public for
everybody,” he said. “The next step
in the process, with the ANPRM, we
asked for general thoughts and data.
What people will see next, if we decide
to go forward with something, is an
actual proposal to comment on.”
What that step will look like is a
notice of proposed rulemaking. It will
lay out specific changes to the rule
as opposed to the general questions
presented in an advance notice of
proposed rulemaking. Normally, that
step could be years out. However,
Administrator Ray Martinez has put his
foot on the gas in this reform effort and
wants to move as quickly as possible.
DeLorenzo did not commit the
agency to proposing a rule because it’s
simply too early in the data evaluation
phase, as of press time, to even hint
if there will be one. However, he
emphasized that if it happens truckers
need to turn out en masse once again
and comment.
“To some extent when you get to the
notice of proposed rulemaking stage –
well, it’s always important to comment
– but then you’re really talking
about how is this going to affect
me as a driver or me as a company.
Commenting again at that point in
time when we have a specific proposal
to look at is also super important,”
DeLorenzo said.
But for now, the public will have to
be patient and wait and see.
“At this point it is a very
unglamorous task of just going through
those comments and trying to make
some decisions about how to go
forward,” DeLorenzo said.

2

Parking

Parking has been an issue
for truckers for years. Will
the situation improve in
2019? Probably not.
There are several factors that lead
to this dismal conclusion. To start, the
NIMBY crowd is not going anywhere
anytime soon. In 2018, several
proposed truck stops were shot down
by local residents who were afraid of
noise pollution, air pollution and crime.
This is not a new phenomenon.

In 2015’s Jason’s Law Survey
Results, the U.S. Department of
Transportation identified the NIMBY
problem. In the “Summary of
Workshop Results,” one bullet point
states: “Address negative perception
among the public and policy makers
regarding activities at rest stops
through measures and data.” More than
three years later, we’re not seeing much
of a difference in public perception.
Speaking of the Jason’s Law
Survey, we do have one thing to look
forward to in 2019 when it comes
to truck parking: another survey.
That’s right. The U.S. DOT will
begin round two of the Jason’s Law
Survey. Apparently, the first round
did not make it clear enough.
In fact, a second survey is indicative
of where the federal government is on
truck parking: Still at Point A. Despite
a wealth of knowledge gleaned from
the first survey and potential solutions,
very little has changed. Instead, we’re
getting another survey.

More than likely, any steps forward
to better parking will come from
state and local governments. As
mentioned above, local governments
have to overcome negative public
perception. As far as state governments
are concerned, there has been a
trend the past few years: intelligent
transportation systems. Essentially,
technology that will let you know how
many public spots are available up
ahead. Unfortunately, this does two
things:
1) Tells truckers what they already
know (few spaces available), because
2) It does not add a single space.
For the next 12 months, pay attention
to local and state government action
while the feds are busy at work with
yet another survey.

3

Tolls

One of Benjamin Franklin’s
most famous quotes is
“But in this world nothing
can be said to be certain,
except death and taxes.” Since tolls are
essentially a tax, drivers can be certain
they will be seeing plenty of them
in 2019.

Franklin also signed the U.S.
Constitution, a document that secures
our democracy and freedom, including
our right to sue the government for
violating the document. That right will
be the theme for truck tolls in 2019.
Development on the tolls front
start immediately in the new year in
Pennsylvania, as it has every year
continued on Page 22
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with many speaking in opposition
to the restricting toll. As of early
November, the state DOT was
considering adding a toll on “autos”
as well. Basically, anything can
happen. Whatever happens will
likely be decided on this year, so this
is another potential truck-only toll to
pay attention to.

4

Technology

Automated vehicles.
It’s a term that truckers
are tired of hearing.
Unfortunately, it’s a term
truckers need to get used to, because
it’s here to stay. Even worse, its
presence will only get stronger in the
coming years.

The big news out of 2018
regarding technology in the trucking
industry was the U.S. Department of
Transportation Automated Vehicles
3.0 guidance, which provided broad
outline to industries and agencies
regarding the testing and integration
of automated driving systems.
In the first two versions, heavy
trucks were purposely omitted. In the
latest version released in October,
trucks were included for the first
time. The Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration is directly
involved in the process.
FMCSA has already been
collecting comments aimed at
identifying regulatory barriers to the
implementation of automated driving
systems on commercial motor

not only is the
technology not quite
there, but the federal
regulations have yet to
be tweaked.
vehicles. FMCSA Administrator Ray
Martinez has expressed interest in
continuing public outreach with more
public demonstrations, so look out
for those.
Also contained in AV 3.0 is a U.S.
DOT plan to launch a joint initiative
to evaluate workforce implications of
AV technology. Something to keep
in mind as the “job displacement”
conversation continues.
For the most part, there will
continue to be more testing and
demonstrations of automated
vehicles in the foreseeable future,
including trucks. The keyword
here is “testing.” Truckers should
not worry about implementation of
automated trucks in 2019. Not only
is the technology not quite there, but
the federal regulations have yet to
be tweaked.
Be prepared for a lot more testing
sites and announcements from
manufacturers and tech companies
in addition to more advanced notice
of proposed rulemakings by FMCSA
seeking comments on the subject.
Loosely related to technology is
underride guards. Currently, only
rear underride guards are required.
However, the House and Senate each
have pending bills that will require
rear and side underride guards.
Furthermore, the bills will task the
U.S. DOT to complete research on
the ability of front underride guards
to prevent trucks from overriding a
passenger vehicle.
Both of the bills, HR4622 and
S2219, have been sitting in limbo
since December 2017, but that does
not mean the topic or the bills are
completely dead.
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for the past 11 years. Effective,
Jan. 6, Pennsylvania Turnpike
tolls will increase by 6 percent.
The most common toll for a Class
5 tractor-trailer will increase
from $3.45 to $3.66 for E-ZPass
customers and from $15.35 to
$16.30 for cash customers.
However, there is something to
keep your eye on in 2019 when
it comes to Pennsylvania tolls.
In March, the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association
filed a lawsuit against the
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission.
OOIDA is challenging the
constitutionality of the imposition of
excessive tolls by the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission. OOIDA
claims that tolls, or “user fees,”
become an undue burden on
commerce once the amount is greater
than a fair approximation of the
value of the use of the toll road.
Although this litigation may last
many years, sparks could potentially
fly in one direction or the other
in 2019. Land Line will keep the
industry updated on significant
actions in the case.
Truckers may want to watch Rhode
Island as well. The Ocean State
officially launched truck-only tolls
in June. Tolls are being collected,
but the fight is not over. A lawsuit
questioning the constitutionality of
the tolls is pending. A win in Rhode
Island can mean a win in – Indiana.
Yes, Indiana is another state with
a new truck-only toll that went into
effect in October. This toll was
installed just a few weeks after being
introduced to the public. As of press
time, there is no lawsuit against
Indiana’s toll authority. However,
if Pennsylvania and Rhode Island
are any indication, that may be
something to look for in the coming
months.
Also, Virginia’s I-81 Corridor
Improvement Plan calls for looking
into a truck-only toll. Several public
meetings have been conducted,

5

Compensation
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If there’s any issue in the
trucking industry that is a
constant year after year,
it’s driver compensation.
However, there are several recent
developments in the industry that place
the spotlight on wages even more
entering 2019.

New leadership on the House
Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, a surge in lawsuits
regarding truck driver compensation,
a proposal to allow 18-year-olds to
operate in interstate commerce, and
the development of automated vehicles
could all play major roles in shaping
how truck drivers are compensated in
the coming years.
When the Democrats took control
of the House in the Nov. 6 midterm
election, it set the stage for Rep.
Peter DeFazio, D-Ore., to become the
chairman of the House Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure. The
change in leadership is expected to
lead to a renewed interest in detention
time and other driver compensation
issues.
“This could be a big step forward
in addressing driver compensation,”
said Nile Elam, OOIDA’s director of
legislative affairs. “We expect to see
this committee look at detention time
and the Fair Labor Standards Act.
“Without predicting the future, I
think there are a lot of OOIDA-related
topics that we’re going to be able to
look at going forward.”
In addition to potential legislation
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aimed at boosting driver pay and
valuing a driver’s time, there have
been numerous lawsuits alleging that
trucking companies have failed to pay
drivers a legal wage.
This past October, a federal judge
in Arkansas made a significant ruling
regarding driver compensation. As
part of a class action lawsuit against
Arkansas-based PAM Transport, the
judge ruled that under the Fair Labor
Standards Act truck drivers are entitled
to be paid for up to 16 hours during a
24-hour work day.
While news of the ruling garnered
headlines nationwide, Justin Swidler,
an attorney for the plaintiffs, said the
decision wasn’t as groundbreaking as it
may appear. Even though the ruling set
precedent that truck drivers should be
paid for hours when the wheels aren’t
turning, it only requires that a driver’s
compensation for the week average out
to at least $7.25 per hour, which is the
federal minimum wage.
“It doesn’t drastically change what
drivers are going to get paid,” Swidler
said. “Companies can still pay by the
mile, but they must make sure that
the mileage pay is enough to average
out to $7.25 per hour. All this is doing
is making it to where someone who
is driving an 80,000-pound vehicle
is getting paid as much as someone
who works at McDonald’s. That’s
what we’re talking about here. To be
clear, we think drivers should make a
lot more than $7.25 per hour, but this
is all the law requires. It’s hardly a
radical concept.”
There are also several issues that
could potentially have a negative effect
on driver pay.
Claiming there is a driver shortage,
American Trucking Associations
is making a push for 18-year-olds
to be allowed to drive in interstate
commerce. Many groups, including
OOIDA, oppose the proposal based
on safety issues, but the Association
points out that it could also hurt driver
compensation as fleets could likely pay
the young drivers less and then have a

even though the ruling
set precedent that truck
drivers should be paid for
hours when the wheels
aren’t turning, it only
requires that a driver’s
compensation for the
week average out to at
least $7.25 per hour.

new crop of high school graduates to
attract every year.
Meanwhile, the continued
development of automated trucks could
drastically change the way drivers
are paid 10 or 20 years from now.
Steve Viscelli, a professor of
sociology at the University of
Pennsylvania, warns that automation
could eventually steal nearly 300,000
of the top-paying trucking jobs.
The next couple of years should be
critical in deciding the future of driver
pay. OOIDA will continue to fight
against the idea that there is a driver
shortage and point to a turnover rate of
nearly 100 percent for the large fleets.
The Association also will continue to
fight for legislation that values all of a
driver’s time.
“Demands and responsibilities for
drivers have increased, but pay has
not kept up by any stretch of the
imagination,” OOIDA President Todd
Spencer said. “And on top of that,
by only paying truckers for miles
driven, it encourages customers to
waste drivers’ time at loading docks.
This inefficiency is nothing new in
trucking, but it should not continue
to pass as a business model. It’s
unacceptable that carriers pay drivers
the equivalent of less than minimum
wage and then complain about a
so-called driver shortage.” LL
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EPA still reviewing glider rule as
itÕs moved to Ôlong-term actionsÕ list
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Even though the Environmental
Protection Agency moved its
proposal to repeal emissions
requirements for glider vehicles to
its “long-term actions” list, it doesn’t
mean the agency has given up on
the measure.
“While the EPA has filed the
reconsideration of the glider kit
repeal under its long-term timeline
in the Unified Regulatory Agenda,
it is just a formality to file the rule
as EPA staff continue to review,
analyze and consider a final solution
as to whether to file a repeal of the
glider kit rule,” said Nile Elam,
OOIDA’s director of legislative
affairs.
“The timeline suggested in the
Unified Regulatory Agenda in no
way confirms the EPA’s desired
course of action of unwillingness to
move forward, rather just a filing
mechanism while the agency works
toward a conclusive and final rule.”
As part of the Trump
administration’s Fall 2018 Unified
Regulatory Agenda released on
Oct. 17, EPA placed the November
2017 proposed repeal in its longterm actions list, which is typically
for rules the agency expects to
take at least a year before the next
regulatory action.
Under the direction of former EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt, the EPA
attempted to remove glider vehicles,
glider engines and glider kits from
the Obama-era Greenhouse Gas
Phase II regulations. Gliders are
remanufactured truck engines in new
truck bodies.
However, the proposal received
significant opposition from
environmental groups and was never
elevated to a final rule after the
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comment period ended.
In July, the EPA announced it
would delay enforcement of a cap
on the number of glider vehicles
through 2019. However, the EPA
and Acting Administrator Andrew
Wheeler reversed that decision
after environmentalist groups filed
a lawsuit over the decision not
to enforce the regulation. Under
the current regulation, glider
manufacturers are limited to building
300 trucks in 2018. Backing off
enforcement would have meant that
glider manufacturers could have
produced as many gliders as they
did in 2017, when they were limited
to the number of gliders they built
in their biggest production year
between 2010 and 2014.
Earlier in October, seven
Republican lawmakers wrote to
Wheeler, saying that the existing
regulation on gliders could put the
industry in “financial ruin” and
asked for the compliance date to be
pushed back.
“The glider kit and truck industry
are facing financial ruin due to the
annual arbitrary production cap,”
the letter stated. “According to
the glider industry, hundreds of
American workers in the industry
have been laid off in the last three
months. The glider kit and truck
industry will cease to exist in short
order without meaningful relief.”
It was also announced in October
that Tennessee Tech University
denounced portions of its study
regarding glider emissions.
“The university has concluded
its internal investigation and has
found that certain conclusions
reported in the June 2017 letter were
not accurate,” Trudy Harper, vice
chairman of Tennessee Tech’s board
of trustees, wrote in a letter sent

to the Fitzgerald Glider Kits, the
Environmental Protection Agency
and Rep. Diane Black, R-Tenn.
The original study, which
concluded that glider emissions were
at or below the levels of new trucks,
came under fire in February when
a New York Times story questioned
the university’s relationship with
Crossville, Tenn.-based Fitzgerald
Glider Kits.
“The intent of the subject research
was to conduct relative comparisons
of emissions from (original
equipment manufacturer) engines
and engines remanufactured with the
sponsoring company’s glider kits,”
Harper wrote. “These tests were
intended only to establish a baseline
comparison of the two groups of
engines. The university’s review
of the research has found that the
research itself was methodologically
sound and that the methods,
methodology and measurements
used were appropriate for the project
based on the project’s original
intent.”
The proposed rule did cite
the Tennessee Tech study was
mentioned in a petition for
reconsideration from representatives
of the glider kit industry. However,
the study was not included in
the EPA’s Basis for the Proposed
Repeal section. Simply, the proposal
was based on the idea that gliders
aren’t new trucks and shouldn’t be
regulated as new trucks.
Tennessee Tech’s research wasn’t
the only glider study to receive
scrutiny. The Office of Inspector
General for the EPA announced in
September that it would investigate
allegations that members of the
agency colluded with Volvo
representatives to prohibit the use
of gliders. LL
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More steps needed before hair testing
would be mandated, HHS confirms

By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Despite media reports to the contrary,
a recent opioid bill signed into law by
President Donald Trump doesn’t mean
truck drivers will be required to
submit to hair testing for controlled
substances.
Health and Human Services
confirmed with Land Line on Nov. 8
that the bill required the agency to

“This isn’t inevitable. The
challenges with hair testing
haven’t changed. The testing
is still unreliable. How do
you prove with hair testing
that someone ingested a
drug instead of just being
exposed to it.”
– Collin Long, OOIDA’s director of
government affairs
provide a status update on hair testing
guidelines. HHS also confirmed that
when and if guidelines are created the
U.S. Department of Transportation
would still have to go through the
rulemaking process before hair testing
would become a requirement for truck
drivers.
President Trump signed a sweeping
bill to address opioid use on Oct. 24.
In a subsection of the bill titled
“Fighting Opioid Abuse in
Transportation,” a provision requires
HHS to report within 60 days on the
status of hair testing guidelines, giving
an explanation for why hair testing
guidelines had not already been issued
and an estimated date of completion
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of the hair testing guidelines. As part
of the guidelines, HHS would be
required to “eliminate the risk of
positive test results of the individual
being tested caused solely by the drug
use of others and not caused by the
drug use of the individual being
tested.”
As of press time, HHS still hadn’t
issued a status update.
The request for hair testing
guidelines was originally part of the
2015 FAST Act.
If and when HHS institutes
guidelines for hair testing, there would
be more steps before hair testing
became a reality for truck drivers.
The DOT “would have to issue a
notice of public rulemaking before
they could test using hair,” HHS wrote
in an email to Land Line.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association said there is still a
long way to go before hair testing
would be a mandate.
“This isn’t inevitable,” said Collin
Long, OOIDA’s director of
government affairs. “The challenges
with hair testing haven’t changed. The
testing is still unreliable. How do you
prove with hair testing that someone
ingested a drug instead of just being
exposed to it. This is a hurdle they
still have to overcome.”
Urinalysis satisfies the current drug
and alcohol testing requirements by
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration. However, many large
fleets currently require their
employees to undergo hair and urine
testing. The American Trucking
Associations and Trucking Alliance
have pushed for FMCSA to require
hair testing as a method for detecting
the use of a controlled substance.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association says there is no
evidence to support the allowance of
hair testing.
“The Trucking Alliance has yet to

demonstrate that they have
experienced a reduction in crash rate
since their voluntary adoption of hair
testing,” the OOIDA Foundation
wrote in its one-pager on the topic.
“Neither have they presented evidence
showing that their hair testing labs
meet the rigorous standards of
scientific methodology for testing or
that their hair testing equipment and
protocol has been consistent and
unbiased.”
OOIDA also said it is concerned
about false positive readings and a
lack of criteria to distinguish between
drug use and environmental
contamination, as well as limitations
that come along with a person’s age,
sex, race and hair types. Some
research points to higher drug failure
rates in hair testing for individuals
with darker hair colors.
The Lawyers’ Committee for Civil
Rights and Economic Justice called
hair testing “unreliable and
discriminatory.”
In an opinion article for The Hill
published last year, Ivan EspinozaMadrigal of the Lawyers’ Committee
and Larry Willis of the Transportation
Trades Department wrote that hair
testing for controlled substances isn’t
accurate.
“Imagine being denied work – not
because of your qualifications or work
history, but because a drug test
required for employment comes back
positive for a drug you never used,”
the article stated. “Now imagine
learning that the test result could have
been influenced by the color and
texture of your hair. Sadly, this isn’t a
plot of a sci-fi movie.
“Hair tests can lead to false positive
results because certain drugs – like
cocaine – which are found on
common surfaces, including dollar
bills, can be absorbed into hair. There
is currently no way to fully cleanse
hair of these drugs.” LL
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Where are fuel prices
headed in 2019?

By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Anyone who drives on a regular basis,
commercially or otherwise, has probably
noticed that fuel prices have been steadily
increasing. Even after summer, when prices
typically begin to fall, diesel has been
approaching four-year highs. Is this a trend
indicative of where 2019 is headed?

Trends of 2018
Before looking ahead, it is important to understand what
has been occurring and why.
As of early November, average diesel prices
nationwide were at about $3.30, depending on the source.
At the beginning of the year, diesel was priced below $3.
According to ProMiles’ numbers, the difference between
Jan. 2 and Nov. 5 was about 35 cents. At the same point
in 2017 the price difference was 30.6 cents higher, and in
2016 the price difference was 29.8 cents higher.
In 2015, prices decreased by more than 60 cents.
However, the nation was finally rebounding from highs
averaging above $4 when oil was trading at more than
$100 per barrel. A global glut in the oil market began
putting downward pressure on oil. By March 2016, oil
was trading near $25 a barrel. That was low enough
for oil-producing countries to come up with a plan to
increase the price.
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Price increases for oil were slow but steady. Nearly
three years later, oil is trading between $70 and $80 per
barrel. That partly explains the steady increase in diesel
prices, even after the summer season.
Another explanation is weather-related. To start, fuel
in the summer is more expensive, but not just because
of all the people going on road trips and driving up
demand. That is a factor, but so is the science of fuel and
temperatures.
Without going through a crash course in physics, the
bottom line is fuel burns differently in cold and hot
weather. Compounds needed to burn cleaner in hotter
weather are more expensive. Thus, summer blend fuel
is more expensive than winter blend fuel. Fuel prices
begin to increase around the new year as refineries
begin planned maintenance, followed by preparation for
production of the summer blend and then taper off as
they switch to the lower cost blend, generally speaking.
According to Chris Lee, vice president of marketing at
ProMiles, analysts are predicting a colder-than-normal
winter in the South. For the most part, the South does
not have to worry about heating. However, that may not
be the case this winter. If those predictions are true, the
South will drive up demand for heating gas, which will
drive up the demand for oil, which will drive up demand
– you get the idea.
Essentially, we have a combination of a multiple-year
upward trend, a potentially colder winter in the South,
and the oh-so-volatile world of the global oil market.
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Oil and gas experts predict
if diesel prices will go up,
down or stabilize in the
next 12 months.

What’s in store for 2019?
Quick disclaimer: Nobody knows for sure what will
happen to fuel prices in the long term.
However, there are several experts out there who have
a better idea of where prices are headed than you and me.
One such expert is Mason Hamilton, a petroleum markets
analyst for the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
Hamilton referred to EIA’s short-term energy outlook
report. In November’s report, EIA projected on-highway
diesel prices to range from $3.14 per gallon in Q2 2019
to $3.26 per gallon in Q4 2019, with an overall average
of $3.21.
That may not be as low as 2016’s $2.31 average or
2017’s $2.65 average, but it’s only two pennies more than
2018’s projected average of $3.19, suggesting prices are
likely to stabilize in the next 12 months.
Lee at ProMiles mostly agrees, telling Land Line that
“unless something
drastic happens I feel
like we are fixing to
stabilize for 2019.”
Oil prices could
have tilted one way or
the other depending
on whether or not
Republicans maintained
control of Congress
– Chris Lee, vice president of after the midterms. As
marketing at ProMiles we saw, the election
was essentially a
push, with Democrats
taking the House and Republicans gaining
a stronger grip of the Senate.
“I believe that diesel will hold reasonably steady with
a national average around $3.40 per gallon,” Lee said
after the elections. “I anticipate a slight increase toward
the middle of 2019 as debates continue over expanded
exploration. I think we will see a push to make domestic
production more of a worthwhile venture with WTI
pushing towards $80 a barrel again.”
Hamilton pointed out that sanctions placed on Iran’s
crude oil exports went into full force in November.
“The market will be watching to see how many Iranian
barrels have been removed from the market and what
global crude oil balances will look like as a result,”
Hamilton said.
Bottom line: Barring drastic, unforeseen events, fuel
prices for 2019 are looking to be mostly unchanged
on average. LL

“Unless something
drastic happens
I feel like we are
fixing to stabilize
for 2019.”
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ICE cracks down on illegal cross-border trucking
A recent cabotage sting operation in
Nogales, Ariz., sends shockwaves
through the Southwest.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Since the notion of an open border to long-haul trucks
from Mexico was first floated, one of the lingering
concerns has been proven valid: What about cabotage, the
illegally transported cargo?
A sting operation in Nogales, Ariz., has Homeland
Security Investigations sending a message to the industry:
Enough is enough.

In October, agents with Homeland Security Investigations
moved in on two principal targets in Nogales for
crimes in violation with cross-border trucking laws
established by the North American Free Trade Agreement.
Approximately 11 arrests were made.
According to HSI Deputy Special Agent in Charge
Francisco Burrola, company owners were the target in
this investigation. However, “numerous” individuals
were arrested during the operation. Trucking companies
targeted were mid- to small-sized fleets, less than 100
trucks per fleet.
Burrola told Land Line that HSI is going after the
employers rather than the employees. To these bad
actors in the industry, the illegal drivers are expendable.
However, if you go after the company owners, it’s akin to
slaying the head vampire or cutting the head off the snake.
“Some of these companies are losing a lot of their
assets, because they decided to skirt the law and continue
doing what they were warned not to do,” Burrola said.
And those companies were given plenty of warning.
A combination of greed and arrogance would eventually
lead to October’s operation that would send shockwaves
through the region.

Cabotage in the Southwest
Although October’s operation in Nogales was one of the
first cabotage investigations in Arizona, the problem has
existed for years. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
has a division called Worksite Enforcement that deals
with these matters. In fact, Worksite goes back to the days
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, which was
founded in 1933 and came to an end in 2003.
ICE, which was formed through the Homeland Security
Act of 2002, replaced INS. The U.S. Customs and Border
Protection agency also was born from this act. Agencies
enforcing NAFTA rules have existed for a while, but
actual enforcement has just recently begun.
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“Cabotage came to light last year when the United
States Border Patrol – they have numerous immigration
check points along the Southwest border to the Northern
border – they started to see an uptick in B-1 drivers,”
Burrola said.
Burrola was referring to the B-1 visa, which is issued
to those seeking entry for business purposes. According
to the U.S. Customs and Border Protection website, a B-1
visa is required in order for Mexican drivers to enter the
U.S. as a commercial truck driver. These are the drivers
that are part of the NAFTA rule.
Essentially, B-1 drivers are allowed to take a load into
the U.S. and bring it to its final destination, whether it be
Nogales, Los Angeles or even Canada. But it must be a
direct line, from the load’s foreign start to its destination.
Mexican drivers can pick up a load in Nogales (while
unloading in Nogales) that is destined for Mexico.
Unfortunately, some Southwest trucking companies
violated those rules. Individuals have been picking up
loads that were originating in Nogales and taking them
to a final destination within the United States, a complete
violation of the NAFTA rules.
A U.S. trucker can make $500 to $700 delivering a load
from Tucson, Ariz., to Los Angeles, Burrola points out.
However, Mexican drivers will accept $200, which is
substantially more than what they are making in Mexico.
It is unclear how long this has been going on and how
many U.S.-based trucking companies have purposely
violated these rules. In the past, ICE and HSI has been
counting on the trucking industry to self-regulate.
“We tend to put a lot of trust and confidence in the
trucking industry that they’re going to follow the rules
and apply the proper procedures as it’s dictated within the
NAFTA rules,” Burrola said.
After October’s operation, that might come to an abrupt
end in the Nogales area.
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Nogales investigation

Continued on Page 32
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Cabotage could be more
widespread than we realize
By John Bendel, contributing editor-at-large

An American company that hired Mexican drivers
to haul loads from Nogales, Ariz., to Los Angeles
was not caught in a regular anti-cabotage sweep
– if there is such a thing. According to some
reports, American drivers, who had previously
hauled those loads, tipped off authorities. This
should not surprise anyone.
In fact, cabotage could be more widespread
than we realize. For one thing, the company in
question was probably not the only one working
the same scheme. And for decades, some
Mexican trucks have driven to a commercial
border zone and kept on going. We’ll never know
what they may have picked up and delivered
while they were here.
The challenge will grow if large numbers
of Mexican trucks are authorized to deliver
shipments from Mexico to anywhere in the United
States.
What if empty Mexican trucks without
backhauls found domestic loads through
American brokers? What if an informal network of
brokers could keep Mexican trucks crisscrossing
the U.S., maybe for weeks or months at a time?
Why would a broker risk heavy fines to ship
with a Mexican carrier in violation of cabotage
laws? Money, of course.
Less pay for Mexican drivers could mean lower
rates than U.S. carriers must charge. Brokers
could pocket the difference. Meanwhile, the
Mexican trucker could conceivably earn more
money operating illegally in the U.S. than legally
at home.
OK, so that may not be likely, especially in the
age of ELDs, but more freight moves north from
Mexico than comes the other way. That means
deadhead, unpaid miles on many return trips for
those 41 Mexican carriers vetted and approved
to operate north of the border. Those upstanding
carriers might not succumb to temptation,
but individual drivers or managers within the
company might.
As a shipper, you just make out a fake bill of
lading that says the load from Chicago is going
to Mexico. Put phony labels on cartons near the
trailer door, and a Mexican driver can deliver to
Phoenix on his way home. You save money. He
gets a backhaul.
More Mexican trucks, officially authorized or
not, could mean depressed rates on southbound
lanes in the U.S. at the very least. LL
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Greed and arrogance lead
to demise of cabotage
Trucking companies in Nogales have been getting away with
cabotage for several years. They were able to sustain illegal activities
for so long by being discreet. After going undetected all these
years, it appears owners of these trucking companies got a little too
comfortable with the process.
As Burrola noted, agencies began noticing an uptick in B-1 drivers
at the Southern border checkpoints around September 2017. Before,
U.S.-based companies hiring illegal drivers were more conservative
in the amount of B-1 drivers being used, allowing them to avoid
detection. It is unclear what exactly happened, but Burrola believes
greed and arrogance possibly led to the upsurge of B-1 drivers.
An association of Nogales truckers were put on notice in
September 2017, including produce companies. Essentially, they
were told the days of skirting cabotage rules were over. Trucking
companies began making changes to their illegal techniques.
“And in making those changes, they just got egregious,” Burrola
said. “They got greedy and they weren’t going to pay a U.S.-based
driver.”
Once Border Patrol tipped off ICE Workforce Enforcement,
companies were given notice of inspection, which includes
inspections of I-9s (Employment Eligibility Verification Form).
Discrepancies were noticed and the investigation continued.
Burrola admits that ICE is just now “cracking the shell” of
cabotage violations. The agency is trying to piece together how
companies are getting around national and international laws.

ICE operation sends shockwaves
across Southwest
The Nogales operation was not some standard, run-of-the mill
investigation. Burrola believes the aftermath of the operation was
substantial. Trucking companies are more likely to start opening their
eyes and deciding to do business the legal way.
“I don’t think there’s going to be a company in that area that’s
going to try to do this again,” Burrola said. “I’m certain of that,
because of the shock it applied to the produce industry along with the
trucking industry. Everyone found out, everyone knew.”
Burrola said the investigation was being discussed in chat groups.
Essentially, ICE sent a message, and that message was received.
To the best of his knowledge, Burrola said he is not aware of
similar investigations in other parts of the U.S., but he emphasizes
that companies violating NAFTA rules are all on notice. Nogales’
ICE Worksite Enforcement has shared tactical information with other
ports.
“Our offices are aware of our success here in applying corrective
action to the Worksite Enforcement program when it comes to the
trucking industry,” Burrola said.
As for the trucking industry, truckers and trucking company
owners can do their part as well. Much of the intel received came
straight from truckers through ICE’s tip line. Drivers who have any
information regarding illegal cross-border trucking are encouraged to
call 866-DHS-2-ICE (866-347-2423). LL
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Midterm changes landscape in D.C.
Democrats take control of House T&I Committee;
Senate EPW changes little
By Jami Jones, managing editor

OOIDA’s manager of government affairs. “Our hope is that
they can work together to address several issues important
he midterm elections at the federal level went
to truckers that have been ignored for far too long.”
about like many political experts anticipated, the
DeFazio and Graves will be responsible for drafting the
Republicans retained control and grew their presence in
next highway bill in the House. The big question is how
the Senate, and the Democrats took control of the House of
Congress will address long-term transportation funding.
Representatives.
“Congress hasn’t increased the fuel tax since 1993,”
The House Transportation and Infrastructure
Matousek said. “Politically, this has been a challenging
Committee has legislative oversight of the Department of
and divisive issue on both sides of the aisle. Our goal is
Transportation and, in doing so, trucking
to make sure any funding proposal
via oversight of the Federal Motor Carrier
doesn’t disproportionately affect small“Like I always say
Safety Administration. The changing of
business truckers.”
every member of Congress
the guard with the midterms will mean
The midterms will affect the makeup
and every chairman offers of the rest of the committee as well.
changes in that committee.
First and foremost, with the Democrats
“There will be a lot of new
opportunities but
in control, a new chairman will be
lawmakers on the committee, both
also challenges.”
appointed. All predictions expect that
Republican and Democrat,” Matousek
– Collin Long, OOIDA director
position will be held by Rep. Peter
said. “Once the committee roster is
of government affairs
DeFazio. The Democrat from Oregon is
finalized, our D.C. staff will start
a longtime member of the committee and
working to educate those lawmakers
until the new term starts in 2019 he will continue to serve
who are less familiar with small-business trucking issues.
as the ranking member of the committee.
We’ll also continue to look to OOIDA members to help
“This is a good one for small-business truckers,” said
develop grassroots relationships with lawmakers, which is a
Collin Long, OOIDA’s director of government affairs.
critical part of our advocacy efforts.”
“He’s interested in pursuing some issues that benefit the
On the Senate side, with Republicans retaining control,
professional driver that haven’t really been addressed
few changes in the makeup or political agenda of the
under Republican control. So we’re optimistic about his
members on the Senate Environment and Public Works
leadership.”
Committee are expected.
On the Republican side, Rep. Sam Graves, R-Mo., is
Changes in control over either chamber in Congress
expected to serve as the ranking member. He currently
underscore the importance of OOIDA’s nonpartisan
chairs the Subcommittee on Highways and Transit and is
advocacy efforts.
familiar with issues facing truckers.
“You have to work both sides of the Capitol. And when
“Like Rep. DeFazio, Sam Graves has been a strong
I say that, I mean the House and the Senate, both sides
supporter of small-business truckers,” said Mike Matousek,
of the aisle, Republican and Democrat. Our team in D.C.
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is constantly on the Hill or in DOT offices meeting with
people pushing our issues,” Matousek said ahead of the
midterms.
“We work with lawmakers and congressional staff on
both sides of the aisle that have a track record of supporting
small-business truckers. There are great members of
Congress on both sides of the aisle, though some are
obviously better than others,” he said. “There are some
issues that Republicans are good on and some issues that
Democrats are good on.”
That doesn’t mean that with the changing of the guard
that it will be smooth sailing for issues near and dear to the
hearts of truckers or particularly worse. It will simply be
different issues that tend to rise to the top.
“Like I always say every member of Congress and every
chairman offers opportunities but also challenges. So we
have to keep an eye out for some potential technology
mandates including possibly speed limiters – we’ve done a
really good job pouring a lot of cold water on them in the
last couple of years – and underride guards, which have
been on the back burner could start percolating again. Mr.
DeFazio has talked about insurance minimums, so we’re
certainly going to have to keep a close eye on that to make
sure that any legislation raising insurance minimums on
truckers does not move forward,” Long said.
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“We’ll also see what happens with hours of service.
Thankfully, the FMCSA seems to be moving in the right
direction on that. But there’s certainly an opportunity for
the House T&I Committee to exert some oversight in the
process. Overall, I think things are moving positively on that
and will continue to do so.”
These are election results of the House T&I Committee
members, listed alphabetically by state. LL

Current term House Transportation
and Infrastructure Committee
Chairman Bill Shuster, R-Pa. ......................... Retired
Jeff Denham, R-Calif. ............................................Lost
Elizabeth H. Esty, D-Conn. ............................. Retired
Todd Rokita, R-Ind. .........................................Lost (P)
Michael E. Capuano, D-Mass. .......................Lost (P)
Jason Lewis, R-Minn. ...........................................Lost
Richard M. Nolan, D-Minn. ............................. Retired
Frank A. LoBiondo, R-N.J. .............................. Retired
John Faso, R-N.Y. ..................................................Lost
Lou Barletta, R-Pa...........................................Lost (S)
Mark Sanford, R-S.C. .....................................Lost (P)
John J. Duncan Jr., R-Tenn. ........................... Retired
Barbara Comstock, R-Va. ....................................Lost
Lost(S) – Lost in a Senate race • Lost(P) Ð Lost in the primary
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State elections set stage
for coming years

By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

V

oters across the country cast
their ballots in November for 82
percent of the elected officials who
make up federal and state
government, as well as many local
offices.
Understandably, many headlines in
the mainstream national media
focused on the congressional races
following Election Day. However,
voters made many other significant
choices when they cast ballots in
their home states.
Although federal rules govern
much of the trucking industry, the
power of the states has a major
impact on professional drivers’ daily
lives in terms of tolling, truck rules,
and taxes and fees.

Democrats make gain
in governorships
Election Day saw 36 states select
governors. The chief executives have
a far-reaching effect on government,
including transportation funding for
the foreseeable future.
Before Election Day, Republicans
held a 33-16 edge among governors
nationally. Alaska Gov. Bill Walker is
an independent. Afterwards, the GOP
appears to claim a margin of 27-23
with unofficial results in Georgia.
Of the nearly three-quarters of all
states voting for governor, 17 races
were open seats from both parties,
thanks to terms limits and incumbents
choosing not to run for re-election.
Sitting Democratic governors in
Hawaii, New York, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island and Oregon retained
their offices. Incumbent Republican
governors in Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, Iowa, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, South Carolina, Texas and
Vermont were also victorious.
Governors who lost their seat are
Republicans Bruce Rauner in Illinois
and Scott Walker in Wisconsin.
Rauner recently directed the Illinois
Department of Transportation to
establish “Autonomous Illinois.” The
initiative has the goal to develop a
testing program for connected and
autonomous vehicles.
The outgoing governor has also said
he opposes pursuit of a vehicle-milestraveled tax.
In Wisconsin, Gov. Scott Walker

Statehouse races reveal Democratic shift
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

Seats in 87 of the nation’s 99 state legislative
chambers were on fall ballots with Democrats making
advances on Election Day.
The GOP now claims the majority in 61 chambers,
when before the election it had majorities in 66
chambers. Democrats now have majorities in 37
chambers, up from 32 before Nov. 6.
Majority control is significant because it can often
allow a party to control the agenda and advance
legislation on its own.
Democrats wrested both chambers away from the
GOP in New Hampshire.
Democrats also won back the upper chambers
in Colorado and New York. House chambers were
flipped to Democratic control in Maine and Minnesota.
The Alaska House reversed the trend by flipping to
Republican control.
Republicans control all 30 legislative chambers in
the South for the second election cycle. Democrats
control legislative chambers in all Northeastern states
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with the exception of Pennsylvania.
The GOP now has the majority of both chambers
in 30 states. Democrats have the majority in 18
states. The Minnesota statehouse is split between the
parties.
Nebraska has a single-chamber legislature that is
nonpartisan.
In addition, 36 states have a trifecta. The distinction
is for political parties that hold the governorship, the
state Senate and state House majorities. Republicans
have pulled the trick in 22 states and Democrats can
claim it in 14 states.
The GOP’s trifecta column is expected to grow
by one with the Georgia governor’s race showing
Republican Brian Kemp ahead in unofficial results.
The grip of a party’s control is significant because
it can allow for the majority party to push through
initiatives despite opposition from the minority party.
With this year’s elections nearly wrapped up, both
parties turn their attention to 2020. At that time, 86 of
the nation’s 99 chambers will hold state legislative
elections. LL
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pursued various plans to improve the
state’s roads while ruling out a fuel
tax increase and tolls. Incoming Gov.
Tony Evers, a Democrat, has said he
would support raising the state’s fuel
tax rate.
Democrats wrested open seats held
by Republicans in Kansas, Maine,
Michigan, Nevada and New Mexico.
The GOP added Alaska to their
column where the outgoing governor
is an Independent.
J.B. Pritzker, Illinois’ Gov.-elect,
has attempted to distance himself
from comments made earlier this year
that he would consider a vehiclemiles-traveled tax to fund
transportation work. On the campaign
trail recently the Democrat said VMT
is something that the state should look
into to address decreasing fuel tax
revenues.
Michigan Gov.-elect Gretchen
Whitmer has called for spending
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$2 billion a year more on
infrastructure projects. Whitmer wants
to use the money to fund a statewide
infrastructure bank to provide lowinterest loans to agencies looking to
fix roads. She advocates raising the
fuel tax or vehicle registration fees to
pay for the work.
In New Mexico, Gov.-elect
Michelle Lujan Grisham wants to use
a portion of the state’s surplus
revenues for infrastructure projects.
She also has called for expanding use
of the state’s infrastructure bank.
New Republican governors elected
in Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Ohio,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee
and Wyoming held on to their party’s
seat. California, Colorado,
Connecticut and Minnesota were
retained by Democrats.
Ohio Gov.-elect Mike DeWine
advocates for appointing a
commission to study transportation

funding needs. A fuel tax increase is
among the possible solutions.
The soon-to-be governor in
California, Gavin Newsom, opposed
Proposition 6 to repeal fuel tax and
vehicle fee increases enacted one year
ago.
Colorado Gov.-elect Jared Polis says
he will pursue legislative support to
use general funds for transportation
improvements.
In Minnesota, Gov.-elect Tim Walz
campaigned on a proposal to raise the
fuel tax rate by 10 cents.
With this year’s elections
concluded, both parties turn their
attention to 2020. At that time, nine
states will elect governors. Of those,
Montana Democratic Gov. Steve
Bullock is term limited and is not
eligible to seek re-election.
In eight states, five Republicans and
three Democrats can pursue another
term. LL
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Voters weigh in

on transportation issues
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

CALIFORNIA
Whether to keep vehicle tax and fee increases imposed a
year ago. All tax and fee rates also are indexed to inflation
to allow for increases in future years. In addition, the
state’s Constitution would be amended to prevent any
future increases without a statewide vote.

Authorize the Legislature to take action to stay on daylight
saving time all year. Passage at the statehouse would
require two-thirds support in both chambers. The governor
must also endorse the change. If the above steps are taken,
federal authorization would be the final phase necessary to
make the change.

To renew a half-cent sales tax to fund $27 million
annually for roads and transit. The ballot question
specifies that tax revenue would be used to “relieve traffic
congestion on Highway 101 and local roads; fix potholes/
maintain local roads; improve interchanges/access to/from
Highway 101; … and provide local transit.”

Would authorize the county to increase the 7.25-cent
sales tax by 1 cent to repair potholes and maintain roads;
widen Highway 25 to relieve traffic congestion; improve
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit options; and qualify for
state and federal matching funds. The tax would raise an
estimated $16 million annually over 30 years.
Measure W: San Mateo County...........................
Whether to enact a one-half cent sales tax to reduce
highway congestion, repair potholes, maintain streets,
reduce local traffic, improve pedestrian safety in every San
Mateo County city, reduce travel times/vehicle trips, and
implement the San Mateo County Congestion Relief Plan.
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An advisory question advising Marin County officials to
prohibit overnight parking for large trucks in certain areas
of the unincorporated township.

Whether to issue up to $650 million in general obligation
bonds for public safety and infrastructure work that would
include roads. Specifically, roads would claim at least
$300 million.

CONNECTICUT
Whether to amend the state’s Constitution to create a
“lockbox” for transportation revenue. Passage would
prohibit the state legislature from spending money in the
special transportation fund on nontransportation purposes.

COLORADO
Whether to issue up to $3.5 billion in bonds to fund 66
road and bridge projects. Money could not be spent on
mass transit projects.

To increase the state’s sales tax by 0.62 percent to
3.52 percent for 20 years. Nearly half of the estimated
$767 million annual tax revenue would be dedicated
to transportation work, including multimodal projects.
Another 40 percent would be earmarked for direct
distributions to local governments for their own
transportation projects. The remaining 15 percent would
be used for multimodal transportation work.

FLORIDA
Would require a two-thirds vote of legislators in both
statehouse chambers to enact new taxes or increase
existing tax rates. State law now mandates a simple
majority.
The rule would be applied to taxes that include sales,
fuel, alcohol and driver’s licenses. The requirement would
not be applied to fees or taxes collected by a county,
municipality, school board or special district.
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019
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During the Nov. 6 election voters in more than a dozen
states had their say on various transportation-related
initiatives with billions of dollars at stake. Land Line
tracked measures covering statewide, county and local
ballot initiatives. Here is a state-by-state breakdown of
how some notable initiatives fared on ballots.

Whether to raise the county sales tax by 1 percent for
transportation improvements. An estimated $16 billion in
revenue over 30 years would be used for improvements
to “reduce traffic congestion, improve roads and bridges,
enhance traffic signal synchronization” and transit and other
projects.

Would raise the local sales tax by one-half percent over the
next 10 years. Exempt purchases would include the fuel
tax. Revenue would be used to help with infrastructure
projects that include roads that total about $1.2 billion. The
county and each municipality have prepared a specific list
of improvements.

ILLINOIS
To authorize the county to increase the local sales tax by
one-half percent for up to 12 years. The estimated
$6.8 million in annual revenue would pay for road
improvements and other transportation purposes.

LOUISIANA
Whether to amend the state Constitution to end the
dedication of revenue from the Transportation Trust Fund to
state police for traffic control.

MAINE
To approve a plan to fund $106 million for transportation
purposes. Passage would result in $80 million in general
obligation bonds for construction and maintenance of
highways and bridges. The state’s ports, harbors, transit and
freight rail would receive nearly $20 million.

affect the movement of freight. The tax is estimated to
eventually raise $293 million annually for DOT-operated
roads and $128 million for local roads.

OREGON
A constitutional amendment to require a three-fifths
supermajority for legislation to make changes in taxes and
fees. Specifically, the changes to tax expenditures would
apply to exemptions, credits and deductions. In addition, tax
and fee creation or increases must also have supermajority
approval.

TEXAS
Would authorize issuance of up to $600 million in bonds to
pay for “constructing, improving and maintaining nontolled,
high-speed highways and freeways.” Service and frontage
roads associated with a highway would also get attention.
Projects expected to be funded include U.S. 380, U.S. 78,
and a north-south corridor.

Whether to authorize the county to issue up to $140 million
in bonds to pay for arterial roads and bridges. Cities would
be required to match funds provided by the county. The

Authorize the city to issue up to $160 million in bonds for
the planning, construction, reconstruction and improvement
of roads, intersections, bridges and urban trails. Street
reconstruction would receive the biggest chunk at
$66.5 million. About $4.5 million would be designated for
upgrades and installation of new signals and technology.

UTAH
MICHIGAN
Whether to legalize recreational marijuana use and
subject sales to a 10 percent excise tax, in addition to the
state’s 6 percent sales tax. An estimated $135 million in
annual revenue would be dedicated to local governments,
education, and road and bridge repairs.

The non-binding question will get voters’ opinion about
putting money ordinarily reserved for road use instead
towards education. Specifically, fuel tax revenue would help
increase salaries for teachers and support staff. A portion of
new revenues also would be applied to local roads.

WASHINGTON
MISSOURI
Would increase the state’s 17-cent-per-gallon fuel tax by
a dime to 27 cents. Approval would also authorize the
creation of the Emergency State Freight Bottleneck Fund.
The fund would be used to address traffic problems that
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

Whether to impose a fee on carbon content of fossil
fuels sold or used in the state and electricity generated or
imported into the state. The carbon fee would start at $15
a metric ton of carbon. It is estimated the levy would add
about 14 cents to each gallon of fuel. LL
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Port trucking, truck fees
among new state laws for 2019

As the calendar flips to the new year,
there are notable new laws taking
effect around the country that address
issues affecting professional drivers.

California
One new law in the Golden State is
intended to end the “rampant
exploitation” of truck drivers who haul
cargo from the state’s ports.
Gov. Jerry Brown signed into law
the bill to deter shippers from using
port drayage motor carriers with
unpaid obligations for violations of
state labor and employment laws.
“Gov. Brown’s signing of SB1402
will allow port truck drivers to share in
the benefits from California’s leading
role in global trade,” Sen. Ricardo
Lara, D-Bell Gardens, said in previous
remarks.
The new law requires joint and
several liability for customers who
contract with port drayage carriers with
unsatisfied judgments regarding unpaid
wages, damages, expenses, penalties
and workers’ compensation liability.
The state labor commissioner will be
responsible for creating a list of
trucking companies showing which has
failed to pay final judgments. Retailers
that hire port trucking companies with
final judgments would be liable for
future state labor and employment law
violations by these companies.
The new rule includes a 90-day
grace period from the time a carrier is
included on the list. The grace period
gives retailers time to cancel contracts
before joint liability begins.
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South Carolina
Collection of the ad valorem property
tax on large trucks is undergoing a
makeover. A new law combines the tax
collection – and relabels the tax as a
road-use fee – with the existing vehicle
registration fee.
A road-use fee collected at the same
time as the vehicle registration fee will
be added for truck drivers in exchange
for exempting them from the ad
valorem property tax.
The fee also applies to out-of-state
carriers, who are not required to pay
the ad valorem.

Illinois
A new law taking effect bars Chicago
police from going on ticket-writing
sprees.
Since 2014, Illinois law has
forbidden any requirement “to issue a
specific number of citations within a
designated period of time.” Law
enforcement agencies are prohibited
from evaluating personnel based on the
number of tickets written or arrests
made.
An exemption was applied for
municipalities with their own
independent inspectors general and law
enforcement review authorities. The
distinction enabled the city of
Chicago’s police department to
potentially continue the ticketing
practice.

State law has permitted state, county
and municipal police departments to
continue to use officer contacts as an
evaluative tool. The exercise covers
any instance where an officer makes
contact with someone.
The change in statute rescinds the
special treatment provided for police in
the state’s largest city.
“Policing should not be used as a
revenue enhancement strategy for
municipalities,” Sen. Bill Cunningham,
D-Chicago, previously stated.
“Officers will no longer be distracted
from their regular law enforcement
duties in order to meet ticket quotas.”

Arizona
Vehicle owners in the state will soon
have an extra fee when registering
their vehicle.
The new “highway safety fee” is
expected to free up transportation
money for roads that has gone to
support the highway patrol.
Troopers now get money mostly
from the state’s general fund and the
highway fund. The new fee is expected
to fully cover costs to fund the
Department of Public Safety.
Advocates said the new revenue will
allow the state to apply hundreds of
millions of dollars in coming years to
other purposes – including roads. They
add that the state will no longer need
to raid the road fund that is supported
by vehicle fees and taxes.
Gov. Doug Ducey’s administration
says the new law will ultimately save
the general fund about $110 million
annually.
In addition, alternative-fuel vehicles
will no longer receive a tax break the
state has provided owners. The change
also applies to large trucks that run on
alternative fuel.
Fees for affected vehicles are
estimated to increase by about $1,000
each year. LL
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By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

Lara has said an investigation a year
ago by USA Today highlights the need
for change.
He referred to the investigation’s
findings that “port trucking companies
in Southern California have spent the
past decade forcing drivers to finance
their own trucks by taking on debt they
could not afford.”
He added that the investigation
found instances where drivers “end up
owing money to their employers –
essentially working for free.”
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Fuel tax rate changes for new year
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

States around the nation are ringing in the new year with
notable increases in their fuel tax rates.
The most notable increase is slated for Utah, where the
state’s excise tax rate of 29.4 cents per gallon on gas and
diesel is on the way up.
A 2015 state law authorized a nickel fuel-tax increase.
The law included a component to turn the excise rate into
a sales tax, which allows for regular increases. As a result,
the first of the year marks an increase in the tax rate by
0.6 cents to 30 cents per gallon.
The state of Nebraska will implement the final round of
a four-step increase in the state’s tax rate over four years.
Since January 2016, the state’s fixed tax rate has increased
annually by 1.5-cent increments to top out at 29.5 cents.
The state tax is made up of three components: the 3.5cent variable tax, the 14.8-cent fixed tax and the 9.7-cent
wholesale tax. The variable and wholesale rates are
adjusted twice annually.
At press time, adjustments in the variable and wholesale
rates were yet to be announced.
A separate petroleum release remedial action fee is not
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included in the state tax rates and remains unchanged at
0.9 cents per gallon on gas and at 0.3 cents on diesel.
Modest changes of likely one penny or less are expected
in states that include Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa,
New York, North Carolina and West Virginia. The
changes are based on automatic adjustments.
States with automatic adjustments are due to tax rates
calculated by percentage of fuel price in addition to a flat
excise tax, fuel tax calculated by percentage of fuel price,
indexed to Consumer Price Index, and/or other means.
Some states with automatic adjustments are
implemented annually while others change more
frequently. LL
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OOIDA’s STATEWATCH
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

As the New Year approaches, OOIDA
is focused on providing truckers with
information on important legislation
during the coming year. In the next
few months, state lawmakers from all
corners of the country will rapidly add to the list by
offering new bills.
Not all of them will be covered on these pages,
but readers will be able to find many bills of
significance to their trucking business. Here’s
our roundup of noteworthy issues addressed by
governors in recent weeks and the latest activity on
other notable efforts.

CALIFORNIA
A new law is projected to raise $500,000 annually for
each billboard classified as a digital billboard. The
revenue could be applied for road work in the state.
Previously AB3168, the new law permits the conversion
of the state’s sign definition from static signs to include
digital billboards. The rule change also clarifies and
limits what can be considered as a landscaped highway.
The change permits existing billboards to be relocated
along highways.

KENTUCKY
Two bill drafts for the upcoming regular session are of
interest. The first bill draft would require the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet to set up a registry within the
driver’s license section to provide emergency contact
or next-of-kin information for people who become
incapacitated or are killed. The option is available to
anyone with a driver’s license or state-issued ID card.

Michigan
A three-bill package halfway through the statehouse
is intended to simplify the issuance of traffic citations
for out-of-state drivers.
HB6011 would remove a requirement for cited
drivers to pay cash along the roadside while driving
out of state. Instead, the state would be enrolled
in a national driver license compact to share traffic
violation records with other states.
HB5542 would amend the Motor Carrier Safety Act
to revise the provision concerning nonresident truck
drivers issued traffic citations.
HB6012 would make the same change to Michigan
Vehicle Code.
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Montana
A bill draft for the 2019 regular session would eliminate
the speed limit differential on two-lane highways.
State law now permits cars to travel 80 mph on rural
interstates while large trucks are limited to 65 mph.

Another bill draft covers how to properly interact with
police during a traffic stop. Driver’s education programs
would be required to incorporate information about
how to handle traffic stops into the curriculum. Driving
examiners also would be responsible for providing
information during the skills portion of the exam.

PENNSYLVANIA
Multiple new laws are of note.
SB172 permits the use of speed cameras in active
work zones on interstates and federal aid highways
via a five-year pilot program. Automated enforcement
cameras can be used to detect drivers exceeding the
posted speed limit by at least 11 mph when workers
are present. Registered owners of vehicles found
in violation would receive a written warning. A
second offense would result in a $75 fine in the mail.
Subsequent offenses would carry a $150 fine. The new
law also singles out a major roadway in Philadelphia
for speed enforcement cameras. Specifically, the use
of ticket cameras would be authorized along U.S. 1,
(Roosevelt Boulevard) for five years.
HB1958 authorizes truck platooning in the state.
Affected vehicles would be permitted to operate in
violation of the state’s following distance rule for large
vehicles. The rule applies for up to three vehicles while
working on limited-access highways or interstates. The
rule change takes effect in April.
The House has voted unanimously to advance a threepart bill to implement greater state oversight of the
Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission. HB652
would require an annual financial and management audit
of the commission by Pennsylvania’s auditor general
and his New Jersey counterpart.
Another provision would require the minutes of every
commission meeting to be delivered to the governor.
The commission would be forbidden from taking action
until the minutes are approved by the governor, or for a
period of 10 days.
A third provision would grant the Pennsylvania
governor veto power over actions of the state’s
commissioners. LL
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By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association continues to
work with Missouri lawmakers to
establish consumer protections for
truckers who need to have their
tractor-trailer towed.
A bill that would establish a
Towing Task Force is expected to be
introduced during the 2019 Missouri
legislative session. Currently in
Missouri, there is no process in place
for truckers to file a complaint if they
believe they were overcharged for a
nonconsensual tow, which generally
includes all law enforcement tows.
This effort was almost successful
in 2018 but was removed from a
larger legislative package at the end
of the legislative session.
“We’ve spent the last couple of
months looking at the bill and
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making changes that reflect what
truly needs to be addressed in
Missouri as well as including
provisions to prevent abuses from
happening in Missouri that are

“Our goal, as always, is
to address the bad actors
within the towing industry
while minimizing the impact
to those who do things the
right way.”
– Mike Matousek, OOIDA’s manager
of government affairs

already problematic in other states,”
said Mike Matousek, OOIDA’s
manager of government affairs.
“We’ve also put a little more teeth
into it. We’ve been working closely
with the Missouri Trucking
Association on this and greatly

appreciate everything they’ve done.”
Some of the additional provisions
in the bill would be to prohibit
“drive-away” tows and establish
rules addressing the booting of
occupied commercial motor vehicles.
The bill is modeled off
nonconsensual towing regulations
and laws that are already in place in
other states.
“We didn’t come up with any of
this out of thin air,” Matousek said.
“Most of the language in this bill are
regulations or laws in another state.
We’ve basically taken what works in
other states and included them in a
comprehensive towing reform bill in
Missouri.
“Our goal, as always, is to address
the bad actors within the towing
industry while minimizing the impact
to those who do things the right
way.” LL
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ILLINOIS

Appellate court rules federal law
does not override stateÕs wage laws
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

An appellate court recently ruled in favor of drivers
of a warehousing and home delivery company who
said they had been shorted wages.
The court disagreed with the company’s claim
that federal law supersedes Illinois law in matters
involving the trucking industry in a case that is
essentially the classic “independent contractor versus
employee” argument.
On Sept. 27, the U.S. Third Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed a lower court’s decision in
favor of drivers for motor carrier Joseph Cory
Holdings, Secaucus, N.J. Five delivery drivers for
Cory Holdings accused the company of deducting
wages from their paychecks without obtaining
“contemporaneous consent in violation of the Illinois
Wage Payment and Collection Act.”
Cory Holdings moved to dismiss the case by
invoking the Federal Aviation Administration
Authorization Act of 1994, which says states “may
not enact or enforce a law, regulation, or other
provision having the force and effect of law related
to a price, route, or service of any motor carrier
… or any motor private carrier with respect to the
transportation of property.”
Neither the district court nor the appellate court
agreed with Cory Holdings’ interpretation of the law.
Drivers claim that the relationship was more that of
an employee than contractor. That claim was backed
up by pointing out the following:

n
n
n
n

n
n

Drivers were required to report to Cory
Holdings facilities in Illinois at a preset time
determined by Cory Holdings.
Drivers were required to make deliveries
within time windows set by Cory Holdings.
Drivers were required to wear a uniform.
Cory Holdings required drivers to complete
their route in a specific order. If drivers failed
to complete their deliveries in the order
specified by Cory Holdings, they would be
subject to discipline.
Cory Holdings subjected drivers to a rating
system.
Cory Holdings retained the right to terminate
drivers for any reason.

The lawsuit claims that drivers worked six to seven
days per week for 12-16 hours per day making
deliveries for Cory Holdings. However, they were
never paid overtime rates for hours worked beyond
40 hours each week. LL
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PENNSYLVANIA

Turnpike Commission approves toll
increase for 11th consecutive year
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

For the 11th consecutive year,
Pennsylvania motorists will be asked
to pay more in tolls on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike. The
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission’s
6 percent toll increase will go into
effect Jan. 6.
According to a news release, the 6
percent increase will apply to both
E-ZPass and cash customers. The
increase also will apply to all
turnpike sections and extensions,
including the westbound Delaware
River Bridge cashless tolling point in
Bucks County.
The Turnpike Commission
mentions that the most common toll
for a Class 5 tractor-trailer will
increase from $3.45 to $3.66 for
E-ZPass customers and from $15.35
to $16.30 for cash customers.
Regarding the large difference
between E-ZPass and cash
customers, the commission notes that
Class 5 E-ZPass customers typically
take shorter trips than Class 5
truckers who pay cash or through the
toll-by-plate system.
Last year, the commission raised
tolls by 6 percent as well.
A 2007 law, Act 44, required the
PTC to pitch in $450 million
annually to the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation for
mass transit and other PennDOT
projects. Money from the
commission to PennDOT does not
have to be used for turnpike-related
projects.
In 2013, Act 89 decreased the
commission’s obligation to
$50 million a year starting in 2023.
Annual toll increases ranging from
3 percent to 6 percent are necessary

8

to keep up with debts and
obligations, PTC Chairman Sean
Logan said in a statement last year.
Increases will continue through 2044,
and payments totaling $5 billion will
be made through 2057.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association and the National
Motorists Association have filed a
lawsuit against the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission regarding the
tolls. In a lawsuit filed March 15,
OOIDA challenged the
constitutionality of the imposition of
excessive tolls by the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission. OOIDA
claims that tolls, or “user fees,”
become an undue burden on
commerce once the amount is greater
than a fair approximation of the
value of the use of the toll road.
On June 13, OOIDA and NMA
filed the motion for class certification
in the U.S. District Court for the
Middle District of Pennsylvania. The
lawsuit names members of each
association along with two trucking
companies and two private motorists
as plaintiffs. The motion asks to
certify a class defined as “All persons
or entities who paid a toll to the
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission
after the Commission raised its toll
rates following the enactment of
Pennsylvania Acts 44 and 89.”
According to court documents.
OOIDA and NMA estimate the
number of class members to exceed
100,000. Because of the large
number of plaintiffs and the
commonality of individual cases,
OOIDA and NMA argue that all the
requirements are met for class action
status. LL

For a complete rundown of state legislation,
visit LandLineMag.com and click on “Legislative Watch.”
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STATESIDE SPECIAL

Iowa Supreme Court makes two rulings
limiting authority of state DOT officers
The high court says IDOT officers illegally
issued nearly 13,000 tickets and wrongfully
arrested a driver with a revoked license.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

The Iowa Department of Transportation’s Motor Vehicle
Enforcement division had a rough day in October. The
state Supreme Court published opinions on two separate
cases, both ruling that MVE officers illegally issued
thousands of speeding tickets and illegally arrested a
motorist.
On Oct. 19, the Iowa Supreme Court unanimously ruled
in favor of the plaintiffs suing IDOT over citations they
say the department had no business issuing. The court
relied on two statutes that pertain to IDOT’s enforcement
authority: Iowa Code sections 321.477 and 804.9.
At the time of the citations in question, section 321.477
regulated IDOT peace officers by stating the following:

“The department may designate by resolution
certain of its employees upon each of whom there is
hereby conferred the authority of a peace officer to
control and direct traffic and weigh vehicles, and to
make arrests for violations of the motor vehicle laws
relating to the operating authority, registration, size,
weight, and load of motor vehicles and trailers and
registration of a motor carrier’s interstate
transportation service with the department.”
The Supreme Court interpreted this to mean the statute
did not provide authority for arrests relating to other
traffic violations.
Section 804.9 deals with arrests by private persons,
which states a private person can make an arrest “for a
public offense committed or attempted in the person’s
presence.” However, the statute does not extend to
individuals who are not private citizens, including DOT
officers. Even if it did, it does not give authority to issue
citations.

Why not join the thousands of
OOIDA members who are making
a commitment to the association
as Lifetime Members?
As a Lifetime Member, you’ll be
among OOIDA’s highest profile
and most respected members.
Not only does Lifetime membership
save you money in the long run, but
if you sign up now as an OOIDA
Lifetime member, we will send you
a complimentary OOIDA jacket
with your paid membership.

Why not
support
OOIDA by
becoming

perator
Owner-Odent Drivers
n
Indepe ion
Associat

For information on becoming an
OOIDA Lifetime Member, contact
the Membership Department at
1-800-444-5791.

a Lifetime
Member?
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Lifetime membership dues are calculated
by multiplying the number of years from
your current age up to age 65 by $35
(there is a minumum dues fee of $125.)
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Accordingly, the Supreme Court ruled that IDOT never
had the authority to issue traffic citations not related to
operating authority, registration, size, weight and load of
motor vehicles and trailers.
The case stems from a lawsuit filed by two people who
were cited by an IDOT MVE officer in September 2016.
Both were driving on Interstate 35 southbound when
pulled over and issued a ticket for speeding in a work
zone.
The lawsuit claims that IDOT motor vehicle
enforcement employees issued more than 12,840 citations
unrelated to their authority between August 2014 and
August 2016. In fact, IDOT officers wrote more of those
tickets than tickets related to their job. Within the same
time frame, IDOT officers issued only 9,400 citations
relating to operating authority, registration, size, weight
and load.
Later that same day, the Supreme Court applied the
above ruling to a case alleging a motor vehicle
enforcement officer illegally arrested a motorist for
driving with a revoked license.
In August 2016, MVE officer Ryan Glade was on
patrol in Iowa City when he pulled over a black BMW
going eastbound on Interstate 80 for traveling 72 mph in
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a 55 mph construction zone.
Jeremey Werner, the driver of the BMW, told Glade he
did not have a driver’s license due to it being revoked.
Glade cited Werner for speeding and arrested him for
driving without a license, subsequently transporting him
to the Iowa County Jail.
Werner challenged the arrest in court, arguing that
Glade had no authority to arrest him in the first place.
The district court disagreed, stating that Glade was
considered a peace officer within the meaning of Iowa
Code sections 321.1(50) and 801.4(11).
Section 321.1(50) defines a peace officer as “every
officer authorized to direct or regulate traffic or to make
arrests for violations of traffic regulations in addition to
its meaning in section 801.4.”
Section 801.4 breaks down who is considered a peace
officer or law enforcement officer, which includes “such
employees of the department of transportation as are
designated ‘peace officers’ by resolution of the
department under section 321.477.”
Applying the rulings from the preceding case to
Werner’s, the Supreme Court reversed the district court’s
decision and ordered the lower court to hold further
proceedings consistent with its opinion. LL
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Face-to-Face
FMCSA, OOIDA leaders work together
to address truckingÕs top issues.
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

T

here is no better way to influence change
than a face-to-face meeting with a decision
maker.
During the OOIDA Board of Directors fall
meetings on Friday, Nov. 16, more than two
dozen truck drivers from across the nation
directly conveyed their concerns regarding the
industry to FMCSA Administrator Ray
Martinez.
Martinez and Joe DeLorenzo, FMCSA’s
director of enforcement and compliance,
traveled to OOIDA’s headquarters in Grain
Valley, Mo., to hear the perspectives of realFMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez meets with the OOIDA Board of Directors on Friday,
Nov. 16, in Grain Valley, Mo. (Photos by Nate Kelly)
life truckers – who combined to have more
than 800 years of trucking experience – and
safety isn’t by adding more regulations,” Martinez said.
to learn about burdensome regulations that
He added that the agency started a Regulatory Reform
could be potentially eliminated.
Task Force that meets once a week.
“We want to be fully engaged,” Martinez told the
“The invitation to OOIDA and the industry is to tell us,”
OOIDA board members. “When I first came on (as
Martinez said. “Tell us which regulations need reformed.
administrator), I was told there was a disconnect between
“I get credit for the regulations we can eliminate. Trust
the regulated community and the agency. I want to make
me, President Trump wants that.”
sure collaboration is included in everything we do.
OOIDA board members told FMCSA’s leaders to
“The nation’s small trucking companies represent the
remove the regulations that play no role in safety and
heart of this county, and we understand that.”
focus on the ones that do like driver training.
The agency leaders and OOIDA board members spent
“I’d like to see FMCSA begin to focus on the ‘S’ in your
more than three hours discussing topics ranging from the
name again,” OOIDA Board Member Tilden Curl said. “If
electronic logging mandate and hours of service to driver
you want to know what’s safe, start with the people in this
training and autonomous vehicles.
room and our members.”
In August, FMCSA issued an advance notice of proposed
Curl added that big fleets, which have a turnover rate of
rulemaking regarding possible changes to the hours-of100 percent or more, are a detriment to safety.
service rules. Since then, the agency has hosted listening
“Turnover rates should be reflected in your CSA
sessions in Dallas; Reno, Nev.; Joplin, Mo.; Orlando, Fla.;
(Compliance, Safety, Accountability) score,” Curl said.
and Washington, D.C.
OOIDA President Todd Spencer spoke up about
Martinez acknowledged that the ELD mandate may have
concerns with autonomous vehicles and questionable
shed some light on problems with the hours-of-service
technology.
regulations and added that the agency is committed to
“We’re going to totally embrace technology that reduces
moving forward on a rule that would provide some
crashes,” Spencer said. “But where we’re at, we don’t
flexibility to commercial drivers.
know what’s true and what’s not. We’ve heard lots of
Without providing a firm timetable or specific details,
claims.
Martinez said the agency hopes to move as fast as possible
“We don’t want drivers to become over-reliant on the
on hours-of-service reform.
technology and not be ready for when something
“We’re going to move expeditiously,” he said. “I can’t
happens.”
comment any more other than that, but stay tuned.”
Martinez said the agency will continue to look to
Martinez also said the agency is committed to
OOIDA to provide feedback on what it can do to benefit
eliminating burdensome and costly regulations.
truck drivers while maintaining safety. LL
“I know the best way to move the needle forward on
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Some stops just
aren’t on your
regular route.

Every year, thousands of truckers are injured on the job. OOIDA is one of the best
alternative sources for Occupational Accident coverage for both owner-operators and fleets.
Our program offers protection against work-related injuries.
And our current rates are guaranteed through May 2021.
Three Occupational Accident policies limits are available:
(These are all combined single limit policies.)

$500,000
$1,000,000 (with Motor Carrier Indemnification)
$2,000,000 (with Motor Carrier Indemnification)

OOIDA
Occupational
Accident rates
are guaranteed
through

May 2021!!

• All three policies pay up to 100% coverage for medical expenses incurred due to an
occupational accident with NO DEDUCTIBLE.
• Coverage includes disability and accidental death and dismemberment.
• There are also limited benefits for dental expenses and non-occupational accidents.
• Owner-operators and drivers will also get the added protection of travel assistance
services, discount prescription plan, and identity theft resolution services.

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on
this or other medical benefits available.
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KNOW YOUR BOARD

Speak up or be pushed around
OOIDA Treasurer Leo Wilkins believes commonsense lawmaking requires input
and advocacy from members and representatives of small-business trucking.

Leo Wilkins doesn’t mince words
when he speaks about current
regulations in the trucking industry.
“Trucking has changed since I
started nearly 50 years ago,” he said.
“Most of it has been good, but lately
it’s been for the worse.”
Uncle Sam called upon Wilkins
in 1965. He served two years as an
88 Mike (motor transport operator/
truck driver) in the Army, but Leo had
intended to make trucking his living
before he was drafted.
“From about the time I was old
enough to drive, I guess I had a knack
for it, ya’ know,” he said. “I learned
to drive big trucks in the military, but
I still had to get a chauffeur’s license
when I got out of the Army.”
Nearly two decades as a company
driver gave Leo a well-rounded scope
of experience when it comes to how
drivers are treated in the industry.
He began his civilian trucking career
in 1968 as a driver/helper hauling
furniture.
Leo took the leap to independent
owner-operator in 1983. He said he
realized early on that “independent
owner-operators are at the mercy of
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Q&A

When did you get your
commercial driver’s license?
“I got my chauffeur’s license in 1968.
My first civilian job was as a driver/
helper moving furniture. My first solo
driving job was hauling U.S. mail as a
company driver.
What kind of freight do you
specialize in?
“I’ve been hauling medium-duty
trucks lately. I’m running a step-deck.
I haul some general freight now and
then.”
Why did you join OOIDA?
“I had insurance with them in the
early 1980s, when I became an
owner-operator. I was a member, but I
didn’t become really active until I met
Jim Johnston in 1986. I stopped into
the office on a trip when I happened
to be going through Grain Valley. I
met Jim, and he encouraged me to get
more involved. I knew advocacy was
important for small-business trucking,

his thoughts on the two previous
administrators. “They were both very
pleasant, nice people, but I got the
feeling they just wanted to get out
of the office for a few days. I don’t
think either of them understood
much about trucking.”
Newly appointed FMCSA
Administrator Ray Martinez seems
to impress Wilkins a little more.
“I’ve spoken to him several times
since he started the job,” Leo said.
“He seems to care about the driver,
but I’m going to reserve judgment
for what he actually does instead of
what he says he’s going to do.”

and we had no one else looking out
for us. I’ve been actively involved
with the Association ever since. I’m
proud to serve the more than 160,000
members. It’s been an honor to do so
as a board member for 19 years.”
If you could make one
significant change in the
industry with a snap of your
fingers, what would it be?
“Without hesitation, get rid of
the ELD mandate and get some
commonsense in Washington. We
need people who have trucking
experience making laws for truck
drivers.”
What legacy do you hope
to leave?
“You’ve got to have people help you
speak out sometimes, to get the single
advocate together with professional
associations. It’s up to each of us to
stand up, and speak up, and I’m proud
to do so with OOIDA.” LL
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By Wendy Parker, staff writer

every small-town cop, city council
and scale master we encounter. The
shippers and receivers don’t answer
to anyone. They can legally hinder
our ability to earn money without
repercussion. We have to speak up or
accept being pushed around.”
This board member is probably
most well-known for providing
ride-along experiences to former
FMCSA Administrator Anne Ferro in
November 2013 and more recently,
Acting Administrator Scott Darling
in April 2016.
Again, Leo’s very direct way
of speaking leaves no question of

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Truckers for Troops 2018 nets over $38,500
By Land Line staff

The 2018 edition of
OOIDA’s Truckers for
Troops saw truckers
come together and
generate $38,536 to support U.S.
military personnel at home and abroad.
Funds were raised during a weeklong
campaign.
More than 2,500 members
participated in the event, which ran
from Nov. 5 through Nov. 9. Members
of the U.S. Army won the branch of
service challenge.
OOIDA matches 10 percent to fund
care packages for troops overseas and
to provide needed supplies to longterm care facilities treating wounded
veterans.
For 12 years now, OOIDA’s Truckers
for Troops has, through the generosity
of its members and with a matching
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contribution by the Association, raised
more than $500,000 for care packages
and other supplies to help U.S. military
personnel.
Veterans are a huge part of the
trucking industry overall, and more
than one-third of all OOIDA members
have served in the military.
Once again, Shell Rotella kicked off
this year’s fundraiser with a
contribution of $2,000.
To date, the Association has sent
more than 3,000 large care packages
and provided items to nearly 36,000
military personnel stationed in war
zones. All the purchasing, organizing
and packing of the boxes is handled by
OOIDA staff volunteers, ensuring that
100 percent of the money raised is
used to purchase items and cover
shipping.
In 2015, the Association expanded
the program’s mission to include

supplying needed items to various
medical care facilities for wounded or
needy veterans back in the states.
OOIDA requests the names and
addresses of troops serving in active
combat zones or veteran facilities with
unmet needs to add to the
Association’s list of recipients. Call the
name and address in to Nikki Johnson
at OOIDA at 816-229-5791. You also
may email her at Troops@OOIDA.com.
Be sure to include an address and a
projected stateside return date for
individuals.
Those combat zones include
Afghanistan, the Kosovo area of
Yugoslavia, and the Arabian Peninsula
areas, which include the Persian Gulf,
Red Sea, Gulf of Oman, part of the
Arabian Sea, Gulf of Aden, and the
countries of Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates. LL
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Why OOIDA
is needed
‘The Association’s mission is critical
for small-business trucking.’
By Wendy Parker, staff writer

OOIDA life member Mike Broaddus developed great
relationships and respect for the Association long before he
became an owner-operator.
Mike Broaddus learned during his tenure as California
Trucking Association safety manager that large professional
associations like the ATA are representing heavy duespaying members. More often than not, these members aren’t
representing the best interests of the small-business owneroperator.
“During my time at CTA, I met a guy from OOIDA
named Don York. Don was a passionate representative,
a great guy. I developed a soft spot for OOIDA, because
I realized what a juggling act the Association has in
representing the diversity in the trucking industry,”
Broaddus said. “I admire what a great job they do handling
those differences. Their mission is critical for small-business
trucking.”
Broaddus, now living in Harbeson, Del., found early
on that advocacy takes a commitment of time and effort.
Previous law enforcement experience with the Nevada State
Patrol influenced Mike’s efforts while working for CTA.
52 LAND LINE

In 2013, California Gov. Jerry Brown signed Assembly
Bill 529 into law. The BIT (Basic Inspection of Terminals)
was developed to ensure all commercial truck terminals
are inspected by the California Highway Patrol on a
performance-based inspection selection system.
Terminal inspections have been conducted by the patrol
since 1965. However, BITs established a criteria associated
with safety scores and the CSA Behavior Analysis and
Safety Improvement Category (BASIC) percentiles.
“It was a great idea in theory, but when they first rolled
it out, it was a mess,” Broaddus said. “It quickly became
evident that different areas of the state were enforcing the
law based on the interpretation of their managing officers.”
CHP’s “role to determine whether carriers’ maintenance
schedules were adequate” was somewhat vague. This
resulted in frustration on both sides of the equation –
law enforcement and carriers. A task force was formed
to facilitate across-the-board interpretation of the law’s
language.
Broaddus knew how important ease of enforcement is for
any law.
“We set aside one day a week to go through the policy
line by line, word by word, with CHP representatives. We
met for months until we all agreed on concise interpretation
and enforcement of the policy,” he said.
Through combined efforts, the “BIT Kit” was born.
“It’s a cheat sheet, if you will, with uniform interpretation
of policy and expectations of (law enforcement officers)
regarding the program. No one should be frustrated by
arbitrary enforcement,” Broaddus said.
More recently, Broaddus attended the FMCSA listening
session on Oct. 10 in Washington, D.C., regarding hours
of service. He prefaced his comment with an impressive
background in transportation that began in 1974, when he
apprenticed as a diesel mechanic. He described himself as a
“semi-retired owner-operator and member of OOIDA.”
Broaddus touched on the hours of service being
implemented in the 1930s.
“They were great, all the way up to 2003, because they
were based on common sense,” he said.
He went on to tell FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez
and staff that when the split-clock option was lost, safety
began to decline in the industry.
“Try traveling through Washington, D.C., in the morning
or the afternoon, and making your destination on time,
when you know you’re going to lose time to traffic and
backups on the Beltway,” Broaddus said. “We used to have
the benefit of being able to stop and avoid traffic or rush
hour if we needed.”
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019
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“I developed a soft spot for OOIDA, because
I realized what a juggling act the Association
has in representing the diversity in the
trucking industry. I admire what a great job
they do handling those differences.”
– OOIDA life member Mike Broaddus

Many years of experience in varied sectors
of transportation and highway safety give
Broaddus a unique insight on advocacy. He
believes education is critical to more than
safety – it should be a never-ending process.
“I find the more I learn about the business
end of trucking the more I realize how
important it is to speak up, especially when
asked by the FMCSA to do so,” he said. “If
you don’t speak out, you’ll never change
anything. Professional associations rely on
members to do their part, and I want to do my
part.” LL

Applications for 2019 OOIDA
scholarship due by Feb. 1
By Land Line staff

Since the OOIDA Mary Johnston
Scholarship Program launched in
1998, it has contributed $315,000
to 100 awardees. Soon, a new
class of students will benefit from
the program aimed at assisting
the children, grandchildren and
legal dependents of OOIDA
members to receive a higher
education.
Applications and all
required materials for the
2019 scholarships must be
postmarked no later than Feb. 1.
Each year, one $2,000
scholarship and four $1,000
scholarships are awarded. An
alternate also is named each
year. The funds are transferred
directly to the student’s selected
institution and can be renewed

for a total of four years.
The funds can be used for
tuition or any legitimate schoolrelated expenses.
Go to OOIDA.com to learn
how to apply. Each student
must submit an application, a
500-word essay on the topic
indicated on the application, and
a transcript from high school
or from an institution of higher
learning.
The students are selected in
a blind evaluation conducted by
the OOIDA Scholarship Advisory
Committee.
Winners will be notified by
a letter after OOIDA’s Spring
Board Meeting. OOIDA will verify
enrollment and deposit the funds
directly into the student’s account
at the college or technical school
of his or her choice. LL

NEED CASH FAST?
First-Time Owner Operators,
Limited Driving Experience and
Less than Perfect Credit

Apply Today!
FREE GIFT*
*Free gift available at closing

OFFICE LOCATIONS

TRUCK AND TRAILER PURCHASES  REPAIR LOAN FINANCING
LEASE PURCHASE BUY OUTS  COMMERCIAL TITLE LOANS
CORPORATE • 623-434-2500
34225 N. 27th Dr. Bldg. 1, Phoenix, AZ 85085
CALIFORNIA • 714-974-9700

4222 Green River Rd., Corona, CA 92878

GEORGIA • 404-975-4800

6604 Tara Blvd., Jonesboro, GA 30236
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Could past be prologue?

The Great Indiana
 ¢ Ĵ ŗşŞŞ
By Sandi Soendker, OOIDA historian

didn’t show up at the pump – went from 3 cents to 11
cents. Truckers were now saddled with the highest fuel tax
in the nation.
that truckers hauling in
To add to the misery, truck registration fees jumped about
and through Indiana said “enough” and set off a series
30 percent.
of protest actions that resulted in one of the state’s top
Small-business trucking companies and owner-operators
10 news stories of the year. But the consequences made
reacted by refusing to fuel in Indiana. Others participated
more than headlines. The boycott demonstrated how giving
in “legal” convoys going 55 mph that resulted in snarled
the cold shoulder to key businesses can economically
WUDI¿FDQGDQJHUHGPRWRULVWV0RUHMRLQHGLQDQGER\FRWWHG
impact a tone-deaf state and translate into legislative
truck stop services, restaurants and others who relied on
solutions.
trucker business.
In the Indiana boycott of 1988, irate truck drivers stopped
The boycott hit Indiana fuel stops and automotive
spending money in the state.
VHUYLFHVKDUG%\0D\VDOHVZHUHGUDPDWLFDOO\GRZQ$V
Truckers had long been frustrated with the increased
the annual Indianapolis 500 race approached, Associated
enforcement activities and roadside inspections in the
Press articles reported that state authorities were becoming
Hoosier State that amounted to mostly harassment. They
increasingly nervous. Truckers who were slow
They were furious with the state’s convoying all over the state were threatening
to do it on I-465 during race weekend.
FRQÀVFDWLRQSROLF\DQGKLJK
The whole situation captured the attention
of
a late night truckin’ disc jockey on WLW
SHQDOWLHVIRUSRVVHVVLQJDUDGLR
Cincinnati known as the Truckin’ Bozo. A
SROLFHVFDQQHULQWKHWUXFN
trucker at heart, Dale Sommers jumped on
board with the boycott and on his WLW radio
show, he convincingly pushed truckers to shun Indiana fuel
were furious with the state’s
stops.
FRQ¿VFDWLRQSROLF\DQGKLJK
Every night, The Truckin’ Bozo show stirred the pot,
penalties for possessing a radio
updated the action and provided a platform for incensed
police scanner in the truck.
drivers. He advised his listeners not to shut down the whole
It added up to an anti-truck
state, as many wanted to do, but to just stop spending
atmosphere throughout the
money. He gave the truckers a voice, putting them on the
air to vent. WLW took plenty of heat because of one of
their DJs being credited with such a negative economic
impact on a neighboring state. But station management
defended him, saying his show was “an island” and he
could say what he wanted.
The Truckin’ Bozo ditched any on-air diplomacy when
he talked about Indiana Gov. Robert Orr, laying the blame
In addition, Indiana’s diesel
square at the governor’s feet. The Cincinnati Enquirer
wrote that Bozo “turned purple” in the face when he talked
cents a gallon and the diesel
DERXW2UUDQGZDVSUROL¿FZLWKKLVQLFNQDPHVIRUWKH
surcharge – a hidden tax that
governor.

I
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t was 30 years ago

Every night, The Truckin’ Bozo
show stirred the pot, updated
the action and provided a
platform for incensed drivers.

Dale “The Truckin’ Bozo” Sommers

The all-night radio DJ was clearly getting under Orr’s skin.
The Enquirer quoted Orr in a speech to truckers as saying “a
guy named Bozo is making fools of you.”
Orr and Indiana legislators had heard complaints but
refused to discuss anything with truckers, deciding that any
concessions would appear to be caving to truck drivers. As
the participation continued to grow, Orr threatened police
action if truckers did not drop their boycott.

The truth
about ‘NAPTA’

How did ATA
get involved?

Where was Indiana Motor Truck Association on the issues?
According to an article in the June 1988 issue of Fleet
Owner, IMTA said it was “divided” on the speed limits but
wanted to take “whichever is safer.”
“IMTA? They are pathetic!” screamed the Truckin’ Bozo.
Bozo’s dander grabbed another gear when the American
Trucking Associations held a convention in Indianapolis
in May and Orr was the speaker. Bozo explained Orr
“went out of his mind on the boycott subject” at the
podium, resulting in “dragging the American Trucking
Associations into it.” ATA at that point had not
commented, but it was no surprise when they sided with
Orr and the 55 for trucks. After all, according to Fleet
Owner, it was ATA who helped Indiana state officials
draft the oppressive replacement tax legislation.
ATA’s position was the likely impetus for a rumor that
soon leaked out that the boycott was losing steam, but in a
June conversation with OOIDA’s Land Line Magazine, Bozo
vehemently reported that it was still “going strong.”
He said that organizers tried numerous times to meet
with Orr but it was a “dead end.” Bozo told Land Line that
the governor said he just “didn’t want to hear any of the
truckers’ cheap demands.”
Continued on Page 56
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A business called Truck Writers had been formed a couple
of years before the boycott to sell truck insurance. It
morphed from a truck insurance group to less-than-authentic
“organization” when its principals saw the Indiana boycott
as an opportunity to make money off truckers. They called
themselves the North American Professional Truckers
Association or NAPTA.
This unknown and new “trucking” association based in
Cincinnati quickly stepped up to claim to be the instigators
of the boycott. It was a move sure to boost its membership
as well as its bank account. In May, the Indianapolis News
reported NAPTA was claiming it had bagged $300,000 in
dues.
One of the group’s leaders was a Cincinnati businessman
named Gary Bennett. He and a few others were eager to give
interviews to the news and were immediately credited as the
group that started the boycott.

Bennett was acquainted with the Truckin’ Bozo and
allegedly advertised his group’s insurance products on Dale
Sommers’ popular show. It seemed a beneficial relationship
for Bennett and he even made Sommers an honorary
member of NAPTA.
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Losses reported at
$1 million a month
Truckers were hopeful that one way to get lawmakers
to the table would be to put a pinch on businesses, who
would demand their elected representatives do something
about their losses. And those losses were enormous. By
midyear 1988, the Indianapolis News reported the bout
with truckers was costing automotive businesses and fuel
stops in Indiana more than $1 million a month. Fuel sales
reportedly dropped by a third, and the state’s revenue
from fuel-tax collections took a serious hit. Restaurant and
sundries revenue were reported to have dropped 40 percent
by June.
Indiana news outlets reported that truck stop owners,
who were feeling the pain, empathized with their trucking
customers and blamed Orr and an ineffective General
Assembly. Along with truckers, the supplier associations
tried to get Orr to make compromises but they had no
success either.
“Orr is a nut, and it’s no use talking to him,” Bozo
preached.
He favored talking to gubernatorial hopeful Evan Bayh,
who had agreed he would listen to truckers’ concerns.

OOIDA comes
oﬀ the sidelines

From its headquarters in Grain Valley, Mo., the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers Association had been
watching the convoys and boycott in Indiana closely but
had no direct involvement. OOIDA knew Gary Bennett
and at the time was offering a truck insurance product to its
members through Bennett’s agency.
On July 1, 1988, all that changed.
OOIDA’s dealings with Bennett
and Truck Writers were
severed, and OOIDA’s position
on the sidelines of the boycott
shifted.
The reason OOIDA kept
a low profile in those early
months is that OOIDA was
indirectly but critically
involved in a bitter legal
action against the state over
a truck decal tax. Indiana lost
the case, and that tax was ruled
unconstitutional.
This tax case, as it turns out, was the
very reason Indiana struck so hard at truckers
on April 1, 1988.
The court decision deeply hurt Indiana’s coffers,
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resulting in a retaliatory punishment doled out to truckers.
According to the Cincinnati Enquirer (May 25, 1988), Orr
said the increases in diesel fuel tax and truck registration
fees implemented on April 1, 1988, were part of a “widely
supported legislation designed to replace the $27 million
per year lost when the state’s fuel decal tax was declared
unconstitutional.”
When the court ruled the fuel decal tax illegal, there was
some arguments as to how
the refund should go. While
refunds were going back to
carriers, there was no plan
to pass any of it back to the
leased owner-operators who
had paid it out of their own
pockets. OOIDA stepped in.
ATA, the National
Private Truck Council
and the state of Indiana
vigorously opposed
OOIDA’s intervention on
Jim Johnston
behalf of owner-operators.
Representatives of both ATA
and OOIDA were told by the
court to work out something they could both accept.
As the negotiations for refunds of state truck taxes
teetered, OOIDA president at the time, Jim Johnston, knew
OOIDA involvement with a boycott could threaten the
successful refund of money to owner-operators who had
paid it.
By July 1988, several rounds of discussions on fair
refunds had been held and a tentative framework had
finally been reached. At the same time, it was clear that
truckers who were boycotting were actually being poorly
represented in Indiana by NAPTA. The overall situation
outweighed Johnston’s concerns over the court tax
challenge.
Johnston announced to the membership that the
Association had decided to step in.

NAPTA falls apart
Johnston announced OOIDA had met with Indiana truck
stop operators and while OOIDA refused to call off the
boycott, the Grain Valley-based group knew that working
with them was key to resolving the conflict.
The OOIDA president also announced he was severing
dealings with Bennett. The insurance dealings went sour,
and OOIDA decided NAPTA was not the “legitimate
representatives of truckers that they claimed to be.”
Calling NAPTA out as “opportunists,” Johnston said it
was obvious to OOIDA’s leadership that Bennett and his
group simply got greedy and felt they could profit beyond
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

insurance commissions by setting up a competitive
group.
“They took credit for the boycott for personal gain,
with little, if any real concern for the issues that
truckers were struggling with in Indiana,” Johnston
said.
The truck stop operators in Indiana also cut off
relations with NAPTA. So did WLW and the Truckin’
Bozo. As OOIDA set up successful meetings with
affected Indiana businesses and legislators, NAPTA
quietly fell from the headlines.
In March 1989 the Indianapolis Star reported that
lawmakers had demanded a probe of the NAPTA
group, saying the organizers had failed to show up at
crucial meetings and none of the principals could be
located.
Johnston said later that he had been informed that
the NAPTA office closed and one of the managers
“turned out to be a crook and had kept all the money.”
Gary Bennett’s risk retention group, Truck Writers,
was in trouble, too. In October 1989, Business
Insurance Magazine (of Louisiana), reported that
evidence of a forged CD had been uncovered in
the risk group’s assets and Bennett was under
investigation.

Not an easy decision
OOIDA’s Jim Johnston had no delusions about the
risks involved in stepping into the 1988 boycott
situation in Indiana.
OOIDA gave credit to Truckin’ Bozo for his
tenacious publicizing of the boycott despite pressure
from Indiana, but Johnston kept in mind that the
protest was initially and amateurishly guided by
another group. Johnston also knew if the boycott
efforts did not achieve its goal, it would fail,
prompting members of OOIDA to lose confidence in
its leaders.
He had no assurances that the OOIDA leadership
could result in resolution of issues, but Johnston
was holding some aces and knew when to play
them. OOIDA had a strong membership and known
organization. Johnston had Indiana owner-operator
Rick Craig, a tenacious member from Anderson, Ind.
And he had former owner-operator/Land Line editor
Todd Spencer. Both had good relationships with
drivers and knew how to talk to Indiana’s automotive
suppliers and truck stop owners.
“Boycotts can work, but there must be responsible
and well-planned follow-up,” Spencer said. “Solid,
continued follow-up. Rick Craig took three months off
of the truck to do that, to make things happen.”
Continued on Page 58
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OOIDA IN ACTION

Did Indiana learn a
lesson from 1988?

By Sandi Soendker, OOIDA historian,
and Tyson Fisher, staff writer

OOIDA’s current President Todd
Spencer says a plan that skips due
diligence and fails to consider how
state actions and policies affect
working people is always doomed to
do harm.
“Left to their own devices, states
can come up with some pretty
outrageous plans,” Spencer said.
“Take, for another example, how
then-Gov. Mitch Daniels leased the
Indiana Toll Road in 2006 to a foreign
consortium for $3.85 billion. OOIDA is
strongly opposed to converting U.S.
freeways to foreign-owned toll roads.”
That consortium went bankrupt in
2014 and another foreign company
– the Indiana Toll Road Concession
Co. – bought the business, which
included the lease. Earlier this
year, the Indiana Finance Authority
approved a deal to allow the ITR
Concession Co. to deploy a truck-only
35 percent increase.
Without delay and with very little
notice, Indiana’s truck-only toll
increase went into effect on Friday,
Oct. 5. Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb
said it is not a tax on truckers. The
Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association says, “that’s exactly what
he’s doing.”
Effective Oct. 5, only Class 3 (threeaxle) and above vehicles will see tolls
increase by 35 percent. Tolls for the
entire 157-mile trip along I-90 for a
Class 5 (five-axle) truck will increase
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from $44.46 to $60.02.
Annual increases will
“Boycotts can work,
continue as planned in
but there must be
the original agreement.
On Sept. 4, Gov. Eric
responsible and wellHolcomb announced
planned follow-up.”
his infrastructure plan
for 2019 called the
– OOIDA President Todd Spencer
Next Level Connections
program. In order to pay
for the program, the Indiana Finance
Authority amended its agreement with
the Indiana Toll Road Concession
From Page 57
Co. to allow the company to increase
tolls on heavy vehicles by 35 percent.
IFA approved the amendment on
Sept. 20, giving the public and
stakeholders no opportunity to review
OOIDA began meeting with Indiana
the agreement.
State Rep. G. Edward Cook, Kerwin
The toll increase comes despite
sharp criticism from OOIDA and the
Fry of the Indiana Truck Stop
Indiana Motor Truck Association.
Council, and reps from the Indiana
Justifying the truck toll-rate increase,
Automotive Services Association on
Holcomb mentioned that Indiana’s
how to really accomplish changes.
toll rates are well below rates in other
They scheduled a number of town
states, including toll rates in Illinois
hall meetings at places like the
and Pennsylvania. When questioned
Grovertown Truckstop. With Spencer
about the economic impact of higher
and Craig involved in those talks and
shipping rates, Holcomb retreated
meetings, negotiations continued into
to that rate, stating “We are still well
1989.
below market rate.”
During that year, Evan Bayh was
In an attempt to further justify of the
elected
governor and legislation was
move, Holcomb referenced studies
successfully
passed that raised the
that suggest five-axle trucks do
speed
limit
for
trucks over 26,000
10,000 times more wear and tear on a
pounds from 55 mph to 60 mph.
road than a passenger car.
“Obviously we don’t charge 10,000
Craig was at the bill signing on
times more for a five-axle truck
behalf of OOIDA and truckers. LL
compared to a car,” Holcomb said.
OOIDA dismissed Holcomb’s claim
Sources: OOIDA archives, Jim
that this is not a tax on trucks, stating
Johnston’s letters, Owner-Operator
in a letter to members “that’s exactly
News July 1988, Land Line Magazine,
what he’s doing.”
Transport Topics, Fleet Owner,
Regarding the claims of 10,000
AASHTO Journal, The Cincinnati
times the wear and tear, OOIDA
Enquirer, The Indianapolis Star, the
said “his position on this issue is
Indianapolis News, OOIDA President
mindboggling, to say the least, and
Todd Spencer, Richard L. Craig,
it’s clear that he doesn’t really care
Anderson, Ind., The Associated Press,
about how this will impact smallPorter County Vidette-Messenger,
business truckers.”
The Star Tribune, Business Insurance
OOIDA has called for truckers to
Magazine.
boycott the Indiana Toll Road. LL

So how did
it end?
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Wishing our OOIDA members
joy and happiness this holiday season
and success throughout the New Year.
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WHAT CAN OOIDA DO FOR YOU?

Secret Shopper

RELOADED

Land Line goes
undercover to get
scoop on OOIDA’s
customer service.
By Kerry Evans-Spillman,
Land Line staff

a
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Compliance Department, and Adam
was the rep who assisted me.
Something I like is that the staff
here immediately offer their names
when they answer a call. It’s a small
thing, but it makes me feel like I’m
making an actual human connection
as opposed to a strictly business
transaction.
I gave Adam my fake identity and
asked him to just tell me about
OOIDA. Maybe a little devious on
my part, because I know that’s a
huge order. But Adam was ready for
it. Right away, he explained that
OOIDA has always and will always
fight for the rights of truck drivers
in all levels of government.
After he explained a bit about that,
he gave me a hearty list of the

services OOIDA offers for owneroperators, drivers on a lease plan
and employee drivers.
There are so many new benefits
OOIDA has developed since the last
time I did this.

OOIDA
COMPLIANCE
CONNECTION
One of those new services is called
Compliance Connection, and it
almost does it all. Adam calls it
OOIDA’s way of offering a “back
office” for your trucking business.
The program tracks important dates,
documents, motor vehicle records
and more, just like a secretary or
office manager would.
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lot can change in nine
years. That’s how long it
has been since I last trolled
a couple of co-workers (for
a good cause) pretending to
be someone who is just
learning about the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association.
This time, I’m Jeannie West
(Land Line Managing Editor Jami
Jones’ mom), and my husband is a
company driver, but we’re thinking
of going out on our own.
I dialed the number. That hasn’t
changed. It’s still 816-229-5791, and
real people still answer the phones
during office hours.
It only rang twice before a brief
automated message let me know the
call might be recorded for quality
assurance. Then a friendly voice
came on the line. Lori, a
switchboard operator, introduced
herself and asked how she could
help. I told her I had never called
OOIDA before and I wanted to
know everything about the
Association.
Lori connected me with the

© momius - Fotolia.com

Something I like is that the staff here
immediately offer their names when they
answer a call. It’s a small thing, but it makes me
feel like I’m making an actual human connection
as opposed to a strictly business transaction.
For life after trucking, OOIDA
offers a flexible retirement annuity
plan. For your four-legged co-pilot,
OOIDA offers access to a pet
insurance plan. For drivers who need
to comply with the Food and Drug
Administration’s sanitary
transportation rule, OOIDA offers a
one-hour certification course.
Speaking of education, OOIDA is
committed to educating drivers not
only about their rights but also about
business.
Members can visit
OOIDAOnlineEducation.com to take
dozens of classes covering topics
from equipment to health to leases to
inspections. Most of these courses
come free with membership and can
be taken online at your convenience.
Ever been affected by identity
theft? OOIDA now offers protection
plans and resolutions to prevent you
from falling victim to what has
become a very common type of fraud.
As much as things have changed,
there are many things that are still the
same. OOIDA is here to fight for
truckers’ rights, period. Profits from
other services the Association
provides are put back into the fight
against bad regulations.
Do those other insurance
companies do that? Probably not. If
anything, they’re investing in groups
that lobby against the interests of
small businesses and professional
truck drivers.
OOIDA is still the same place you
should call when you have questions
about your business, regulations or
the industry in general.
Knowledgeable, helpful staffers
answer phones at HQ Monday
through Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

OOIDA
Retirement
Annuity
IDENTITY THEFT
RESOLUTION SERVICES
Central time. Visitors and pets are
welcome at the office, too.
The most important thing that has
remained the same is OOIDA’s
mission: Fighting for the rights of all
truck drivers, whether an owneroperator or an employee driver. And
that fight happens at every level of
government in every state and on
Capitol Hill.
Helping members become
proactively involved in this fight is
what every employee at HQ strives to
do. They will look up contact
information for your representatives
and senators. They can give you
details on hot legislation such as bill
numbers and deadlines for filing
comments. They can help you sign up
for the OOIDA Calls to Action so
you’re directly notified when there’s
a strategic time to make calls and

send messages on a trucking industry
issue.
The benefits of OOIDA
membership, the services OOIDA
offers and everything else the
Association does in statehouses and
with Congress is too voluminous to
cover in a spread, but I hope you get
the picture.
As a small-business trucker or an
employee driver who’s an
independent thinker, you may feel
alone in this industry. But OOIDA
has been here for the past 45 years,
and it isn’t going anywhere for the
foreseeable future. You’re not alone.
You’ve got Lori, Adam and all of our
co-workers here for you.
For more, visit OOIDA.com, or
give us a call. LL
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Driver helps 83-year-old veteran check off
ride-along in truck from his bucket list
By Greg Grisolano, digital content editor

obert Mikel had no idea how he was going to
get to from his home in Parsons, Kan., to his
65-year class reunion in Galesville, Wis. The more
than 600-mile trip was too much for the 83-year-old to
undertake by himself. He knew he’d need some help.
Enter Riley Miller, an owner-operator who is leased
to Eagan, Minn.-based Dart Transit Co. Miller, an
OOIDA life member from nearby Frontenac, Kan.,
had become friends with Mikel through the U.S. Army
Reserve.
Though it seemed
like a longshot, Mikel
asked Miller if there
was any way he
could get a ride to the
reunion, preferably
in the jump seat of
Miller’s Freightliner.
Riding cross-country
in a tractor-trailer had
Ð Robert Mikel been at the top of his
bucket list for years.
“From the very moment (Riley) called up there …
it was like the company has a mission,” Mikel said.
“We’ve got to get this 83-year-old veteran up there to
his class reunion. It reminded me of the military, where
we’d go all out to accomplish our mission.”
Miller’s route brought them through Ohio first to
deliver a load, and then back to Onalaska, Wis., where
Riley dropped Robert off with Robert’s younger
brother, Keith. The return trip was more or less a
straight shot back, with a delivery in Kansas City.
“The first couple days, (Robert) was a like a 3-yearold asking all these questions – what’s this, what’s that,
what do you do in this situation,” Miller said, adding
that the trip there and back was a pleasure for him as
much as for his friend.
Mikel said he learned a lot from the trip, especially
how important trucks are to the economy.
“You go in the grocery store and see all this food,
and we take it for granted,” he said. “We really depend
on the trucking industry for our way of life. No
question about it.”
For his part, Riley Miller said he was just glad to
help a friend check off an item from his bucket list.

R

“We really depend
on the trucking
industry for our
way of life. No
question about it.”
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Robert Mikel, 83, shows off the model tractor-trailer he received
from Dart Transit to commemorate his “bucket list” ride-along
with friend and fellow veteran Riley Miller. (Courtesy Robert Mikel)

Riley Miller, an OOIDA life member and owner-operator leased
to Dart Transit. (Courtesy Riley Miller)

The pair even decided on another trip they’d like to
make if circumstances will allow.
“One of these days, before I retire and if Robert is
still kicking around, my bucket list is to get one or two
loads to go to Alaska, and then take the ferry home,”
he said. “If I go to Alaska, Robert would like to go
along.”
After the trip, Robert sat down and wrote a letter
to the folks at Dart, thanking them for helping him
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

out with the trip. He said he wasn’t expecting the
response he received, though. Dart president and COO
James Langley sent back a handwritten note and a
commemorative model tractor-trailer.
“I’m just so appreciative of Riley and the Dart
company,” Mikel said.
Dart’s Langley says the feelings of appreciation are
mutual.
“(Making the trip happen) was our pleasure,” he
said. “We were happy to do it.”
Langley said he believes it’s important for
companies to take the time to do the next right thing
in situations like this one.
“We get so caught up in our daily lives and
worrying about the checklist stuff that we have to
do,” he said. “(Riley and his fleet manager) took
the time. And it’s not going to do anything for their
performance standards or metrics. But the goodwill
created with that outside party, that’s what we wanted
to highlight. You take that extra two minutes, or
whatever it is, and that’s what matters. It has a lasting
effect.” LL

OOIDA
Can professional truckers
shape their own future?

“

Through organization,
stability and experience,

it can be done.

Through membership,
statesmanship and leadership,

it will be done.

”

800-444-5791 I ooida.com

The Best Information on Trucking Radio

Listen anytime,
anywhere, on
any device.
Get the in-depth information
you’ve come to rely on at
LandLineNow.com or on
your favorite podcast app.
Of course you can always tune
in daily at 7pm EST, and 4pm
PT on Sirius XM Channel 146.
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TRUCK SHOW

The faces of the California
Trucking Show 2018
By Greg Grisolano, digital content editor

T

New member Luis Cardenas joined the
Association during the show. A trucker since
1988, Luis became an owner-operator in
2017.

Member Antonio Avila, an owner-operator
from Ontario, Calif.

Member Richard Ramirez, an owneroperator from Long Beach, Calif., pulls a
flatbed.

Member Luckson Dube of Beaumont, Calif.,
is an owner-operator who hauls dry van.

New member Arturo Ayala of Hemet, Calif.,
is a company driver for Tualatin, Ore.-based
Reddaway.

New member Chad Stephens of Norco,
Calif., joined the Association at the show.

Marcos Tapia, an OOIDA member from
Sylmar, Calif., who runs heavy haul.
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Photos by Greg Grisolano

housands of truckers and trucking enthusiasts descended on
the Ontario Convention Center on Oct. 20-21 for the 2018
California Trucking Show.
Highlights from this year’s show included seminars sponsored
by Apex Capital, and a massive display of radio-controlled tractortrailers sponsored by the 605 RC Truckers and the West Coast
Mini Truckers clubs.
A steady stream of truckers stopped by the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association booth to talk about the issues
affecting drivers in the Golden State. Many joined or renewed their
OOIDA memberships. Other members just stopped by to say thank
you for the Association’s efforts to fight on behalf of all truckers.
Here are some of the members who stopped by the OOIDA
booth during the show. LL

Member Filiberto Gomez and his family — wife
Marissa and son Adan — of Riverside, Calif.
Gomez is an owner-operator hauling reefer freight.

OOIDA member Gerardo Jaime, a fuel
hauler from Downey, Calif.

New member Jay Pujalie of Los Angeles.

Company driver Gilbert Robinson of Upland,
Calif., is a life member and a HAM radio operator
who has been driving truck for over 30 years.

Member John Anker, owner of Anker
Trucking, Ontario, Calif., hauls flatbed and
removable gooseneck trailers.

Member Cliff Priest, owner of Priest
Logistics, Highland, Calif.
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‘RATical’
rods
Lincoln Industries
kicks off the road to
SEMA 2018 with rat
rod road trip.

Reigning champions Team Cutters, Charlie and Elmo Pacheco,
unveiled “Rocketeer,” their 2019 build-off project. The 1942 Ford cab
now sits atop a 6x6, one-of-a-kind hydraulic frame.

By Wendy Parker, staff writer
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From low-rider to six-wheelin’, Team Cutters’ “Rocketeer” goes from
skimming the ground to a 30-inch lift.

The Big Six team from South Africa stretched a 1929 Graham Page
frame into their version of an old school game-viewing safari wagon.

Airbrushed representations of South African big game are just one
hand-crafted element. Beading and interior panels were created by
indigenous tribal women specifically for the team.

Photos by George Parker III

What’s better than a free
lunch? A free lunch with some
world-class RATical rat rods
and their build teams.
Lincoln Industries, more
commonly referred to as
Lincoln Chrome, hosted Chrome to Patina competition on
Monday, Oct. 22, on its facility grounds in Lincoln, Neb.
World-class rat rods began staging the starting line of
RATical Rod Build-off Drive-off in 2016 in Lincoln. This
year, seven teams from around the globe had from Jan. 1
to the end of October to complete their build. The driveoff portion of the competition is a 1,400-mile journey from
the cornfields of Nebraska to Las Vegas.
It takes the caravan six days to complete. The finishing
line at the Las Vegas Convention Center coincided with
opening day of the 2018 Specialty Equipment Market
Association Show on Oct. 30. The builds there were on
display at SEMA to promote their sponsors.
After attending SEMA in 2015, Bryan Dagel realized rat
rods were getting attention at the show but were not really
taken seriously. Fellow builders Jason Groulx, Patrick
Wilson and Sam Hard brainstormed with Dagel. Together,
they helped Dagel create an event to highlight the business
end of building, driving and showing a serious rat rod
class.
The RATical Rod Build-off Drive-off was born.
Three teams stepped forward the first year. Team Canada
(Jason Groulx of Gasoline Alley Rat Rods), Team UK/
Mexico (Sam Hard and Micheal Lightborn), and Team
USA (Kyle Lauman. Groulx’s Gasoline Alley). Team USA
took the first ever title of No. 1 world-class RATical Rod.
Enthusiasm for the 2017 event was dampened with the
sudden passing of Jason Groulx in a mid-August boating
accident. Although emotionally crushed by the loss, Dagel
knew Jason would want the event to continue, so he
carried on.
In 2017, two USA teams –Jeramie Kitching Rosencranz
of Flaming 8 Speed Shop, and Charlie and Elmo Pacheco
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Whatever you do, don’t press the yellow button unless you’re ready
to jump in the left-handed driver’s seat for a 6x6 experience in Team
Cutters’ “Rocketeer.”

Metal magic and imagination make the RATical Rods true worldclass competitors.

of Team Cutters – showed up with entries. Canada was
represented by Ken and Dave, Team Nordsmen. New
Mexico Team Cutters took the 2017 title with “Endee,”
a 1941 Class 8 International RATical semi.
The group has grown more like a family than competitors.
A passage from the tribute to their brother and co-founder
Jason Groulx on the website reads, “Jason believed the Rat
Rod community to be his family, the people he connected
with the most.”
There’s no doubt Jason would have been under Belgium’s
Cobblestone Customs build Monday night, helping with last
minute issues. Everyone in the group helps each other make
the trip. When Wesley de Saedeleer and crew lost steering
4 miles from the starting line, crews from every build team
worked to set it right. Cobblestone Customs was able to set
off with the pack, because the pack takes care of each other.
Build teams from as far away as South Africa gathered to
show off their work. Fredrick Viljoen, also known as “Freaky
Freddy,” shipped his safari
wagon over from South Africa
several weeks ago. One-of-akind details like hand-beaded
door panels, crafted by Zulu
tribeswomen, really set this
build apart. LL
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In Memory

OOIDA Board Member

Steve Davenport
OOIDA life member Steve
Davenport, 70, of Lewisville,
Texas, died unexpectedly on Nov. 8
of natural causes at his home. He
was a member of the OOIDA
Board of Directors since 2011.
Steve was well known in the
trucking and veteran communities
for his dedication to the Gold Star
Mothers and Rolling Thunder. He
was a veteran of the U.S. Army,
serving from 1969-71 and in the
Army Reserves from 1971-75. He
was an active participant with the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall
since it was dedicated on Nov. 11,
1982.
For more than three decades,
starting in the 1980s, Steve made
the annual Memorial Day
pilgrimage to the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial Wall in Washington,
D.C. He rode a customized 1990
Harley Davidson Softail in honor
of high-school friend Robert Cupp,
who was killed in 1968 in Vietnam.
As an outward show of his
respect and gratitude for those who
paid the ultimate price, Steve
carried a piece of The Wall with
him for many years. The one-truck
owner-operator customized the
Harley in 2000 to display names of
the fallen he came to know through
the Gold Star Mothers and his
visits to D.C. The gas tank
resembled an etching from The
Wall and included his friend
Robert’s name as the focal point.
In 2012, he added a custom paint
job to his black Peterbilt. The
Chrome Shop Mafia in Joplin, Mo.,
created a design that includes the
U.S. flag and the names of fallen
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soldiers below the phrase, “Your
Memory Never Fades.” The names
on the truck include people who
grew up in the same neighborhood
as Davenport, as well as his best
friend, Robert.
The mural looked like a
“reflection” of the Vietnam
Memorial Wall on the sleeper. The
flag was painted strategically above
the names to look like it was at
half-staff when you look at the
stacks on the sleeper. Just like
Steve wanted.
As late as 2016, Steve continued
to work his truck and that year
pulled the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial Replica and Mobile
Education Center to the MidAmerica Trucking Show. Part of
the display was his 1990 Harley
Davidson Softail, which he had
donated to the Gold Star Mothers,
who in turn donated to the traveling
memorial.
Steve was honored in 2011 at the
White House as part of the
Champions for Change program,
which salutes innovators, educators
and builders. He and then-OOIDA
President and CEO Jim Johnston
participated in a round table

discussion with 19 other invitees
representing various parts of the
transportation industry as part of
the Champions of Change program
in coordination with National
Transportation Week.
A career trucker, Steve drove
more than 33 years as a company
driver and more than 15 as an
owner-operator. Over his career he
pulled a flatbed hauling building
materials as well as hauling general
freight, dry goods, refrigerated
goods, meat and produce.
Steve joined OOIDA in 1999
because of its advocacy for
company drivers, independents and
small-business truckers.
“Steve was an all around good
guy. He had a good word for
everyone and would help you with
literally anything. He will certainly
be missed by all in the OOIDA
office and the board,” OOIDA
President Todd Spencer said.
Steve is survived by his longtime companion, Joann Rogers, as
well as three sisters and six
brothers. The family is planning
private services. LL

Photo by Nikohle Barnes

Oct. 9, 1948 ~ Nov. 8, 2018
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TRUCKING CHARITY

‘A trucking
family’

Charity’s Sleigh Bells and Santa
program provides gifts to children
of deceased truckers.
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

© Tierney - Fotolia.com

T

his holiday season, a charity
is going the extra mile to
help children of deceased
truck drivers.
Truckers Final Mile, a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit charity that helps return
truck drivers to their families in the
event of death, also wants to
remember the people the truck
drivers left behind.
As part of Sleigh Bells and Santa
2018, Truckers Final Mile will
collect donations and unwrapped
Christmas gifts to help the children
who lost a parent with an active
commercial driver’s license this year.
“Trucking is a big family,” said
Robert Palm, an OOIDA member
from Albuquerque, N.M., who
founded Truckers Final Mile. “You
don’t want to forget when a tragedy
happens to a trucker’s family. You
don’t want to forget, especially not
the children.
“It may just be a single gift, but it
reminds them that their trucking
family is still concerned, still cares
and that we are still there for them.”
Truckers Final Mile has helped
hundreds of families during their
time of need since the charity was
founded in 2013. The Sleigh Bells
and Santa campaign was added in
2015 and started small. Nineteen
children received $834 worth of gifts

in 2015, while $1,900 worth of
donations were distributed to nine
families in 2016, and 12 children
received gifts from a total of $1,400
worth of donations last year.
“This is a good thing,” Palm said.
“This year is the first year we’ve
really pushed it out to the media. We
hope it grows into something
recognized by the entire trucking
industry in the next few years.”

“Trucking is a big family.
You don’t want to forget
when a tragedy happens to
a trucker’s family. You don’t
want to forget, especially
not the children.”
– Robert Palm, founder of
Truckers Final Mile

The campaign is open to any child
age 18 or younger who lost a truck
driver parent in the past year. To
refer an eligible child, send a detailed
email with contact and verifying
information to sleighbells@
TruckersFinalMile.org by Dec. 14.
New, unwrapped gifts can be
mailed to TruckersFinalMile.org;
3301-R Coors Blvd. NW 293;
Albuquerque, NM 87120. Cash
donations will be accepted through
Paypal on the TruckersFinalMile.org

website through Dec. 21. All of the
money received will go toward gifts
for the children.
Palm said the program already has
26 children slated to receive gifts this
year. Those 26 are from families
Truckers Final Mile has helped with
the costs associated with returning a
truck driver home after his or her
death.
“We had two families that lost
truck drivers this year with six
children in each family,” he said.
“The kids we know about so far
range from newborn to 18 years old.”
Once the charity knows which
children it is going to help, Palm
contacts the child’s guardian to find
out what a good gift would be.
“They are surprised to find out that
we are still involved with them,” he
said. “We get an outpouring of love
back. Some of the families send us
Christmas cards.”
Last year, Palm said the program
kept in contact with a man who
adopted his grandchildren.
“He said that the kids could really
use some bikes. So we went to
Walmart and got them a couple of
bikes.
“We’ve tried to keep with every
family we’ve helped. It’s something I
want to do. It’s something I would
want my family to have. We really
want them to know that they are still
part of our trucking family.” LL

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO DONATE VISIT
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Your card.
Your savings.
Your OOIDA membership card
gives you more than 90 discounts,
rebates and more.
NEW
DISCOUNT

Raney’s Truck Parts offers OOIDA members 5% off
parts and accessories, including chrome. Raney’s is a
leading provider of aftermarket parts and accessories for
the heavy-duty trucking industry

NEW
DISCOUNT

CabComfortDirect offers OOIDA members 10% off Espar
products. CabComfortDirect is the online parts division of
Transport Refrigeration and offers air conditioners, coolant
heaters, air heaters, cargo heaters, trailers parts, APU
parts and more.

NEW
DISCOUNT
LSI offers OOIDA
members 10% off Hot
Shot’s Secret engine
products for heavy-duty
trucks. Hot Shot’s Secret is a family of highly concentrated
additives that provide problem-specific solutions for diesel
engines. Get your coupon code at OOIDA.com/discounts
for use at checkout on HotShotsSecret.com.

Boot Barn offers OOIDA members 15% off work
boots and clothing. Boot Barn has been selling highperformance, top-quality, comfortable work gear to fit
all shapes and sizes for over 35 years. Offer valid on
regularly priced in-store items only. Visit OOIDA.com/
discounts to print your discount card.

$

NEW
DISCOUNT

50

Donvel offers OOIDA members a $50 discount on
steer axle stabilizers. The stabilizers turn air springs into
a powerful source of ride control for the front end of the
truck for greater ride safety and stability, less pain and
fatigue, and longer shock absorber life and tire wear.

10%
TruckersHelper offers OOIDA members a 10% discount
on its range of trucking business software. A variety
of versions are available to meet the specific needs of
company drivers, owner-operators and small ﬂeets.

15%

Centramatic offers OOIDA members a 15% discount
plus prepaid freight in the U.S. on their on-board
wheel balancers. The balancers increase tire life, reduce
maintenance costs, and increase fuel economy.
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Not a member yet?
Call us! 816-229-5791
or visit www.ooida.com
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2019
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Aerodynamic
Equipment
Crosswind Blocker
Flow Below
SOLUS
TrailerBlade
VorBlade

Other Discounts
American Hearing Benefits
American Truck
Historical Society

Truckers Helper
TruckerSphere

Services
Clean Slate Tax
DakotaPost
DAT Members Edge
IdleAir
Interstate Sleep Apnea
Solutions
MyMilesMatter
National Truck Protection
Open Road Drivers Plan
Phoenix Sleep Solutions
PrePass
Silver Tax Group
Sleep Solutions 4 Truckers
Tax Defense Network
Tax Help MD
Taxation Solutions
Team CME
Todd D. Knapp, CPA, PC
TTN Fleet Solutions
Software & Apps
Per Diem Plus
Rig Expense Tracker
Truckerdox

Tires
Bauer Built
Michelin
Octagon
Purcell Tire & Service Center
TCi Tire Centers
TrukFix by Continental
Travel
Avis
Budget
Causeway Bay
Hertz
Red Roof Inn
Worldwide Hotel & Car Rental
Truck & Trailer
American Trailer & Storage
Arrow Truck Sales
Freightliner
Highway Trailer Sales
International
International Used
Truck Centers
Kenworth
Peterbilt
SelecTrucks
Western Star

Keeping you compliant

SAFE DRIVING

DOT drug and alcohol
testing is the law – even
for owner-operators.
Problem is, how do you
select yourself for a
random drug test?
Consortium Management
Co. Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of OOIDA that was established to help eliminate the
hassle and confusion of mandatory drug and alcohol testing. It’s a
simple program available for $125 to $150 for members, depending
on the services you need. That’s far less expensive than any other
consortium available to truckers.
Among the program’s benefits are random drug and alcohol
testing, educational requirements, semiannual summaries and
complete recordkeeping. All random drug and alcohol tests are
covered by your Consortium enrollment fee. Three reasonable
suspicion tests (if you have a driver working for you and suspect
them of drug or alcohol use) are included at no charge, as well.
Post-accident, pre-employment, return-to-duty or follow-up drug
screens also are available for only $65 per test. More information
about the program is available by calling 800-288-3784. LL

MEMBER
YEARS
Damien Goff .................6
Bobby D. Garrett........23
Gary W. Kaufman .......28
Cindy Lynn Lackland .28
Keith A. Russell .........34
Daniel J. Piper ...........43

DECEMBER
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY
2018/JANUARY 2019
2019

Award Recipients

SPONSORED BY

4 State Trucks/
Chrome Shop Maﬁa
Arrow Truck Sales
Big Rig Lending LLC
Centramatic
Dart Transit Co.
Expediter Services
Hot Shot’s Secret
Mission Financial
Services
Raney’s Truck Parts

SUPPORTERS

Fuel
Truckers Advantage

Parts & Equipment
4 State Trucks
Balance Masters
Big Rig Mattress
Bison Grille Guards
Brunner Fabrication
CabComfortDirect
Centramatic
ClearMotion
CSTK (Thermo King)
Dipetane
Donvel
Dura-Lite
Flitz International
Hot Shot’s Secret
LKQ Heavy Truck
MHC
Morgan Manufacturing
Mytee Products
Raney’s Truck Parts
RigMaster
Tarpstop
TruckClaws

TruckDog USA
Verduyn Tarps
Yellow Rack
Zephyr

Corporate Supporters

SILVER LEVEL

Electronics
Blue Tiger
Cobra Electronics
Fleet Electronics
GiraffeG4
Handsfree
HawksHead TPMS
PacLink
Right Weigh
SafeKey
Shorepower
Smoothtalker
Truck System Technologies
Xantrex

Azigo Online Mall
Boot Barn
Dodge/Jeep/Chrysler
Office Depot & OfficeMax
Pet First
Sprint

OOIDA
GOLD LEVEL

Visit OOIDA.com/discounts or call the Membership
Department at 816-229-5791 for details on discounts.

123LoadBoard.com
Bibby Transportation Finance
CAG Truck Capital
Capital Solutions, Inc.
Clean Slate Tax LLC
Coffee Cup Fuel Stops
Core Fund Capital LLC
DAT Solutions Inc.
Inter Americas Insurance Corp.
Match Factors Inc.
McConnell & Mennella
Neal Freeman Investments
PBS Tax & Bookkeeping
Right Weigh Inc.
Tax Defense Network
Tax Help MD
Taxation Solutions Inc.
Think Trade Inc.
Todd Knapp CPA PC
Transport Refrigeration, Inc.
Transport Training of America
Truckers Bookkeeping Service
Waller Truck Co., Inc.
X Factors

Call us!
816-229-5791
or visit
www.ooida.com
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Big changes

for big rigs

Tesla Semi interior

Future trucks are being
manufactured and put to
work on the highways.
By John Bendel
contributing editor-at-large

L

et’s be honest. The evolution of trucks has been
slow and boring. Not anymore. Suddenly, big
changes are popping up month by month.
I’m not talking about the fancy trucks-oftomorrow that turn up each year at Mid-America
and other truck shows, or the sleek trucks developed
by Daimler, Volvo, and International for the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Super Truck program.
Those are one-of-a-kind trucks.
Now we’re seeing future trucks designed to be
manufactured and put to work on the highways with
real truck drivers at the wheel – at least most of the
time. Here’s what’s been happening.

Daimler’s Future Truck 2025
Daimler kicked off the serious truck-of-the-future
derby on July 3, 2014, with the demonstration of an
autonomous Mercedes-Benz Actros 1845 tractor, a
cabover model often seen in Europe. They called it
Future Truck 2025.
In the demo, Future Truck 2025 drove itself down
an autobahn in Germany to lots of oohs and aahs
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Mercedes Future Truck 2025

Freightliner eCascadia

from international media. On May 5, 2015, a second
autonomous Daimler model drove itself across the
Hoover Dam in a spectacular nighttime event with
floodlights and music. This autonomous truck was a
Freightliner Cascadia. Daimler refers to that model as
the Freightliner Inspiration.
In both cases, the driver’s seat was swiveled away
from the wheel as the driver pretended to be reading
something. In both cases, the power was still diesel.
Though engineers were working on it, electric truck
power was still on the fringes of public awareness at
the time. Now, of course, truck builders are falling over
one another introducing electric models.
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

According to Nikola CEO Trevor Martin, it will take
approximately 20 minutes to refill a hydrogen tank, a selling
point against battery recharging which can take much longer.
Aside from its Future Truck 2025, Daimler Trucks
North America introduced an electric Class 8 Freightliner
eCascadia (note the small “e”) in June of this year. At
550 kwh, batteries will take the eCascadia up to 250
miles. Daimler says those batteries can be recharged to
80 percent within 90 minutes to cover 200 miles more. A
550-mile range might conceivably work in the long-haul
market, but not with a 90-minute recharge requirement.
Daimler said electric-powered Freightliners should be
available on the market by 2021 – four years ahead of
Daimler’s autonomous trucks.
Even as it revolutionizes the way its trucks work,
Daimler is keeping those changes within familiar truck
bodies.

Nikola One

The Nikola One would fuel up at hydrogen filling
stations rather than plugging in to battery chargers.
According to Nikola CEO Trevor Martin, it will take
approximately 20 minutes to refill a hydrogen tank, a
selling point against battery recharging, which can take
much longer.
Of course there are no hydrogen filling stations yet, but
Martin asserts Nikola will have more than 700 across the
U.S. and Canada by 2028.
The company says it will offer leasing plans that will
include fuel, warranty work, and scheduled maintenance.
“This will allow owner-operators and fleets to get
into a new Nikola One … and know their total cost of
ownership every single month, regardless of fluctuating
fuel costs and miles driven,” Nikola says.
That cost could run from $5,000 to $7,000 per month.
Nikola Tesla was the electrical genius who invented,
among many other things, alternating current that allowed
electricity to be transmitted over wires for long distances.
So if there was going to be a Nikola truck, there also
would have to be a Tesla.

Tesla Semi

Nikola One

Nikola One is going for an entirely new look. With the
colors and logo of US Xpress, the Nikola One debuted in
December 2016 looking vaguely like a streamlined, swept
back COE (cab over engine) with fenders. US Xpress
Co-founder and Executive Chairman Max Fuller looked
on from the front row. It was an exceptional debut in
more ways than one.
First, as noted, was that new look. Nikola One could
have been a real COE if there were an engine for the cab
to be over. Instead, the truck was powered by individual
electric motors, one for each wheel.
But the actual Nikola One was very different from
concept Nikola One that had been presented earlier
that year. In May, Nikola talked about an electric truck
powered by batteries. By August the company had
changed plans. Instead of batteries, Nikola One would
rely on hydrogen fuel cells to power the truck’s electric
motors.
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

Tesla Semi

Elon Musk, billionaire media star and CEO of Tesla
Motors, unveiled his Tesla Semi in November 2017,
roughly one year after the Nikola One debuted. The
concept had been announced earlier. The Nikola One and
Tesla Semi look vaguely alike (Page 75). They promise
similar performance as well. Both claim unmatched
acceleration compared to diesel.
For instance, Tesla claims its Tesla Semi will go from
zero to 60 mph in 20 seconds. That won’t win a Grand
Prix. It probably won’t send freight sliding out the trailer
Continued on Page 74
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doors either. But for a fully loaded truck grossing out
at 40 tons, that’s pretty quick.
Musk was even more boastful about the Tesla
Semi than Martin was about the Nikola One. Tesla
Semi will come with a 1-million-mile no-breakdown
guarantee, he said, noting that the brake pads will
last forever and that the windshield is made of
“thermonuclear-proof glass.”
Just as with Tesla cars, auto pilot will be standard
equipment.
“If you have a heart attack, Tesla will keep going,”
Musk said at the unveiling event. “It will take care
of you.”
Musk also claimed “jackknifing is impossible.”
Musk calls Tesla Semi “the most comfortable truck
ever.” At least in its promotional materials, the Tesla
Semi features an uncluttered field of view from a
driver’s seat, which is centered in the cab with a
clean-looking electronic display on either side of the
steering wheel.
Tesla said production will begin in 2020.

Thor & More

Thor ET-One

Truck innovation continues briskly. Early in 2018,
for example, Thor Trucks Inc. introduced the Class
8, battery-powered Thor ET-One. The truck’s style
drew mixed reviews. Bloomberg described it as “a
matte-black curvaceous truck.” Trucks.com called
it the “Frankenstein of trucks.” Thor’s ET-One was
designed for regional work and does not include
autonomous technology.
Then there’s Volvo’s incredible Vera. This baby
includes all the autonomous technology you can pack
into a battery-powered truck the relative size and
shape of a sports car. Intended for use in enclosed
Continued on Page 76
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Truck designs
borrowed from the past
By John Bendel, contributing editor-at-large

Nikola Inc. and Tesla Motors may honor the same hero with
their names, but they sure don’t like each other. In fact,
Nikola has sued Tesla for allegedly stealing the patented
look of the Nikola One. Nikola is asking $2 billion in
compensation.

The H-Model Mack was a COE with fenders, just like the Nikola One and
the Tesla Semi. (Photo by John Bendel)

Maybe they should both be sued for design theft.
First there’s the swept-back front they both feature. You’ll
find that on a railroad train from 1934 called the Pioneer
Zephyr with a locomotive that anticipated the swept-back
look 80 years ago.
Fenders? For that we jump forward to a Mack tractor from
the 1950s. The H-Model Mack wasn’t swept back, but it was
a COE with fenders, just like the Nikola One and the Tesla
Semi.
Maybe what’s old is actually new again. LL
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Volvo Vera

PRESSURE GAUGES

Load Weight Lbs
Load Weight Kg
Load Pressure 0-100 psi
Load Pressure 0-150 psi
Dual Tractor Pressure Tractor/Trailer 0-100 psi
Dual Tractor Pressure Tractor/Trailer 0-150 psi
Oil Pressure 0-150 psi or 0-300 psi
Air Pressure 0-100psi
Air Pressure 0-150 psi or 0-300 psi
Fuel Pressure 0-150 psi or 0-300 psi
Dual Reservoir Pressure Pri / Sec
Applied Brake Pressure 0-100 psi
Dual Applied Brake Pressure Front/Rear
Turbo Boost 0-100 psi

TEMPERATURE GAUGES

Outside Air Temp C/F -99 to 180f (-72 to 82c)
Dual DIsplay Outside / Inside
Inside Temp
Heater / AC Vent Temp
Dual Display Heater/AC Vent Temp/Outside Air Temp
Pyrometer: 3 Sizes, 2 1/16”, 3”, 3 1/8”
Fuel Temp • Oil Temp • Trans Temp • Water Temp
Axle Temp Front Drive or Rear Drive
Dual Display Axle Temp Front / Rear

MISC. GAUGES

NEW

GAUGES
LISTED IN

YELLOW

Voltometer
Amp Meter 120 Amp
Clock 12/24 Hr
Hour Meter Dual Display
Air Filter Monitor “H2O
Fuel Filter Restriction “hg
Fuel Level 0-100%
Speedometer 3 1/8” 0-150 MPH
Tachometer 3 1/8”
Speedometer KW 5” 0-150 MPH
Tachometer KW 5”

• The bright LED displays automatically adjusts to your cab’s
ambient light for easy viewing - day or night.
• Small gauges ﬁt a standard 2-1/16” dia. hole.
Larger tach and speedo ﬁt standard 3-1/8” dia. hole.
• Your choice of chrome or black bezels.
• Includes high accuracy sensors with easy plug in cable assembly.
* Lifetime warranty excludes sensor cable and abuse
• Established 1985

Ford F-Vision

spaces, like ports and large manufacturing campuses,
Vera needs no driver and thus no cab.
It’s just five wheels – four on the ground and one
for the trailer – that drives itself and a trailer around
at low speeds.
The news keeps coming. Toyota and Volkswagen
have partnered to create autonomous trucks. Ford
recently introduced an electric autonomous concept
truck called the F-Vision from its Turkish subsidiary.
And like a cropped plant stem divides and
becomes two stems, two founders of the former
autonomous truck company called Otto have each
launched companies in the same field. One is called
Kodiak and the other Kach.ai.
What happens next is anybody’s guess. But at this
pace, it’s likely to happen soon. LL

A trucker for 10 years and trucking journalist
for more than 15 years, John Bendel’s
biggest inspiration still comes from his
readers.
For his series in Land Line, he wants to
know what kind of technology has become
part of your job. Love it, hate it, how does it
work for you? Email John at John_Bendel@
LandLineMag.com.
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Victor Tomas, owner and founder of Platinum
Enterprises, is the proud papa of this incredibly sharp
2001 Peterbilt. You know what folks say – “black and
chrome is always a winning look.” Well, I must say
that it’s true.
This 379 was born with 320 inches of wheelbase
and has some powerful specs that are the envy of a lot
of truckers: 6NZ 550 hp CAT, 18 speed and 3.36 rear
axle ratio. The black lilac pearl paint works great on
not only the cab-hood-sleeper, but the fuel tanks, sun
visor and rear
fenders as
The black lilac pearl paint well.
Many neat
works great on not only
“tricks” adorn
the cab-hood-sleeper, but the rig: a
21-inch
the fuel tanks, sun visor
tapered Valley
and rear fenders as well.
Chrome
bumper,
stainless steel
CSM battery boxes, WTI rear full fenders, a
horizontal billet grille, strapless air cleaners, nine cab
lights, headlights with shaved turn signals, extra-tall
monster stacks with Pickett elbows, four tank straps
per fuel tank, and a car-hauler steer axle featuring a
78 LAND LINE

genuine Pickett front air ride kit.
The rig looks as good leaving as it does coming, as
the custom rear T bar and the aluminum Holland fifth
wheel help keep the rear profile looking spot-on.
Victor has grown Platinum to a 20-plus vehicle fleet
with the help of a great team of drivers, owner-ops,
and a dispatch and office crew that makes things
happen. They move all sorts of low-bed freight, but
focus on moving all types of rolling equipment with
roll back trucks, Landoll hydraulic tilt trailers, Cozad
air-tail trailers and several lifts, cranes, ramps and
such to support the type of cargo they specialize in.
From buses, to military equipment, control stations,
sea containers, collectibles, test vehicles and more,
they get involved in moving some unique and rare
pieces of equipment. Based out of Riverside, Calif.,
they primarily stay in the western third of the United
States with daily loads in and out of Las Vegas. Tomas
has the ability to do load shifts and load transfer
operations due to the variety of equipment that
Platinum can access.
Like most of us in the industry, Platinum has seen
steady growth the past several years but especially
throughout this past year and has been more or less
covered up more days than not.
Once again, Vic attributes much of the company’s
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

Photos courtesy of Chrome Shop Mafia

Platinum consistently
delivers service with style

The rear is accessorized as nicely as the front. Nothing left “undone.”

success to the great group of individuals that make up the
Platinum family and keeping a positive perspective on
business.
When asked what advice he would give to a newbie
owner-operator, Tomas said, “Dedication and attention to
details are definitely a requirement to land and retain
customers. Being reliable and, whether it’s a weekday or
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weekend, being willing to go the extra mile for
customers.
“Taking pride in your ride is a must-do. Your rig is
your calling card and makes a statement about your
operating habits. Keep it clean, well maintained and
looking your best. Contrary to popular opinion,
customers take notice and remember things like that.”
Although recent CARB requirements minimize the
opportunities Victor has to operate this fantastic Pete 379,
this is his personal rig that he made most of the design
and accessory design decisions on, so – right after his
beautiful daughter Kennedy – let’s just say it has a
special place in his heart, this 17-year-old truck is like his
adopted kid.
Can’t blame him, as this cool ride is most definitely
made up of all the right stuff. LL
Bryan “Boss Man” Martin and his family own
and operate 4 State Trucks in Joplin, Mo. They
have been entrenched in trucking for three
generations and have but one focus: To serve
America’s truckers and assist in keeping them
“looking good and rolling proud” as they travel
the highways.
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Paul Abelson SENIOR TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

A good winter prep goes
beyond coolants, fuels and oils

Q.

I had quite a long discussion with a friend over
the subject of winterizing. I remember as a kid
helping my grandpa and then my dad prepare their trucks
for winter. Then in the spring, they’d undo everything
they did in the fall.
We’d drop the coolant, flush the engine and put in
antifreeze. If it was going to be real cold, we’d go from
SAE40 to SAE30 oil. Then we’d give the truck a thorough

Most APUs and cab heaters are
minimal but not zero-maintenance.
Small displacement diesels need
at least annual service. Belts need
checked and changed if worn.
Fuel-fired heaters need igniters
checked and filters changed.
inspection. I say we don’t need to do that anymore.
Today’s coolants last years, not months. Fuels are cleaner.
Oils last thousands of miles longer. And anything else
is done during normal preventive maintenance. So I say
winterizing and summerizing are not special anymore. He
says it’s more complicated than that and winterizing is a
special preventive maintenance. Who is right?

A

Sorry to tell you, but your friend is right. You’re
correct about the coolants, fuels and oils, but a good
winter prep goes well beyond them. You need to check
all your electrics and electronics, your tires and your air
system in addition to fuel, oil and coolant. You also need to
provide for personal protection.

Coolant

Even today’s trucks can lose gallons of coolant over a year.
And in some service bays, the techs just add water. So you
should at least check specific gravity. A refractometer is
the most accurate tool. Floating ball types can be way off.
If it’s not 50/50 coolant and water, correct it with straight
antifreeze. Carry a gallon of 50/50 premix with all the
proper additives in it for emergencies. Be sure it’s the right
type. There are many variations of extended life and regular
glycol coolant. Be sure you have the right formulation.
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Fuel

Wax and water are the culprits. Truck stop fuel is blended
for each region, but if you go north, it could get colder
than the fuel can handle. A good additive will delay gelling
and lower the cold filter plugging point, the temperature at
which fuel won’t pass through filters. Additives also clean
injectors and control water that can freeze in fuel lines and
block flow. I recommend using some at each filling. Follow
directions.

Oil

Today’s oils are longer lasting and more temperature
tolerant than past oils, but they still thicken when cold, as
do all hydrocarbon fluids. Use the lowest viscosity allowed
in your truck’s owner’s manual – SAE10W-30 or even
5W-50 instead of 15W-40. It won’t hurt engine life, and
there will be less starting resistance and internal engine
component drag. Synthetics cost more, but the benefits are
worth it. Mpg will improve by a percent or two.

Electrical

Check all exposed wire and connectors for corrosion.
Clean with a baking soda solution, flush and allow to dry
thoroughly. Protect with dielectric grease, liquid vinyl
or heat shrink tube, alone or in combination. Or replace
the wire and connector. Heat-sealing connectors cost a
bit more but protect much better. Corrosion increases
resistance, making batteries work harder. It also messes
with electronics.

Electronics

Today’s trucks all rely on electronics (computers) for
everything from engine management to braking and, in the
latest trucks, even steering. The computers rely on sensors.
Their wires are as important to efficient operations as
batteries and lights. Make sure all sensors are functioning.
Take a test drive and check gauges. Do a panic stop to
make sure the ABS works evenly on all wheels. Check
and protect every wire on your truck, or you could face an
unexpected system breakdown.

Air system

When you were helping your grandfather, compressed
air was limited to brakes and transmissions. Only a few
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

premium trucks had air suspensions or seats. Now, air
is used to actuate many critical truck systems. To work
properly, the air must be clean and dry. Drain air tanks
and leave valves open to allow time for tanks to dry.
Check heater connections to prevent frozen valves. If
desiccant needs changing, do it now. If you must use
deicers (alcohols), do so sparingly to prevent seal damage
and valve corrosion.

Tires

Check tires for uneven wear and tread depth. Correct
any problems. Measure at the point of maximum wear.
Although 2/32-inches is legal, you’ll need more for
good traction in snow, to drain heavy rain and reduce
skidding on ice. During a tire’s useful life, it can wear
off as much as 30 pounds of rubber, so the tread depth at
the last snow or ice storm will be significantly less than
at the first. You should start winter with more than 5/32
on drives and trailers, 7/32 on steers. Don’t forget chains
where required. Check their condition.

Brakes

Winterizing is a good time to check lining depth. If there
are any significant differences, you may have system
issues that can lead to imbalance. That can initiate a skid,
jackknife or trailer swing in an emergency.

Comfort systems

Most APUs and cab heaters are minimal but not zeromaintenance. Small displacement diesels need at least
annual service. Belts need checked and changed if worn.
Fuel-fired heaters need igniters checked and filters
changed. And batteries need to be replaced if weak and
their charging systems should be checked. You won’t
want an inoperative system on a sub-freezing night.

Personal safety

If you’ll be trucking through snow and ice country (that
could include Texas, Tennessee or other points south)
there’s a possibility you could be stranded in a storm for
hours or even days. Keep a reflective blanket, a supply
of water and some instant breakfast bars in the cab for
warmth and comfort. (And for reading material, bring
some back issues of Land Line.) LL
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Howard Abrams PBS TAX & BOOKKEEPING

Beware of the new tax laws

Q

I keep hearing about tax
changes for 2018. Do any
affect me?

A

Yes. Effective Jan. 1, there
are many changes. The 2018
per diem rate from Jan. 1 through
Sept. 30 was $63 per day in the
continental U.S. From Oct. 1 through
Dec. 31 the per diem rate increased
to $66 per day in the continental
U.S. For 2019, the per diem rate
remains at $66 per day in the
continental United States and is still
80 percent deductible for DOT selfemployed contractors and business
owners only.
Please note that effective Jan. 1,
2018, the new tax law has eliminated
the deduction for unreimbursed
business expenses that exceed
2 percent of adjusted gross income.

Company drivers receiving
a W-2 will no longer be
able to claim per diem or
any other out-of-pocket
expense such as laundry,
telephone, gloves and
safety goggles.
That means company drivers
receiving a W-2 will no longer be
able to claim per diem or any other
out-of-pocket expense such as
laundry, telephone, gloves and safety
goggles.
Another big change may include
a 20 percent deduction for incomes
from certain type of “pass-through”
entities (partnerships, S corporations,
sole proprietorships). A taxpayer
may elect to expense the cost of any
Section 179 property and deduct it
in the year the property is placed in
service. The new law increased the
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maximum deduction from $500,000
to $1 million. It also increased the
phase-out threshold from $2 million
to $2.5 million. For taxable years
beginning after 2018, these amounts
of $1 million and $2.5 million will
be adjusted for inflation.

Q

I’m going to be very busy
this coming February and
March. I would like you to list what
I would need for my income tax
preparation.

A

Listed below are items you
will need for your income
tax preparation. Most tax preparers
should have an income tax organizer,
which lists what would be needed.
You can download ours at
PBSTax.com.
Items you should receive by early
February: (Required to be sent by
Jan. 31).
1. Form W-2s from employers.
2. Form 1099s from all companies
and/or individuals you have done
work for – brokers, motor carriers,
independent businesses, etc.,
weekly or monthly settlement, if
we are summarizing.
3. Form 1099s or end-of-year
statements from banks or brokers
for interest and dividend income,
stock sales, mutual funds, Social
Security, and mortgage interest
statements.
4. Schedule K1 if you are
involved in any partnerships or
S-corporations.
5. Form W-2P or Form 1099R for
pension and annuity income
along with 401(k) and IRA
distributions.

6. Form 1099s and year-end
statements for unemployment
compensation, Social Security
income and state income tax
refund.
7. Form 1098s for mortgage interest
paid.
8. Nights away from home to
compute the per diem deduction.
9. Company drivers need to gather
their W-2s.
10. Determine if you have or are
going to make any contributions
to a SEP, Keogh and/or 401(k)
plan. You have until the due
date of the returns including
extensions.
11. Simple IRAs, traditional IRAs and
Roth IRAs must be established by
the original tax ﬁling deadline of
April 15 (without extensions).
12. You must fund and/or contribute
to your simple IRAs, traditional
IRAs and Roth IRAs by the
original tax ﬁling deadline of April
15 (without extensions).
13. Indicate any estimated taxes paid
with corresponding dates.

Here are a few other things
you’ll need:
1. Contracts for the purchase and/or
sale of equipment.
2. Escrow statements for the
purchase, sale or reﬁnance of
property.
3. Conﬁrmations from charities for
donations in excess of $250.

Remember, if you have employees
or independent contractors, you are
also required to send out your W-2s
and 1099s by Jan. 31 as well. This
includes self-employed individuals
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who have hired their children to do
work for their business. You must
issue W-2s to your children to get
the deduction. LL
This article has been presented by
PBS Tax and Bookkeeping Service,
a company that has been providing
income tax and bookkeeping services
to the trucking industry for more than
a quarter century. If you would like
further information, please contact us
at 800-697-5153. Visit our website at
PBSTax.com.
Everyone’s financial situation is
different. This article does not give
and is not intended to give specific
accounting and/or tax advice.
Please consult with your own tax or
accounting professional.

There is still time to plan for
your 2018 taxes. You should
have a projection done. Open a
401(k), self-employed retirement
plan, defined-benefit plan, or a
defined-contribution plan before
Jan. 1. It can be funded by the
due date of your income tax
return including extensions. If
you don’t open the plan, you
can contribute to a SEP-IRA
(simplified employee pension)
up to the time you file your tax
returns including extensions.
You can contribute to an IRA for
you and your spouse by April 15.
Discuss with your tax preparer
whether you should have a Roth
or traditional IRA.

PBSTax
& Bookkeeping
800-697-5153
www.pbstax.com

Call now to
receive your

pbstax.com

FREE

INCOME TAX

ORGANIZER
& INITIAL

CONSULTATION
We have been
providing tax and
bookkeeping services to
the trucking industry
nationwide for over 25 years.

We personally handle truckers:
+ Income Tax Preparation
+ Bookkeeping Services
+ Quarterly Estimated Taxes
+ Financial Statements

Keep healthy smiles
part of your family
memories with
an OOIDA
Dental Plan.

+ Corporate & LLC formations

KEEP MORE OF WHAT
YOU EARN AND
LOWER YOUR TAXES
WITH TRUCK BOOKS!

Provide your family with quality
dental coverage through OOIDA.
Choose from two great Dental
Plans – the Value Plan and the
Premier Plan.
The Value Plan provides
preventive and basic dental
benefits. The Premier Plan
provides preventive, basic and
major services (subject to
waiting periods).
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only

159

$

for Truckers
Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group at 
for more information and a
quote on this or other medical
benefits available.

OOIDA
Corporate
Member

PBSTax
& Bookkeeping
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ROADLAW
Jeff McConnell & James Mennella ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Your traffic ticket and the court: a survival guide
When you receive a traffic ticket, there’s usually a date
listed on the face of the ticket that says, “court date,”
“due date,” or maybe “response date.” We get a lot
of calls from drivers asking us if they really need to
physically show up in court on the date listed on their
ticket. We explain that the date on their ticket is usually
a date when they may personally appear in court if they
may want to, but there are usually other options in which
they not have to physically appear on the listed date.
We hope the information below is helpful to you,
and be sure to let us know if we can answer any other
questions you have.

Q.

I got a ticket in California, but I don’t
usually run in California. The instructions
on the ticket say that I can have something
called a “trial by declaration.” Do I want to do
this? Do I have to show up in Court to do this?
What happens if the judge convicts me?

A

Yes, California does offer something called a
“trial by declaration,” or TBD, that you can
submit instead of appearing in court. Usually, in order to
receive the TBD form, you will need to post your bail
with the court (usually an amount equal to your fines and
costs for your original charge).
Once the clerk receives the money and the request for
the TBD, the instructions will be mailed to you with the
due date for the return of the TBD form. Be sure to
complete the form in detail and submit the same back to
the court and wait for a decision to be mailed to you (be
sure the address on your driver license is the same address
you receive your mail). If you receive the court’s decision
and it’s a conviction of your original charge, don’t panic.
You have the right to request a brand-new trial within 20
days, i.e., “trial de novo,” where you can basically start
all over, make a physical appearance in the subject court,
and with luck have a better outcome.
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Q.

I got a speeding ticket in Texas, and the date
on the ticket only gives me 10 days to appear in
court. I don’t usually drive in Texas, and there’s no way
I can be back in Texas in only 10 days. What can I do?

A

The 10-day deadline written on your ticket
doesn’t mean that you always have to physically
appear in court by said deadline. Usually, the 10-day
deadline is the amount of time you have to enter your
plea of not guilty or simply plead guilty and pay the
ticket.
If you want to enter a plea of not guilty, the court may
offer you a couple of different ways to do that. One
option may be to mail/fax your plea of not guilty to the
subject court with a copy of your ticket attached. Another
option may be to simply call the subject court and enter
your plea over the phone. So, to verify what options are
available to you, you’ll need to call the subject court and
speak with the court clerk. If the court clerk allows you to
enter your plea of not guilty over the phone, be sure to
ask for and write down your new trial date so that you
can calendar the same. LL
Send any questions or comments regarding transportation
law to: Jeff McConnell and James Mennella, Road Law, 3441
W. Memorial, Suite 4, Oklahoma City, OK 73134; call
405-242-2030, fax 888-588-8983, or contact them via
RoadLaw.net.
This column is the opinion of the writer and does not
necessarily reﬂect the opinions of Land Line Magazine or its
publisher. Please remember everyone’s legal situation is
different. Consult with an attorney for speciﬁc advice on your
situation.
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Usually, the 10-day deadline is the
amount of time you have to enter
your plea of not guilty or simply
plead guilty and pay the ticket.
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Flood of HOS exemption requests indicates displeasure with reg
By Jami Jones, managing editor

As if the parade of truck drivers at
the listening sessions wasn’t a hint,
a flurry of recent hours-of-service
exemption requests makes it pretty
clear that almost no one is happy with
the regulations.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration published four
applications for exemption on various
aspects of the hours of service
regulations in the Federal Register
on Oct. 18. For good measure, a
fifth exemption request also was
published asking for a free pass from
the electronic logging mandate.
The agency set a Nov. 19 deadline
to receive comments.
The hours of service exemption
requests included:
n RJR Transportation asked to
expand the short-haul exemption
from 100 miles to 150 miles for its

drivers, allowing them to use time
cards instead of tracking the hours
of service.
n Rota-Mill Inc. wants to use
waiting time for its drivers’
30-minute break and to be able
to extend the 12-hour short-haul
exception to 14 hours.
n Transco Inc. asked to use
on-duty, not-driving time for the
30-minute break.
n Wolfe House Movers of Indiana
wants truckers hauling steel beams
and dollies for lifting and moving
buildings to use the 70-hour, eightday rule, even though they do not
operate seven days per week. The
rule is normally reserved for sevenday-a-week operations.
The exemption request from the
electronic logging mandate comes

from Fiat Chrysler, which wants a free
pass from equipping test drives with
the monitoring devices.
The requests follow the closure
of the open comment period on

For good measure, a fifth
exemption request also was
published asking for a free
pass from the electronic
logging mandate.
FMCSA’s advance notice of proposed
rulemaking. The agency presented
a variety of potential changes to the
regulations after prompting by the
Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association’s February petition for
rulemaking. A second petition filed
much later in the year, from Trucker
Nation, also was presented for
comment. LL

This holiday, why not take time
to make sure their future is secure?
They are the most important people in your life and they depend
on you to protect them. How would they manage if you were not
there? How would they survive financially? That’s why you need
to make sure you are covered by life insurance in the event of
the unforeseeable.
Secure your family’s financial future with OOIDA and Puritan Life
Insurance Company of America of Austin, TX*.
As an OOIDA member, you can enjoy our low rates and
purchase $10,000 to $250,000 worth of coverage. (Subject to
underwriter’s approval.) Your spouse or domestic partner can
also apply for increments of $5,000 up to 100% of your approved
amount, not to exceed $125,000.

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on this or
any of the medical benefits available.

And if you are a new OOIDA member, you have 60 days from
your membership effective date to enroll for up to $50,000**
worth of guaranteed coverage – regardless of pre-existing
conditions.
Since 2011, OOIDA life insurance has paid over $9 million in
benefits for members and their families.
Call OOIDA today and find out how you can take that first step.
* Administrative offices: PO Box 11823 Winston-Salem, NC 27116.
** All coverage is subject to underwriter’s approval outside of open enrollment period.
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YOURHEALTH
Dr. John McElligott and Dr. Donna Kennedy

Alcohol isnÕt the only cause of liver disease
There are two categories of fatty liver
disease: Alcohol-related fatty liver
disease (ALD) and Nonalcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD). For both
categories, having fatty liver disease
simply means that you have extra fat
in your liver.
Let’s talk about ALD first. Alcohol
intake over time leads to a buildup of
fat in the liver which makes it more
difficult for the liver to do its job.
Obviously, this type of liver disease
is preventable and can get better
with cessation of drinking alcohol.
However, continuing to drink can
lead to alcoholic hepatitis (a swelling
of the liver) and then to alcoholic
cirrhosis (scar tissue in the liver)
which can then lead to fatal liver
failure.
NAFLD is considered to be an
epidemic, according to the American

College of Physicians. Twenty-four
percent of the world has this disease.
In the United States, it is the most
common form of liver disease and
affects 80 million to 100 million
people. Ten percent of children in the
United States have NAFLD. The main
causes of this type of liver disease are
obesity and diabetes (75 percent of
those with NAFLD are obese and 58
percent have Type 2 diabetes).
There are two types of NAFLD:
simple fatty liver and nonalcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH). With simple
fatty liver, you have fat in your
liver but it’s not necessarily causing
damage to the liver cells or causing
inflammation. NASH does involve
having damage and inflammation that
can cause scarring, cirrhosis, liver
cancer and liver failure.
Many times, NAFLD causes no

signs or symptoms, but it’s possible
to have pain in the upper abdomen
and an enlarged liver. Those with
NASH may have jaundice, red palms,
enlarged blood vessels and spleen,
abdominal swelling, and enlarged
breasts in men.
Weight loss is the best treatment
for NAFLD because it reduces fat,
inflammation and scarring of the liver.
There are currently no medications to
treat this disease. Liver transplants
are the only way to save those with
cirrhosis or liver failure. LL
This column is the opinion of the writer
and does not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Land Line Magazine or its
publisher. Please remember everyone’s
health situation is different. If you have
questions regarding medical issues,
consult your personal physician.

Don’t let short-term
injury cripple your
business.
Protect yourself with OOIDA’s
Voluntary Group Short Term
Disability Plan.

Limited
Enrollment
Period for all
New OOIDA
Members!

• Guaranteed issue! New members have 60 days from their membership
effective date to enroll for this benefit – regardless of medical history.
This plan will only be available for existing members during the
annual open enrollment period, January and February of each year.
• 24-hour coverage for sickness or injury.
• Two plan options available with 30-day waiting periods before benefits
are payable – one with a $400 weekly benefit*, and one with a $500
weekly benefit*, if you are under age 70. You will receive 50% of the
maximum weekly benefit if you are between 70 and 75.
(*This plan will offset with other plans.)

• Maximum issue age is 60, coverage to age 75.
• $25,000 Accidental Death Benefit.
• Travel Assistance and Identity Management Services included at no
additional cost.
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Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on
this or other medical benefits available.
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OOIDA submits comments to FDA
about possible reclassification of marijuana
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Marijuana’s medical benefits
are enough to remove it
from the Schedule I list of
controlled substances, the
Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers
Association wrote in formal
comments to the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration.
OOIDA filed comments on Oct. 31 in response to the
FDA’s notice about possibly changing marijuana’s drug
classification.
Schedule I drugs are defined as “substances with no
currently accepted medical use and a high potential for
abuse.” In addition to marijuana, some current examples of
Schedule I drugs include heroin, LSD, ecstasy, and peyote.
Meanwhile, cocaine and methamphetamine are listed as
Schedule II drugs by the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration.
“One of the primary considerations for a substance to be
included in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act is
whether or not the substance has no currently accepted

This plan
has
Year-Round
Enrollment

medical use in the United States. On this point alone,
cannabis should be excluded from its present classification,”
OOIDA wrote in comments signed by President Todd
Spencer. “Some estimates show that more than a million
Americans use cannabis for medical purposes, and there
have been numerous studies and trials that show cannabis
can be used safely and effectively, including for the
treatment of chronic pain in adults.”
While OOIDA recommends changing marijuana’s
scheduling classification, the Association is strongly
opposed to anyone who would drive under the influence of
the substance.
“To be clear, OOIDA has never – and will never – condone
the use of cannabis for any trucker while operating a
commercial motor vehicle, or any vehicle for that matter,” the
Association wrote. “However, cannabis used for medicinal
purposes is much safer and healthier than current
alternatives, including alcohol (and) opioids.”
Based on current Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations, a person is not physically qualified to drive a
commercial motor vehicle if he or she uses any Schedule I
controlled substance. Currently, truck drivers can’t use
marijuana for any reason even if the substance is legal in
their home state. LL

ACA-Compliant Minimum
Essential Coverage for
Self-Employed Individuals
OOIDA offers a Minimum Essential Coverage (MEC) plan,
a self-insured health and welfare benefit plan that gives
access to important medical screenings, vaccines, counseling
and more to help participants stay healthy. This MEC plan is
compliant with the Affordable Care Act.
• Year-round enrollment
• Available in 48 states
• Affordable Care Act compliant
• Covers more than 60 Wellness and Preventative Services
• Can be group list billed

OOIDA Medical Benefits Group

800-715-9369

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
today for information.

medben@ooida.com www.ooida.com
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Hiring Owner Operators
and Drivers

MORE FEDUP

OOIDA files comments
on ATA’s California meal
and rest break petition
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

• 76% of 100%
• 100% of Fuel Surcharge
• Flatbed experience required

10967 St. Rt. 128
Harrison, OH 45030

513-476-7032
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While acknowledging that California’s meal and rest
break laws are controversial and complex, the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers Association says that
ATA’s petition gives the agency no reason to reverse its
previous decision on the issue.
ATA petitioned the FMCSA in September, requesting
a determination that California’s meal and rest break
rules are preempted by federal law. OOIDA submitted
comments about ATA’s petition on Oct. 26.
“More than a decade ago, FMCSA rejected a similar
petition that was submitted to FMCSA,” OOIDA wrote
in comments signed by President Todd Spencer. “There
is nothing in ATA’s petition that addresses these issues or
would otherwise cause the agency to reverse its earlier
decision.”
ATA’s petition argued that California’s break laws
“significantly undermine safety.”
OOIDA countered by saying ATA’s motives are about
driver productivity rather than safety.
“Contrary to ATA’s assertion, California’s meal and
rest break laws do not undermine highway safety, nor
is there any validated data in their petition to justify
said claim,” OOIDA wrote. “ATA’s primary motive to
preempt these laws is to maximize driver productivity,
which they make abundantly clear in the petition.”
With that said, OOIDA is not advocating similar meal
and rest break laws to be added to the federal hours-ofservice regulations.
“California’s meal and rest break laws should be
carefully analyzed and resolved by Congress or the
judiciary or both,” OOIDA wrote. “Unfortunately,
ATA’s legislative strategy intentionally rejected a more
measured and reasonable approach, thus denying this
issue the thoughtful attention it deserves. To be clear,
OOIDA doesn’t necessarily support California’s meal
and rest break laws either. In fact, if FMCSA were to
propose similar changes to the federal HOS regulations,
OOIDA would be adamantly opposed.
“OOIDA acknowledges some of the concerns raised in
ATA’s petition. Indeed, this issue is extremely complex,
and California could conceivably – and perhaps illegally
– expand these laws to require owner-operators and
non-California-based employee drivers to comply with
them.” LL
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FMCSA grants CRST request
for student driver exemption

SAVE FUEL
SAVE MONEY
SAVE TIRES

Our Wheel Centering Products are
a patented line of products
designed to Stop Tire Vibration and
Irregular Tire Wear.
Choose from these solutions:

SOLUTION A
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration renewed an
exemption for CRST Expedited that
allows the Cedar Rapids, Iowa-based
trucking company to have student
drivers run team with a commercial
driver’s license holder.
Current regulations require a CDL
holder with the proper class and
endorsements to be seated in the

“Permit holders don’t
have the experience to
operate a commercial
vehicle by themselves
without the trainer
sitting upfront and in
the passenger seat.”

© vit - Fotolia.com

Ð OOIDA member Jarrod Hough
front while a commercial learner’s
permit holder is driving on public
roads or highways. The exemption
allows student drivers who passed
the skills test but have not yet
received the CDL document to drive
a CRST commercial motor vehicle
accompanied by a CDL holder “who
is not necessarily in the passenger
seat.”
CRST’s previous exemption from
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the regulation was granted for two
years on Sept. 23, 2016. The new
exemption is effective for five years
until Sept. 24, 2023.
CRST says the exemption
allows the company to “foster
a more productive and efficient
training environment by allowing
commercial learner’s permit holders
to hone their recently acquired
driving skills through on-the-job
training and to begin earning an
income right away. “
Through the end of 2017, CRST
reported zero crashes to FMCSA
involving drivers using the
exemption.
FMCSA has granted similar
exemptions to such fleets as C.R.
England and New Prime.
OOIDA has spoken out against
such exemptions.
“Why would FMCSA even
consider this? The roads and traffic
are bad enough already,” OOIDA
member Jarrod Hough wrote during
the public comment period. “Permit
holders don’t have the experience
to operate a commercial vehicle by
themselves without the trainer sitting
upfront and in the passenger seat.
That is what a trainer is for, to teach
and give guidance to the student, not
to be in the sleeper berth while the
student is left alone.” LL

The Centering Pins Sets are used when mounting
the wheels and then removed from the wheel.

BEFORE

SOLUTION B

AFTER
This sleeve set stays on the wheels at all times, is
for use on STEER AXLES ONLY and will center the
brake drum as well as the wheel.

SOLUTION C

STEP 1

STEP 2

This 2-piece sleeve set also stays on the wheels at
all times, is for DUAL AXLES and is available with
or without brake drum centering.
All of these products are available in many
different sizes and conﬁgurations to ﬁt your needs.

Call 1-866-686-9285 today to ﬁnd
the TRU-BALANCE products
that are right for you.
www.tru-bal.com
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OOIDAON THE ROAD
By Land Line Staff

The Spirit swings north for the holidays,
then zips to warmer regions
The end of the year brings Jon Osburn,
skipper of OOIDA’s touring tractortrailer, home in Boise, Idaho.
“I haven’t been there since July 8,”
Jon said.
He plans to get his DOT physical,
and his canine co-pilot Sassi has an
appointment with her beautician,
he said.
It has been a busy year for Jon
and Sassi. By the time they stop for
family time in December, they will
have been on the road 319 days of
the year. They will have pulled into
82 truck stops and taken part in five
truck shows. Along the way, Jon heard
from truckers about industry concerns,
offered assistance on business matters,
explained OOIDA stances on issues,
and encouraged professional drivers

to let officials know their thoughts on
what is important.
This year, the Spirit of the American
Trucker went to places it had never
been.
“We’re now getting requests from
members about places for The Spirit
to visit, and we’re trying to figure out
how to include them on the schedule,”
Jon said.
For instance, The Spirit in early
August stopped in Wapakoneta, Ohio,
the first interstate highway truck stop.
When he leaves Idaho, The Spirit
heads to warmer regions, stopping in
Nevada, at several stops in California,
and ending the month in Arizona.
Jon said he is looking forward to
grabbing a meal at the Black Bear
Diner in Barstow, Calif.

Black Bear Diner is a chain of more
than 110 restaurants in the western
half of the U.S. The most popular
menu item is chicken fried steak.
“It’s really good comfort food,”
Jon said.
Before that, The Spirit will stop in
Santa Nella, Calif., where Jon expects
to return to Pea Soup Andersen’s. No
doubt, he will order up some of its
famous pea soup. LL
Senior Member Jon Osburn has been
an OOIDA member since 1993. A former
longtime owneroperator, Jon has also
worked as a paramedic
and a Navy hospital
corpsman. He lives with
his wife, Vicki, in Boise,
Idaho, and travels with
his loyal co-pilot, Sassi
the dog.

ITINERARY FOR THE
OOIDA MOBILE DISPLAY: DEC 2018/JAN 2019
Dec 1-3

Linda & Bob Caffee Petro
N Las Vegas, NV

Dec 5-7

T/A, Tooele, UT

I-80, Exit 99

Dec 9-11

J D “Doc” Osburn T/A, Boise, ID

I-84, Exit 54

Dec 12-Jan 7
Jan 8-11
Jan 13-15
Jan 17-20
Jan 21-23
Jan 24-27
Jan 28-Feb 1
Feb 2-5

❄❄❄❄ Off Duty ❄❄❄❄
Petro. Sparks, NV
T/A, Santa Nella, CA
Petro, Wheeler Ridge, CA
T/A, Barstow, CA
Shawn Hubbard Petro, Ontario, CA
T/A, Tonopah, AZ
Petro, Eloy, AZ

I-80, Exit 21
I-5, Exit 407
I-5, Exit 219
I-15, Exit 178
I-10, Exit 57
I-10, Exit 103
I-10, Exit 200
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I-15, Exit 54

Thanks to Western Star Trucks for
their generous use of the 2017
5700 EX Phantom II. Western Star’s
support of OOIDA, its mission and
its members is greatly appreciated.
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OOIDA EDUCATION

Ready to take the plunge and
start your own trucking business?
By Land Line staff

Have you toyed with the idea of
becoming an owner-operator
but aren’t quite sure where to
start? Not to worry. Truck to
Success, OOIDA’s business
education training, is a 2½-day
intensive training for those
ready to take their first steps
toward becoming an owneroperator.
Truck to Success is
scheduled for March 12-14 at the Courtyard by Marriott in
Blue Springs, Mo. The class features true trucking experts
who have worked and do work for the largest trucking
association dedicated to helping drivers in all areas be
successful. The training consists of expert trainers and
interaction among participants. Some homework is required
for full participation.
The training is designed to follow a logical path of
information on the transition from a company driver to an
independent contractor. Topics include:

Truck To
Success

DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

■ Developing a business plan that works for you.
■ Buying a new or used truck.
■ Equipment financing.
■ Insurance.
■ Pros and cons of running under your own authority
or leasing on to a carrier.

■ New entrant safety audits and compliance reviews.
■ Drug and alcohol testing requirements.
■ Permits and licensing.
■ Taxes and business structures.
■ Brokers and factoring.
■ Current issues affecting the industry.
Registration is open to anyone – you do not have to be a
member of OOIDA to participate in the classes. The cost is
$495 per person and that includes breakfast, lunch and
snacks. Lodging is not included. However, participants can
book a room at the Courtyard by Marriott and receive
OOIDA’s corporate rate. Participants who register before
Feb. 1 will receive a year’s membership for free.
To register, visit OOIDAOnlineEducation.com. LL
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DASHBOARDCONFIDENTIAL
Dave Sweetman CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST

You’ve got to dodge ’em; you’ve got to duck ’em
For as long as I have been driving
big trucks, parking has always been
a consideration. Life was much
simpler when I had a cabover,
pulling a 42-foot trailer.
Over the years, the trailers got
bigger, and my trucks got bigger.
I went to a hood instead of the
cabover and then bigger custom
sleepers. Call it progress, added
creature comforts and trying to
make the best use of space to make
life on the road more comfortable.

Some of the drivers
just don’t pay attention,
are messing with their
cellphone or have
headphones on jamming
out and are distracted.
There are drawbacks, but the
positives outweigh the negatives. I
know, I hear it – poor guy in a big,
fancy truck – but they didn’t give
it away. I busted my butt for it, but
I’ll stop griping.
Besides the normal maneuvering
in tight areas that sometimes make
for a tight squeeze – same as every
driver out here – I can still hear my
old Army driving instructor telling
me to “swing it wide!” I have never
wiped out any fire hydrants or
phone poles, but I have been within
inches. Sometimes it’s just blind,
dumb luck.
As trucks have gotten bigger,
unfortunately parking spots have
not changed much. Many truck
stop parking spaces are still
allocated for 45-foot trailers. I
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always thought that it would be
better and safer for everyone if
the slots were angled so that when
you come down the aisle, you are
lined up at nearly the proper angle
to your left instead of a 90-degree
hard jack. Easy in, easy out.
I realize that everyone can have
a bad day. I realize that driving
and backing skills differ, and I
also realize some drivers need that
proverbial 40 acres to turn that
rig around.
But some of the drivers just don’t
pay attention, are messing with
their cellphone, or have headphones
on jamming out and are distracted.
I also realize that some of these
guys make me nervous, so – I will
get out and help them back in,
thereby sparing my fenders, hood
and bumper.
I am also very picky where and
how I park. I never park on the
end of the row. Over the years I
have witnessed too many drivers
losing their hood or fenders and
have personally helped apprehend
the bad guy on several occasions.
I once had a driver knock me out
of bed when he drove into the side
of my trailer and was trying to get
away until I stopped him. He swore
he didn’t do it, but the green on the
front of his truck was a give-away.
“Golly, did I do that? I made it all
the way to Connecticut, and now
this happens.”
As if it were some divine
intervention that moved his hood
into my trailer.
And the late-night phone call to
my boss was less than happy.
“I have good news and bad news.

I got hit in the Carlisle Petro.”
Boss: “What’s the good news?”
Me: “Uhhh, they hit your trailer,
not my truck.”
But I got the correct info from the
driver, took plenty of pictures and
let the insurance companies duke it
out. After, of course, they stopped
saying their driver was not at that
location.
Considering that I took pictures
of his license plate, truck number,
registration, driver’s license and
vehicle. I recommend that everyone
carry a disposable camera in their
safety kit. It may just save your
bacon.
Since the mandate of electronic
logs, I have noticed there is an
increasing shortage of truck
parking. It seems like many drivers
are solar powered, as available
parking gets harder to find after 4
p.m. Not just in one or two areas
either. I-75 from Toledo, Ohio, to
Atlanta is a good example. And it
seems to be getting tougher. So,
what is a driver to do to utilize
allowable driving hours? Kudos
to Kentucky for allowing truck
parking in their weigh stations, as
I have taken them up on it several
times, even though I had drive time
left. I knew there would be nothing
available farther on up the road.
Same for Florida and Mississippi.
Alabama’s westbound weigh
station on I-20 gets a big razzberry.
It’s a huge parking lot but posted
“no overnight parking.” Thanks
for nothing.
I hope everyone has a very merry
Christmas, happy holidays and a
safe, prosperous New Year. LL
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2018-2019

Industry
Calendar

Visit us at
LandLineMag.com
for more industry events.

DECEMBER
15 National Wreaths Across America Day. For more
info, visit WreathsAcrossAmerica.org.

MARCH
7 Women With Drive Summit at the Sheraton Toronto
Airport Hotel and Conference Centre, Toronto. For more info:
https://truckinghr.com/content/2019-women-drive-leadershipsummit
28-30 Mid-America Trucking Show, Kentucky
Expo Center, Louisville, Ky. For more information, visit
TruckingShow.com.

APRIL
11-13 ExpoCam Montreal 2019, Bonaventure, Montreal,
Quebec. For more information, visit ExpoCam.ca.
13 The 16th annual Wheat State Antique Truck Show
at Newell’s Truck Stop in Newton, Kan. Go to ATHS.org or
find ATHS Wheat State Chapter on Facebook for information.
26-28 75 Chrome Shop Truck Show, near Exit 329
off I-75 in Wildwood, Fla. For more information, go to
75ChromeShop.com.

MAY
3-4 Midwest Pride in your Ride Truck & Tractor
Show, Tri-State Raceway, Earlville, Iowa. For more
information, visit MidwestPrideInYourRide.org.
9-11 East Coast Truckers Jamboree, Kenly 95 Petro,
Kenly, N.C. For more information, visit Kenly95.com.
12 Mother’s Day Truck Convoy benefiting Make-AWish Foundation at the Burle Business Park, Lancaster,
Pa. For more info, visit http://philadesv.wish.org/ways-to-help/
convoy or email chaynes@philadesv.wish.org.
30-June 1 Wheel Jam Truck Show in Huron, S.D. For
more information, go to WheelJamTruckShow.com.
May 31-June 2 ATHS Convention and Truck Show at
the Grand Sierra Resort in Reno, Nev. For more information,
visit ATHS.org/2019Convention

JUNE
1 Semi Casual Truck Show, Bristol, Tenn. For more
information, visit SemiCasualTruckShow.com.
7-8 Joplin Truckers Jamboree at the Joplin 44 Petro in
Joplin, Mo. For more information, go to Joplin44.com.
8-9 Texas Trucking Show, NRG Center, Houston. For
more information, visit TexasTruckingShow.com.
14-15 Oak Grove Truckers Jamboree at the Oak Grove
70 Petro in Oak Grove, Mo. For more information, go to
OakGrovePetro.com. LL
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OOIDA
Life Members

John Adams
Albert Allen
Deborah Allen
William Allgier
Melvin Anderson
Larry Anglin
Larry Anton
Cyrus Axson Jr.
Rebecca Babbs
Mike Barlow
Philip Bartlow
Jerry Bennett
Thomas Bennett Sr.
Ronald Best
Roger Black
Antoinette Bland
Kenneth Bolden
Danny Bolyard
Andrew John Botti
Rodney Boyd
Richard Bozacki
Michael Bradley
Abdul Braimah
Nelson Breaux
Steven Brenton
Ron Brubaker
Mahadeo Budhram
Stuart Bugbee
Gary Burns
Allen Cacy
Ronald Campbell
Mateo Cardona
Mark Carlisle
Kenneth Carter
Lewis Carter
Lawrence Cason
Vernon Charnley

Sandra Christy
Kenneth Ciallella Sr.
Roger Clark
Randall Cline
Gregory Clover
Kenneth Scott Cobb
Allen Coleman
Eddie Collier
Christopher Comerzan
Eden Comerzan
Gerald Conley
Albert Cook
Norma Cook
Tim Corder
Paul Costello
Manuel Criollo
Merrell Daggett
Betty Davids
Rodney De Bruin
Steven De Lisi
David De Pasquale
Richard Deaton
William Dersch
Ronald Dewberry
Eben Dickinson Jr.
Carl Diem
Steven Dietrich
Lewis Dixon
William Dodge
Alan Dunning
Arturo Ferran
Ronald Fieldson
Jose Flores
Jeanette B. Fountain
Kenneth Franchi
Curtis Franks
Dennis Frederick

Congratulations
Willard Frederick Jr.
Del Gallier Jr.
Paul Gayle
Todd Gehrke
Gregory Gibson Sr.
Douglas Gilson
Ivan Glancy
Shryle Glancy
Eliot Goble
Dominic Grasso
Gerald Greer
Randolph Groff
Edward Gualdino
Smokey Gurney
Al Hamm
Stephen Hatch
Jeffrey Hayen
Michelle Henry
Edward Hickey
Jeffrey Hill
Jerry Hinzmann
Peter Hoehmann
Terry Hood
Robert Hudecek
Selby Hull
Michael Hvizdos
Tracy Jackson
Edwin Johnson
John Jones
Loren Kapp
John Kasik Jr.
Pat Kehoe
Mike Kemmetmueller
William Kennedy
Richard Kern
John Kervin
Ronnie King

Senior Members
Tracy Abbott
David F. Ayers
Peter L. Benton
Raul Rosas Bravo Sr.
Corrine Brown
Richard V. Brown
Kathy Butler
Ruben Camargo
Mark Cladis
James D. Coleman
Esteban De La Torre
Jeffrey J. Dunlap
Cesar Flores

Andrea Folkerts
Carolyn Gernert
Thomas E. Gillen
James J. Gregg
Walter D. Gunby
James Hall
Lorenzo Hargrave
Eric E. Harry
Kathy A. Hatch
Steven Bernard Hicks
Clifford A. Horst
Michael Jackson
Vicki Jeppson

OOIDA congratulates its newest Life and Senior Members

Kenneth Knotts
Stan Kohrt
Kamran Koochekzadeh
James La Fontaine
Dennis Laviolette
Richard Lawrence
Lloyd Lim
Candace Liskow
David Lockburner
Ralph Looney
Paul Magle
Dennis Magolski
Brice Manley
David Manning
David Martin
Donald Maxey
James McKuin
James McLarty
John Mercier
Victor Meyer
Randall Miller
Steve Moldenhauer
Leroy Moore
William Moore
Daniel Morales
Jerry Mullenix
Lynn Nell
Aubrey Newell
Kenneth Norman
Dennis Osmundson
Stephen Ottaway
Karl Pacheco
Michael Parker
Rodney Parker
Harlan Penner
David Pesta
Jay Pflugh

Benjamin Pierce
William Pimental
Jerald Pitcher
Curtis Porter
David Pozel
Randy Prochazka
Danny Quick
Phillip Raboin Sr.
William Readey
Daniel Reed
Eugene Reiff
David Renfrow
William Rice Jr.
Robert Richards Jr.
Alex Robert
Charles Robinson
Gordon Robitille
Randall Rodrigue
Ann Rogers
Stephen Rollings
Leonard Rueckheim
Harvey Runyan
Joseph Sager
Debra Sands
Ward Satterlee
Don Schiesher
Albert Schlegel
David Schulz
Kenneth Scott
Charles Seals
Kenneth Sharpe
Thomas Sheafer
E. Smith
Luther Smith
Michael Smith
Paul Smith
Robert Smith Sr.

Roland Smith
Sharon Spurlock
Robert Srejma
Jeff Stills
Robert Stout
John Swabik
Michael Taylor
Osborn Taylor
Danny Thompson
James Thorp
Gerald Tinkess
Paul Townsell
Vernon Troyer
Alan Trusty
Richard Udman
Robert Updegrave Jr.
Jerry Vanderhei
David Vencill
Charles Vibbert
John Walker
Edward Walton
Eddie Ward
Walter Ward
Earl White Sr.
Larry Wichman
Richard Wichman
Wylie Wiles
Lyman Williams
Charles Winkelmann
Fred Wolken
Guy Wright
Jon Young
Rickey Young

For more information on becoming a member of
OOIDA, contact us 816-229-5791 or visit OOIDA.com

Gary A. Jornov
Nick J. Keaster
Robert Keaster
Kara Kimzey
Trevor Kimzey
Richard Clinton Lechler
Edwin M. Madsen
Doug Mair
Rodney Martin
Luis Martinez
David McCutchen
Charles T. McNeill
Raymond R. Milczski

Chris L. Miller
David J. Miller
Kevin Mitchell
Donald Moeller
Albert J. Moore Jr.
Daniel J. Moore
Richard A. Myers
Gary Dean Nepper
Stanley Ervan Null Jr.
Jaime Herrera Perez
Dave Pierce
Darrell W. Pudenz
Sukhjit Rai

Ledemus Roberts
James D. Robinson
Jack Rogers
Jose N. Russi
Jeremy D. Salyer
Kevin D. Sargent
Kenneth R. Schrader
Richard E. Schuler
Hiriam R. Sharpe
Kelvin J. Short
Godefroid Sihiri
Harold Simmons
Brandi Spradling

Anthony D. Stover
A.J. Teal
Ronnie Teal
William Brian Templeton
Daryl Matthew Thompson
William D. Updegraff
Richard Valdes
Harold Dean Ward
Ernest J. Watts Jr.
David A. West
Charles J. Williams
James A. Williams
Vache Lynn Wilson

A growing list of members testifies to the fact that truckers want to shape their own future and are willing to step up to do so.
For more information on becoming a member of OOIDA, contact us 816-229-5791 or visit OOIDA.com
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Tandem Thoughts: It’s time for hours of
service to be about the driver
If any company obligates a man to clock in for
work, then a man should be compensated for his labor.
Man
I’m driving “ag exempt” right now, and it’s much less
stressful than standard HOS regs. Can’t we eliminate the
regs that hamper owner-operators and drivers?
Gary
The problem is big carriers want to be in control of how
the drivers use their hours, forcing them to drive their
maximum every day.
Wyatt
I think this whole thing would be solved if the driver got
a bigger piece of the pie. Mileage pay is so wrong on so
many levels. Hours of service wouldn’t matter near as
much if the majority of drivers were being paid more.
KD Miller
I am a 30-year driver with more than 3 million safe miles.
When I was on paper, I rested when my body needed it
and could drive much longer. Now I’m so stressed from
racing the clock, I’m ready to quit driving.
Black Jack
When a computer-controlled device governs when a driver
can or has to take their break, then the drivers must push
themselves to fill all their possible drive time in order to
meet their load demands!
Lurch
Ex-Pilot Flying J president asks to delay start
of prison term until after holiday season
While everyone makes mistakes, Hazelwood has tried every
trick in the book to avoid prosecution. Now he wants to
delay prison because of his deeply held “religious beliefs”.
Were those beliefs on display, while he was participating in
the scheme to defraud truckers of their discounts? I don’t
believe so.
Monte Wiederhold

Applications NOW
being accepted!

Applications for 2019/2020
OOIDA student scholarships
are being accepted now!
The OOIDA Scholarship Program was
established to aid the children, grandchildren
and legal dependents of OOIDA members.
Annually, OOIDA awards one $2,000/year
and four $1,000/year scholarships, each
renewable up to three additional years.

Application deadline is Feb 1, 2019.
To request an application and official rules, visit
www.ooida.com/scholarship or contact
the OOIDA Foundation at (800) 444-5791.

If he was really religious, he wouldn’t have done this in the
first place.
Todd Ramey
He deserves no favors. Did he think about others before
taking their money for Christmas?
Tina Michalski
Major Benefactors

FMCSA grants exemption to concrete pumpers
for 14-hour day
But I thought one size fits all?
Wade Jameson
DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019

Owner-Operator
Services Inc.
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NEED TO kNOw

Affordable Care Act tax
penalties will be a thing of
the past, but not until 2019
By Land Line staff

Open enrollment for the Affordable
Care Act began on Nov. 1 and runs
through Dec. 15. Coverage begins
Jan. 1.
Although the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017 eliminates the
tax penalty associated with the
Affordable Care Act’s individual
mandate, those changes do not
take effect until the 2019 tax year.
That means if you did not have
health insurance for all or portions
of 2018, you may still end up owing
a tax penalty for the year.
The penalty for not having an
ACA-compliant plan or forgoing
coverage in 2018 is the greater of
$695 per adult and $347.50 per
child for a maximum of $2,085 or
2.5 percent of adjusted household
income. The percentage penalty
is capped at an amount equal to
the national average premium for a
bronze plan, the minimum coverage
available by law. Fees are paid as a
part of the filing process for federal
income tax returns.
Although the individual mandate
requires most Americans
to carry a minimum level of
insurance coverage, there are
some exceptions and special
qualifications. Those exemptions
include certain religious groups and
Native American tribes, incarcerated
individuals, people who have VA
medical care, and people who live
in states that have not expanded
Medicaid programs and would have
qualified for Medicaid under the
expanded coverage. LL
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MORE FEDUP

2019 UCR delayed indefinitely
By Land Line staff

As of press time, the start of the
2019 Unified Carrier Registration
period was delayed until further
notice while the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration
completed its rulemaking process
on fee levels for 2019.
Listen to Land Line Now and
follow daily online coverage from
Land Line for updates on the status
of the 2019 UCR period.
In August, FMCSA published a
notice of proposed rulemaking with
the intent of reducing UCR fees.
According to the notice, the
proposed fees for the 2019
registration year would be nearly
18 percent lower than the 2017
level. The reason for the reduction
is to ensure fee revenues don’t
exceed the statutory maximum.
Fees in 2020 would be roughly
9.5 percent below 2017 levels.
FMCSA proposes fees for 2019
to be $63 for motor carriers and
brokers with zero to two power
units. That represents a $6 decrease
from the 2018 fee. It is however,
$10 less than what the UCR board
had anticipated needing to charge
for 2019 fees for the smallest of
motor carriers.
“FMCSA proposes reductions in
the annual registration fees states
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collect from motor carriers, motor
private carriers of property,
brokers, freight forwarders and
leasing companies for the UCR
plan and agreement for the 2019,
2020 and subsequent registration
years,” the notice stated.
“The reduction in fees for
subsequent registration years
would range from approximately
$4 to $3,565 per entity.”
Proposed fees for 2019:
Number of Trucks
Fee
0-2 ..................................... $63
3-5 ................................... $187
6-20 ................................. $372
21-100 .......................... $1,299
101-1,000 ..................... $6,190
1,001 and above ........ $60,441
Total revenue from the current
UCR plan for 2018 are estimated to
exceed the statutory maximum by
more than $9 million. Collection of
UCR 2019 fees was scheduled to
begin Oct. 1.
Collection of 2018 UCR fees also
was delayed until after the start of
the new year, as the UCR board
grappled with a fee reduction.
OOIDA’s Permits and Licensing
department will answer questions
about the 2019 UCR status at
800-444-5791. LL
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STRANGE

THINGS
FILTHY

LIES

The road can be a wild and wonderful place. It’s like the internet come true, only with fewer cats
and more “nekkid as hell” characters, most of which have no business being publicly nekkid as

Restroom etiquette and lies
about lizard people and magic clocks
Does anyone really know what
time it is? According to Dewey
McSofthead, ardent oppositionist
of all things time-related, “It don’t
matter none, cause lizard people
don’t have watches.” Is Dewey crazy
as hell, or does he have a valid point
in a roundabout way?
We’ll delve into that nest of filthy
lies right after this important public
service announcement from Dixie
Wilson. Dixie works for one of the
big three truck stops as a restroom/
shower attendant. She’s seen things.
Terrible things. And she’s speaking

Her genuine concern for the decline
of human civilization compelled
Dixie to reach out to STFL. She
offers these words of wisdom on
using receptacles properly. “You
ain’t building a toilet-paper nest for
yourself, and if you are, reassess
your life choices, friend. Sit down on
the toilet, void, wipe, flush. It ain’t
rocket science.”
Although not of the rocket variety,
there is definitely science involved.
Dixie has a message for the ladiesLolly McClean-freak, here’s what

Men’s room etiquette involves

placed in order as you walk into the
bathroom, so you can remember to

it. Truck stops are a business. They
provide travelers a place to ‘do their
business,’ because it’s good business.
Don’t give the lowest wage earner
on the totem pole the business by
carrying on with freak business
where it has no business.”
Sage advice and words to live
by on the road. Strange things
adjourned.

On to filthy lies.
Let’s face it. The magical clock
mandate of 2017 was a filthy lie in
itself. Safety advocates sold it as the
best thing since iron bars and cell
blocks to keep evil truckers from
doing dastardly deeds. A year later it
appears forced-implementation has
proven to be more detrimental than
beneficial, both to safety and the
general atmosphere in the industry.
Hate to say, “We told ya so,” but
y’all, “We told ya so.”
The magical clocks aren’t new,
kids. They’ve been around for a

family place. But I think it’s implied

Dixie’s final thoughts

© afxhome - Fotolia.com

experience. “Look,

E
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device, they’re a billing option/
time management tool to track
productivity and maximize profits.
And it was a nifty idea on paper,
but the folks writing it down only
used one color-crayon and never
once considered that trucking
consists of the Ultimate Crayon
Caddy. The folks making laws don’t
have enough lines in their collegeruled notebooks to write down all
the exemptions and rigamarole
necessary, but they expect law
enforcement to have their crap
together enough to enforce this
hot mess.
Speaking of hot mess, as appealing
as being a rebel might be to pretty
much every truck driver I’ve ever
known personally, remaining lawful
is always recommended. Don’t be
Dewey McSofthead.
You know Dewey. He lurks in
the jungles of CB Rambo-infested
highways. He randomly shouts out,
“I ain’t runnin no clock, ya’ bastards,
who’s gonna make me?”
Occasionally, someone with sense
(or lack thereof), will respond, “Oh, I
don’t know, maybe the law, but that’s
not really the point of having laws,
is it?”
(Side note: This is a grave error

“Your mom’s got a point. On her
head! Don’t matter none, lizard
people don’t have watches and they
run everything from the center of
Mount Rainier, come on.”
(Don’t bother pointing out that
lizard people aren’t real. Just leave it
alone. Don’t do it.)
“Uh, lizard people aren’t real,
driver. Get some sleep and have a
safe drive.”
(I told ya’ not to do it.)
Dewey McSofthead will always
come back for the final word, no
matter the level of stupid necessary.
“Well that just proves I’m right
about not running a clock. If they
ain’t real, they can’t have watches
can they? You go on and be a
sheeple, driver, I’m woke as hell and
traveling on!”
This is where medical experts
recommend turning off the CB,
because brain damage is imminent
and well-deserved if you continue to
engage with Dewey McSofthead.
You’ve been warned.
Silver lining alert: The magical
clock mandate has forced FMCSA
to take a look at the real problem,
which is flexibility in the hours of
service. Personal conveyance has
been clarified. These are good things.
And they’re not filthy lies. LL

your mom and espouse some weird
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THE CLASSIFIED
ACCOuNTING
MBA Tax & Bookkeeping ............... 105
Taxation Solutions........................... 104
Todd Knapp, CPA ........................... 101
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MARKETPLACE
Direct-mailed to over 211,000 professional truckers
Our audited subscriber base includes owner-operators (53%), small and medium ﬂeets (19%),
and company drivers (21%). With our pass-along readership, Land Line reaches over 460,000
individuals. As the ofﬁcial publication of OOIDA, Land Line provides the trucking industry with
sharp insight into every aspect of trucking. From legislative and regulatory issues, to equipment,
products, services, industry news, lifestyle and proﬁtability. Land Line stands out as the primary
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IRS Tax Problems can impact your life negatively.
Let us help you get your life back on track!
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20+ years Trucking Industry CPA and Tax Resolution Specialist!

TRuCKING OPPORTuNITIES
Dart...................................................102
Debrick Truck Line ...........................105
Show-Me Trucking...........................103

● File back years taxes
● Amended tax returns
● Resolve IRS & State tax issues quickly
● Penalty abatements
● Offer-in-compromise & installment plans
● Release of tax liens & levies

Call Now! 1 (888) 561-6600 www.tdkcpa.com
tdkcpa@att.net
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Deckmate
LaDDer

A small, portable folding ladder for flatbeds designed
to hook onto the rub rails. A bolt-on bracket is
required for vans, reefers, straight & dump trucks.
n Support bar
n Weighs only 20 lbs.
n Extends to 53 inches
n Folds to 33 inches
n 18-Inches wide
n Anti-skids steps
n Non-pinch hinge
n 400 pounds capacity
n Hangs at convenient
working angle

(806) 665-7990

Drop Today – Cash Today

(806) 440-1126 or order online at
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FACTORING

(816) 220-1700 www.xfactors.net

www.gotrailerladder.com
Deckmate @
All major credit cards accepted.

LLC

U.S. Distributor

OOIDA Corporate
Sponsor

The Great American Chrome Shop caters to owner operators
Bumpers • Stacks
Bugshields • Train Horns
Sunvisors

Bugscreens • Dash Accessories
Polishing & Sealing
Tank Covers • Fenders
Mudflaps & Accessories
Full Line of Lighting & LEDs

NEEDED:

Drivers who want
to make money!
All types of equipment
We will get you paid in all major lanes
LightSpeed Dispatching & Freight Broker
Agent offers freight dispatching to drivers
across the nation. We will get you TOP
DOLLAR on all freight movements.
PROVIDING HIGH-QUALITY DISPATCHING SERVICES

LightSpeed

Dispatching
102 LAND LINE

Bus: 703-360-4524
Cell: 703-200-8045
Email: rogerdeansnell@yahoo.com
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15% Off

for Land Line readers
Use coupon code: LL
Order Online!

Need Drivers

FLATBED

Vacation Pay & Holiday Pay
Health, Dental
and Vision Insurance
Simple IRA Retirement Program
Flexible work schedule

Need O/Os
in MO & Eastern KS

in Western MO & Eastern KS

- TRUCKING & FREIGHT, INC.

Longevity Bonus
Weekly Pay
Flexible work schedule

Our operating area is roughly a 600-mile radius of Kansas City
All O/Os and drivers have weekends home

Call 800-824-3822 or visit www.showmetrucking.com

TRuCKER TAx HELP
Accountants & CPA’s who have
worked in the trucking industry

Replace Your
Rusted Coolant Tubes
With Stainless Steel

FREE

n Corporate & Individual Tax Returns
n All 50 States
n IRS Issues
n Year-Round Tax Advice

SouthpointeRadiator.com

Our customers say it best:
“i have been driving 18 wheelers for the
past 42 years. i set up my corporation
and hired corporate capital to do all of
my bookkeeping and tax returns for my
business. With them doing my books i
have offset my expenses each year and
pay the minimum in taxes.”
~ Robert Dowdy, Cisco Group, Inc.

Family Owned for Over 30 Years

1-888-780-4894

Trucking Attorneys

“We guarantee our
services, so call now!”
Ashley Carlson, President/Owner

855-810-4114

www.corpcapinc.com
2905 Lake East Drive #150 • Las Vegas, NV 89117
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SHIPPING
Mention
this ad!

• Business Interruption Claims
• Trucking Accidents
• Insurance Claims
• Faulty Mechanic Repairs
• Loss of Use/Income/Loads

www.downtimeclaims.com
Free initial
consultation

(904)
278-7688

info@downtimeclaims.com
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Currently factoring? Give us a call for a better rate!

We want to be THE FACTOR in your SUCCESS

Fuel advances at
no additional fee
Same day funding
Free Online Broker/
Shipper credit checks
Fax, Email or Transﬂo
your paperwork

Fuel card program with
discount at the pump
No set-up fees/
contract term requirements
No minimum volume or
invoice size requirements

TRUCK FACTORING SPECIALISTS

APPROVAL BASED ON CUSTOMER NOT PERSONAL CREDIT HISTORY

866-770-7200 www.nealfreeman.com

IFA MEMBER • OOIDA CORPORATE SUPPORTER • APPROVED BY CH ROBINSON TO FACTOR THEIR LOADS HAULED BY YOU

FREE

CONSuLTATION

Strong, Aggressive Trucker Tax Relief

Does the IRS say
you owe money?

STOP the
IRS Tax Monkey!

✓ Wage Garnishments
n
✓ IRS Seizures
n
✓ Offers-in-Compromise
n
✓ Bank Levies
n
✓ Innocent Spouse
n
✓ IRS Audits
n
✓ Trucker Bookkeeping
n
✓ Tax Prep (Current & Past)
n

1-877-966-2477

www.truckertaxtools.com

Taking the hassle out of
dispatching and paperwork
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU:
• Find loads
• Complete broker contracts
• Sign rate sheets
• Gather insurance certiﬁcates
• Complete invoicing for O/Os
& small ﬂeet owners
• We offer full DOT Compliance
through KADE Logistics, LLC

Save time
and stay
focused on
what you
do best
CONTACT US TODAY

www.maxmilles.com
219-863-1091
ARE YOUR
COOLANT TUBES RUSTY?
Replace them with

BH TUBES
made from
stainless steel –
NO more rust!
900+ different
models in stock!
Custom and
hard-to-ﬁnd tubes
also available.

• Glider Kits
• Mandrel Bent
• Fast, low-fee
shipping!
• #1 in Customer
Service

1-866-210-5545
www.bhtubes.com

FREE Abundant
Truck Parking
.15 Fuel Discounts (100 gal. min.)
Pet Friendly

OOIDA Members get
$15 Free Casino Play

Henderson, NV

RailroadPass.com • 702-294-5000
104 LAND LINE
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TruckMiles

¨

“I purchased a copy of
TruckMiles and I can’t begin
to tell you how pleased I am
with the software. It helps
me plan my route much like
other much more expensive
trucking software. Another
feature that I love is the ability
to zoom into a speciﬁc area
and look for truck stops. Not
only does it show you where
they are but it also tells you
what services are available.

TRDispatch
828.899.0800

“Keep Your Trucks Rolling”

MBA Tax &
Bookkeeping Service
Free Tax Consultation - Limited Time Only!
• Income Tax Preparation
• Bookkeeping
• IRS Problem Resolution
• LLC & Inc Filings

Over 10 Years of
Trucking Tax
Experience!

We can help with Back Taxes, Payment
Agreements, Offers in Compromise and More!

WE KNOW TRUCKING!
Call for Free Tax Organizer!

1-888-407-1669
www.mbataxhelp.com

OWNER/OPERATORS WANTED

My accountant loves
TruckMiles too because I can
track all of my expenses for
the month and at the end of
the month all I have to do
is print it off and send my
receipts off to her. She was so
impressed that she reduced
my yearly fee because I am
able to do most of the work
for her.” Ð Lorne Daigle

Flatbed, Van, or Specialized trailers available
or pull your own • Weekly settlements
• Flexible Dispatch •Safety Award Program

800-255-6285
Since 1958

Paola, KS

“YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS”

● Calculate U.S., Canada, and
now Mexico mileages
● Practical & Shortest truck
routing methods
● Driver expense tracking
● Full color maps
● Multiple stop and location
entries
● Proﬁt margin calculator

1-800-324-8588
www.ProMiles.com
ProMiles Software
Development Corporation
* plus shipping & handling
- Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax
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Stay compliant with OOIDA.
Introducing a program from OOIDA to assist members to stay
in compliance with driver qualification files, vehicle maintenance,
and other record keeping programs.

With the assistance from OOIDA, members now can efficiently and
easily establish compliant driver qualification files. OOIDA COMPLIANCE
CONNECTION offers a user friendly system with 24/7 access to your files.
DRIVER FILES:
✓ Review of all forms to ensure they are filled out completely and correctly
✓ Tracks expiration dates such as medical certificates, MVR’s,
CDL’s and will send alert notice before the document expires
EQUIPMENT FILES:
✓ Schedule and track all maintenance
✓ Houses annual inspections, roadside inspections, and DVIR’s
OTHER FILES:
✓ Keeps files and documents organized for user to easily put together records
for New Entrant Safety Audit
✓ Keeps leases, contracts, permits, training certs, and other resources in an
easy-to- access location
✓ Drug and Alcohol testing information can be stored in the system
Information can be sent confidentially and selectively to an authorized investigator.

Let OOIDA help you avoid the hassle of compliance recordkeeping and maintenance. Call OOIDA’s Compliance Connection
to find out more.
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800-444-5791
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Being on the road can get lonely without something
fun and meaningful to ﬁll your down time. You can
make a difference in the life of America’s school
students as a TRUCKER BUDDY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW
YOU CAN BE A TRUCKER BUDDY, GO TO

WWW.TRUCKERBUDDY.ORG
OR CALL 1-800-MY-BUDDY
LAND LINE 107
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Made in the USA
The GiraffeG4 System is a safety product for tractor-trailers and recreational vehicles that
measures and prevents collisions with low-clearance obstacles. Originally manufactured
in China, the GiraffeG4 System is now manufactured exclusively in the United States.
Improvements also have been made to the
sensor for additional speed and range. The
system is a two-part measuring device consisting
of an exterior weather and waterproof sensor,
and a display unit inside the cab with the driver.
It uses sound waves to measure potential lowclearance obstacles, such as bridges, trestles
and awnings, warning the driver if there is not
enough clearance for the vehicle to safely pass
under. To learn more and to purchase, visit
GiraffeG4.com or call 877-543-1087.

Avoid violations with
trailer plate service
from Bestpass
Bestpass, a company offering single-source
payment and streamlined commercial toll
management services, now helps drivers and
fleets avoid costly and time-consuming violations
by tracking trailer license plates. Many tolling
authorities will take a picture of a trailer’s license
plate as a backup in case they don’t read the
tractor’s toll transponder or the toll is otherwise
unassigned. Bestpass customers are able to
upload and maintain a list of all of their trailer
plates, which allows the tolling authority to match
the toll to the right vehicle, eliminating delay in
the toll posting and any associated administrative
fees. To learn more and to sign up, visit
Bestpass.com or call 518-458-1579.
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Half flood light,
half backup camera
Rear View Safety recently introduced a set of vehicle flood lights
that incorporate a built-in, high-quality backup camera. Available
in two shapes (round and square), the dual-purpose, 1,154-lumen
lights are easily mounted to the front or rear of a vehicle to boost
night driving visibility. The built-in 976 x 592 pixel camera features a
140-degree diagonal viewing angle and a visibility range of 98-164
feet. The lights carry an IP68 waterproof rating and come with a
one-year warranty, a 30-day buy-and-try guarantee, and lifetime
tech support. To get more information and to purchase, visit
RearViewSafety.com or call 800-764-1028.
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Just say no to ice
The X3 Lithium Cooler is a rechargeable “refrigerator on wheels” that you can take
with you anywhere. The 28-pound X3 can cool to temperatures as low as minus 4
degrees using a rechargeable lithium battery and can hold up to 30 quarts of food
and beverages. Because it uses an ultraefficient LG micro-compressor, the X3
charges in as little as five hours via an AC/DC port in your home or truck and holds
the charge for up to 10 hours. The X3 Lithium Cooler retails at a price comparable
to top-of-the-line coolers but without the hassle,
mess and expense of ice. It comes with a
two-year limited warranty. For more information
and to order, visit LithiumCooler.com or call
626-524-3690.

Travel smart
The Glendale two-layer travel organizer from
Bagsmart is a perfect travel companion for your
electronics accessories while on the road. It is made of durable, water-repellent
polyester and features a strong carry handle, smooth zipper closure and a wellpadded semi-flexible cover for keeping your items safe and ready to use. Three
padded Velcro dividers and two separately zipped sections – the top for your small
items like cables, USB, SD cards and chargers, and the bottom for larger items like
bulkier wires, power supplies, adapters, external hard drives, tablets and other travel
accessories – make it easy to organize your portable accessories. The Glendale
is 10.8 x 8.3 inches and 3.7 inches tall. For more information and to order, visit
Bagsmart.com or email service@bagsmart.com.

If you have a product you
would like featured, send a
news release with a photo to
Sharon_Costanza@
LandLineMag.com.
All featured products are
subject to editorial review.

The information on these pages is prepared
for publication by Land LineÕs advertising
department from promotional materials provided
by selected manufacturers. The publishers do
not necessarily endorse any product or service
featured in “Hot stuff and cool services.”

Double duty power
Samsung’s new Duo wireless charger pad is capable of fast
charging two Samsung smartphones or a smartphone and
smartwatch simultaneously. The Duo also can charge any other
smartphone certified to the Wireless Power Consortium’s popular
Qi charging protocol. It combines an innovative coil structure with
the latest wireless charging technology from IDT to provide the
fastest charging times available. A built-in fan and vents keep
the device and charger cool for more efficient fast charging. Visit
Samsung.com or call 800-SAMSUNG (800-726-7864) for more
information and to purchase.
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By Terry Scruton LAND LINE NOW SENIOR CORRESPONDENT

ROSES to Shell Rotella
for surprising truck
driver and mentor Deb
LaBree with a check
for $10,000 for her work as a
mentor to other women in the
trucking industry. As if that wasn’t
enough, they did it on national TV
on an episode of “Megyn Kelly
Today” where LaBree was set to
appear as part of Truck Driver
Appreciation Week.
LaBree – who, let’s face it,
deserves plenty of ROSES of her
own – has been driving for about
12 years and has more than
1.2 million accident-free miles.
She has used that experience to
help other women make their way
in the trucking industry.

OOIDA Board Member Bob Esler
sends out ROSES to the Ohio State
Highway Patrol. Esler said a friend
of his – whom he declined to name
for privacy reasons – was under a
hazmat load heading through Ohio
when he suffered a stroke. He was
able to get the truck off to the side of
the road and call his wife – but he had
no idea where he was or what had
happened.
The trucker’s wife called the Ohio
State Highway Patrol and explained
the situation. Although she didn’t
know exactly where he was, she knew
where he was headed. That gave the
police enough information to ping his
phone, track down his location and
give him the help he needed. A big
thank you from Bob and all of us and
the family of that trucker.
ROSES, here are some for Reps. Bill
Posey, Ralph Abraham, Steve King,
James Comer, Randy Weber, Brian
Babin and Andy Biggs. This group
of lawmakers earlier this year sent a
letter to the Environmental Protection
Agency urging them to push back
the effective date of a regulation that
could gut the glider kit industry.

only 15 hours of behind-the-wheel
training are required. And 10 of
those must be on a public road. But
it’s a step in the right direction.

The regulation would put severe
greenhouse gas restrictions on
the glider kit industry and has the
potential to shut it down altogether.
Glider manufacturers are currently
limited to producing 300 trucks in
2018. But the letter urged the EPA
to delay enforcement of the rule for
another five years. The letter says
that “hundreds of American workers
in the industry have been laid off in
the last three months,” adding that
“the glider kit and truck industry will
cease to exist in short order without
meaningful relief.”
ROSES to California for making its
CDL training requirements into law.
They were signed into law earlier
this month by Gov. Jerry Brown. So
what’s the big deal? Well, first and
foremost this puts California ahead
of the game as one of the few
states that is now compliant with
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration’s entry-level driver
training rule, which goes into effect
in 2020.
California also went one better
by adding a requirement for
a minimum number of hours
of behind the wheel training –
something the FMCSA’s rule
doesn’t have (although it should).
Now admittedly it’s not much –

ROSES for everyone who
participated in the World’s Largest
Truck Convoy at this year’s Guilty
By Association Truck Show in
Joplin, Mo.
The convoy included 522 trucks
– a hundred more than last year –
and raised a whopping total of
more than $191,000 dollars. And
that’s $75,000 dollars more than
last year. The auction for the first 15
spots in the convoy generated
$105,000 dollars in the first 30
minutes alone.
We single out the GBATS convoy
because it’s one of the biggest, but
really we are sending out ROSES
to everyone who participates in the
World’s Largest Truck Convoy for
Special Olympics every year. It’s
a great cause, and we can’t thank
everyone enough.

RAZZBERRIES to
the U.S. Department
of Transportation
for language it used in the
Automated Vehicles 3.0
document released earlier this
year. No, it’s not that kind of
language, but it might as well
have been.
This is the first automated
vehicle guidance we’ve seen
from the DOT that specifically
mentions trucks. It also
specifically says that the DOT
“will no longer assume that the
CMV driver is always a human.”
What was that? No longer
human? So … robots, then?
Squirrels? I guess this shouldn’t
come as too much of a surprise,
the DOT has been treating truck
drivers as less than human for
decades anyway. LL

Got an idea for a ROSE or a RAZZBERRY? Email it to Terry_Scruton@LandLineMag.com.
You can also check out the official Facebook page at Facebook.com/RosesAndRazzberries.
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